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FOREWORD  

No economy can grow to its full potential unless both women and men participate fully. 
As half the world’s population, women have an equal role in driving economic growth. 

Women, Business and the Law 2018 is the fi fth edition in a series of biennial reports 
measuring the legal obstacles to women who engage in economic activity around the world. 
Since the World Bank started this study a decade ago, our understanding has increased 
about how laws infl uence women’s decisions to start and run businesses or get jobs.   

The analysis draws on newly-collected data across seven indicators: accessing institutions, 
using property, getting a job, providing incentives to work, going to court, building credit, 
and protecting women from violence. The study expands coverage to 189 economies 
around the world. 

The data show the challenge many women face in the quest for economic opportunity. 
One hundred and four economies still prevent women from working in certain jobs, simply 
because they are women. In 59 economies there are no laws on sexual harassment in the 
workplace. And in 18 economies, husbands can legally prevent their wives from working.

Social media movements such as China’s # ; Latin America’s #YoTambien; the Middle 
East’s          ; and the United States’ #MeToo have highlighted the prevalence of sexual 
harassment and violence in the workplace. But in many places, women still have no legal 
recourse. And every day we learn about industries that pay women less than men for doing 
the same work. 

What actions can be taken to increase economic opportunity for women? How can 
governments improve labor market participation by their female citizens? Hard data helps 
answer these questions.

By informing politicians about the legal obstacles to women’s economic opportunities, 
Women, Business and the Law makes a contribution towards promoting gender equality. 
The study celebrates the progress that has been made while emphasizing the work that 
remains to ensure equality of opportunity.

Kristalina Georgieva 
Chief Executive Offi  cer 
The World Bank
Washington, DC
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1KEY FINDINGS

Women, Business and the Law 2018 is the fi fth in a series of bien-
nial reports measuring gender diff erences in legal treatment. Since this 
research started, the realization of the importance of women’s entre-
preneurship and employment has increased signifi cantly, as has our 
understanding of the relationship between legal gender equality and 
women’s economic outcomes.

While understanding that women’s access 
to employment and entrepreneurial activi-
ties is related to many factors, the data in 
this report illustrate how laws and regula-
tions limit women’s economic participation. 

Consider the case of a girl who grows up 
aspiring to be a ship’s captain. She excels 
at school in the hopes of getting her dream 
job. Maybe she is even hired to do it, but 
then she is fi red simply because of her 
gender. What does this do to her aspira-
tions and the aspirations of every girl who 
comes after? 

Now consider the case of Svetlana 
Medvedeva, who studied navigation in col-
lege and graduated as a navigation offi  cer in 
the Russian Federation. She applied to work 
as a ship’s helmsman and was selected. 
Later she was told she could not have that 
job as Regulation No. 162 lists helmsman as 
one of the 456 jobs deemed too arduous, 
harmful or dangerous for women.1  

Medvedeva took the company to court 
based on the Russian Constitution’s equal-
ity provisions. Her case was dismissed 
because the court held that the purpose 
of the regulation was to protect women’s 
reproductive health. She appealed and 
her appeal was dismissed. She further ap-
pealed to the court of cassation. That ap-
peal was also dismissed. She then brought 

her case to the United Nations Committee 
on the Elimination of Discrimination 
against Women. The Committee found 
that she had been discriminated against 
because of her gender.2  

After this decision, and fi ve years after 
her case began, Medvedeva once again 
went before a Russian district court. In 
September 2017 the court found that she 
had indeed been discriminated against. 
However the court did not order the com-
pany to hire her and the ban on women 
ship navigators is still in place.3  

Meanwhile other economies are mak-
ing progress on the issue of gender legal 
parity. In 2016 the Constitutional Court of 
Colombia struck down as discriminatory the 
labor code’s prohibitions on women’s work 
in mining and in jobs deemed hazardous 
and arduous.4 Bulgaria, Kiribati and Poland 
also eliminated all restrictions on women’s 
employment. 

From the outset, the purpose of the 
Women, Business and the Law report 
has been to inform research and policy 
discussions on how laws and regulations 
infl uence women’s economic activity. This 
has largely occurred. From comprehending 
the importance of family law to women’s 
economic decision-making to recognizing 
the eff ect of violence against women on 

KEY FINDINGS

Globally, over

2.7 billion 
women are legally restricted 
from having the same choice 

of jobs as men.
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WOMEN, BUSINESS AND THE LAW 20182

their employment opportunities, Women, 
Business and the Law has contributed to 
a better understanding of why legal gen-
der equality matters. 

But not enough has been done to reach 
legal gender equality. Many laws prevent 
women from working or running a busi-
ness. For example, 104 economies still 
have laws preventing women from work-
ing in specifi c jobs, 59 economies have no 
laws on sexual harassment in the work-
place, and in 18 economies, husbands 
can legally prevent their wives from work-
ing. What eff ect do laws like these have 
on women’s economic choices? 

More research and evidence are needed 
to understand the eff ects of laws and 
regulations on women’s entrepreneurship 
and employment so that policymakers 
can better understand which policies to 
promote. Women, Business and the Law 
builds on a growing body of research 
that stresses the importance of laws in 
shaping women’s economic opportunities 
and improving gender equality. Research 
has called into question the notion that 
economic growth alone increases gender 
equality. Rather, continuous policy com-
mitments to gender equality are required 
to achieve it.5  

What is new in this edition?

To understand where laws facilitate or 
hinder gender equality and women’s eco-
nomic participation, Women, Business and 
the Law 2018 is providing scores for the 
fi rst time for each of its seven indicators: 
accessing institutions, using property, get-
ting a job, providing incentives to work, go-
ing to court, building credit and protecting 
women from violence. The indicator scores 
are a number between 0 and 100, with 100 
being the best. The scores are obtained by 
calculating the unweighted average of the 
scored questions within that indicator, and 
scaling the result to 100.

The indicator scores facilitate research 
and policy discussions on how varying 
legal environments infl uence women’s 

economic opportunities and outcomes. 
The scored questions are based on two 
criteria: their relevance to women’s hu-
man rights as set out in the internation-
al women’s rights framework, including 
the Convention on the Elimination of all 
Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
(CEDAW), and research demonstrating 
their importance for women’s economic 
empowerment (table 1.1). 

Women’s international human rights, as 
set out in CEDAW, serve as the underly-
ing justifi cation for each scored ques-
tion. For areas covering violence against 
women, reference to international 
treaty law has been supplemented by 
the UN Declaration on the Elimination of 
Violence against Women and the CEDAW 
Committee’s General Recommendations. 
Questions on maternity leave use the 
International Labour Organization’s 
Maternity Protection Convention of 2000 
as a benchmark (fi gure 1.1). 

Fifty questions are scored within the 
seven indicators (box 1.1). The scored 
questions fall into three categories: 
those with explicit gender-based diff er-
ences aff ecting women’s entrepreneur-
ship or employment (such as gender-
based job restrictions), those refl ecting 
the absence of laws protecting women 
(such as the lack of legislation on sexual 
harassment), and those examining in-
stitutions or processes that are likely to 
help women (such as anti-discrimination 
commissions). Details on the methodol-
ogy and scoring of each question are 
available in the Data Notes chapter. 

This report covers data for 189 economies 
including 16 that were not covered in the 
previous report: Cabo Verde; the Central 
African Republic; the Comoros; Cyprus; 
Eritrea; The Gambia; Guinea-Bissau; 
Kiribati; Libya; the Marshall Islands; the 
Federated States of Micronesia; Palau; 
Samoa; San Marino; the Solomon Islands; 
and Vanuatu.

Women, Business and the Law 2018 
also presents a case study on women’s 
fi nancial inclusion and the law examining 
how legal and regulatory environments 

infl uence women’s demand for fi nancial 
services.

The Women, Business and the Law indi-
cators complement other gender indexes 
that are constructed using outcome 
variables and, in some cases, qualita-
tive assessments (fi gure 1.2). Although 
Women, Business and the Law focuses 
on key legal and regulatory areas that 
are directly controlled by policymakers, 
there are many other factors that infl u-
ence women’s economic opportunities—
including educational levels and social and 
cultural norms—that are not captured. 

Other indexes take varying approaches to 
developing gender indicators and present 
diff erent views of women’s societal po-
sition. Women, Business and the Law is 
one of the only global datasets that uses 
quantitative, objective data to measure 
legal gender gaps in policies. The "About 
Women, Business and the Law" chapter 
provides information on what is mea-
sured and what is not.

Women, Business and the Law scor-
ing is correlated with the Global Gender 
Gap, Social Institutions and Gender, 
Gender Inequality and Gender-related 
Development indexes (fi gure 1.3). 
Showing that the policy variables mea-
sured by Women, Business and the Law 
are associated with outcomes tells us 
that the law infl uences what happens on 
the ground in areas such as empower-
ment, participation in the labor market 
and command over economic resources. 
As a result, one way to infl uence out-
comes for women may be to reform laws 
and regulations that make it more diffi  -
cult for women to participate in business 
and employment.
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3KEY FINDINGS

 BOX 1.1  WOMEN, BUSINESS AND THE LAW SCORED QUESTIONS 

Accessing institutions 
1. Are married women required by law to obey their husbands?
2. Can a woman legally apply for a passport in the same way as a man?
3. Can a woman legally apply for a national ID card in the same way 

as a man?
4. Can a woman legally travel outside the country in the same way 

as a man?
5. Can a woman legally travel outside her home in the same way 

as a man?
6. Can a woman legally get a job or pursue a trade or profession in the 

same way as a man?
7. Can a woman legally sign a contract in the same way as a man?
8. Can a woman legally register a business in the same way as a man?
9. Can a woman legally open a bank account in the same way 

as a man?
10. Can a woman legally choose where to live in the same way 

as a man?
11. Can a woman legally be “head of household” or “head of family” 

in the same way as a man?

Using property
12. Who legally administers marital property?
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions?
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable 

property?
15. Do sons and daughters have equal rights to inherit assets from 

their parents?
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal rights to 

inherit assets? 

Getting a job
17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks?
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks 

or the duration of the leave if it is shorter?
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by 

the government?
20. What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men 

relative to leave reserved for women, as a function of who pays?
21. Is there paid parental leave?
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value?
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender 

in employment?
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited?
25. Can parents work fl exibly?
26. Can women work the same night hours as men?
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally 

inappropriate in the same way as men?
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men?
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men?

30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension 
benefi ts equal?

31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial 
pension benefi ts equal?

32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal?

Providing incentives to work
33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave?
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services?
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible?
36. Is primary education free and compulsory?
37. Are there specifi c tax deductions or tax credits that are only 

applicable to men?

Going to court
38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in 

court as a man’s?
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? 
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil and family matters? 
41. Is there a small claims court or a fast-track procedure for small claims?

Building credit
42. Do retailers provide information to private credit bureaus or public 

credit registries?
43. Do utility companies provide information to private credit bureaus or 

public credit registries?
44. Does the law prohibit discrimination by creditors on the basis of sex 

or gender in access to credit?
45. Does the law prohibit discrimination by creditors on the basis of 

marital status in access to credit?

Protecting women from violence 
46. Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If 

not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes committed against a 
spouse or family member?

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment?
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education?
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment?
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? 
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 TABLE 1.1   WOMEN, BUSINESS AND THE LAW INDICATORS AND RELATED RESEARCH

Indicator Research 

Accessing institutions A 2000 reform of Ethiopia’s Family Code eliminated a husband’s ability to stop his wife from working, among other things. Although 
the reform has now been implemented throughout Ethiopia, it was fi rst introduced in three regions and two cities. In these areas, 
women’s labor force participation and work outside the home increased. Women were also more likely to work full-time and in 
higher-skilled jobs.a  Freedom of movement is a signifi cant indicator of empowerment. It has been linked with women’s economic 
independence as well as their expanded voice and agency.b 

Using property The gender asset gap can undermine women’s bargaining power and capacity to engage in economic activities.c Giving women 
greater access to assets through inheritance can change outcomes for children, particularly girls. In 1994, two states in India 
reformed the Hindu Succession Act to allow women and men the same ability to inherit joint family property. This altered control over 
assets within families and increased parental investments in daughters. Mothers who benefi ted from the reform spent twice as much 
on their daughters’ education, and women were more likely to have bank accounts and sanitary latrines where the reform occurred. 
The reform has now taken place across India.d  

Getting a job Policies such as paid parental leave are associated with increases in women’s employment; however, extended durations of parental 
leave lead to reductions in women’s relative wages.e   Meanwhile, restrictions on women’s work limit their ability to get the jobs they 
want and maximize their earning potential. Russia had a high gender earnings diff erential during its transition to a market economy, 
largely because of legal restrictions on the jobs women could perform.f Diff erences in wages and job tenure can largely explain the 
pension gap between women and men.g

Providing incentives to work Support for mothers—such as tax credits and the availability of childcare for young children—can increase women’s participation in 
the labor force.h Evidence suggests that spending on early education and childcare can increase women’s labor force participation and 
reduce gender gaps.i

Going to court Gender inequality can adversely aff ect women’s ability to use the legal system. Access to legal aid and other services can improve 
women’s access to justice.j Evidence shows that access to civil legal aid can reduce the need for social welfare programs, the time 
children spend in foster care and instances of domestic violence.k 

Building credit Prior to the passage of the 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act in the United States, banks often had explicit policies treating women 
diff erently from men. When the Act prohibited sex-based classifi cations and income discounting, the change seems to have had a 
dramatic eff ect on banking policies toward women. For example, the legislation had a favorable impact on women’s ability to obtain 
mortgage funds.l  

Protecting women from violence In economies where husbands can prohibit their wives from working or where there is a high prevalence of violence against women, 
women are less likely to have formal accounts, savings or credit.m Meanwhile, sexual harassment at work undermines authority, 
reinforces gender stereotypes, and reduces women to sexual objects. A study of women who experienced sexual harassment at work 
in a United States community found that sexual harassment increases fi nancial stress and can signifi cantly alter a woman’s career 
trajectory.n  

a  Hallward-Driemeier and Gajigo 2013.
b  Nagaraja 2013.
c  Deere and León 2003.
d  Deininger et al. 2014.
e  Ruhm 1998.

f  Ogloblin 1999. 
g  Johnson 1999.
h  Averett, Peters and Waldman 2006.
i  Olivetti and Petrongolo 2017.
j  Australia Law Reform Commission 1994.

k  Abel and Vignola 2010.
l  Ladd 1982. 
m  Demirguc-Kunt, Klapper and Singer 2013.
n  McLaughlin, Uggen and Blackstone 2017.
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 FIGURE 1.1   WOMEN, BUSINESS AND THE LAW INDICATORS AND WOMEN’S PRINCIPAL 
CORRESPONDING HUMAN RIGHTS 

Accessing 
institutions 

• Equality before the law and legal capacity identical to that of men (CEDAW, Art. 15(1)-(2))

• Equality with regard to the law relating to the movement of persons and freedom to choose one’s residence and domicile (CEDAW, Art. 15(4))

• Equality in all matters relating to marriage and family relations (CEDAW, Art. 16), including the right to choose a profession and an occupation 
(CEDAW, Art. 16(1)(g))

• Appropriate measures to be adopted by States to modify the social and cultural patterns of conduct of men and women, with a view to 
achieving the elimination of […] practices which are based on the idea of the inferiority or the superiority of either of the sexes or on 
stereotyped roles for men and women (CEDAW, Art. 5(a))

Using property
• Equal rights to conclude contracts and administer property (CEDAW, Art. 15(2))

• Equal rights in all matters relating to marriage and family relations (CEDAW, Art. 16(1)), including same rights for both spouses in respect of 
ownership, acquisition, management, administration, enjoyment and disposition of property (CEDAW, Art. 16(1)(h))

Getting a job

• Freedom from discrimination on grounds of marriage or maternity, prohibition of dismissal on the grounds of pregnancy, and paid maternity 
leave (CEDAW, Art. 11(2) and ILO Maternity Protection Convention N. 183, Arts. 8 and 9)

• Right to a period of maternity leave of not less than 14 weeks (ILO Maternity Protection Convention N. 183, Art. 4(1))

• Right to cash benefi ts, in accordance with national law, of not less than two-thirds of the woman’s previous earnings (ILO Maternity Protection 
Convention N. 183, Art. 6(3))

• Cash benefi ts to be provided through compulsory social insurance or public funds, with exceptions (ILO Maternity Protection Convention N. 183, 
Art. 6(8))

• Freedom from discrimination in the fi eld of employment (CEDAW, Art. 11); Right to work (CEDAW, Art. 11(1)(a)); Same employment 
opportunities, including the application of the same criteria for selection in matters of employment (CEDAW, Art. 11(1)(b)); Free choice of 
profession and employment (CEDAW, Art. 11(1)(c)); Equal remuneration and equal treatment for work of equal value (CEDAW, Art. 11(1)(d)); 
Equal social security, retirement, leave, and other paid benefi ts (CEDAW, Art. 11(1)(e))

Providing incentives 
to work

• Paid maternity leave or comparable social benefi ts without loss of former employment, seniority or social allowances (CEDAW, Art. 11(2)(b))

• Provision of supporting social services to enable parents to combine family obligations with work responsibilities and participation in public life, 
such as child-care facilities (CEDAW, Art. 11(2)(c))

• Freedom from discrimination and equality in economic life (CEDAW, Art. 13)

• Right to education (CEDAW, Art. 10)

Going to court

• Freedom from discrimination on the basis of sex (CEDAW, Art. 2)

• Legal protection of rights of women and eff ective protection of women against any act of discrimination through competent national tribunals 
(CEDAW, Art. 2(c))

• Exercise and enjoyment of all human rights and fundamental freedoms on basis of equality with men (CEDAW, Art. 3)

• Equality before the law and in all stages of procedure in courts and tribunals (CEDAW, Art. 15(1)-(2))

• The CEDAW Committee recommends States to ensure that women have recourse to aff ordable, accessible and timely remedies, with legal aid 
and assistance as necessary, to be determined in a fair hearing by a competent and independent court or tribunal (CEDAW GR N. 28 Par. 34)

Building credit
• Freedom from discrimination in economic life and access to bank loans, mortgages and other forms of fi nancial credit on equal basis with men 

(CEDAW, Art. 13(b))

• Access to agricultural credit and loans for rural women (CEDAW, Art. 14(2)(g))

Protecting women 
from violence 

• Violence against women includes sexual harassment. States should punish violence against women in accordance with national legislation 
(DEVAW, Arts. 2(b) and 4(c-d))

• The CEDAW Committee recommends States to include information on legislative and other measures against sexual harassment in their periodic 
reports (CEDAW GR N. 12 and 19 Par. 24( j) and (t))

• Violence against women encompasses physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring in the family. States should investigate and punish 
violence against women in accordance with national legislation (DEVAW, Arts. 2(a) and 4(c))
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 FIGURE 1.2  OTHER GLOBAL GENDER INDEXES

Global Gender
Gap Index

Social Institutions and
Gender Index 

Gender Inequality
Index 

Gender-related
Development Index 

The World Economic Forum’s Global 
Gender Gap Index quantifi es 
the magnitude of gender disparities 
and tracks progress over time across 
144 economies and four 
thematic areas: Economic Participation 
and Opportunity, Educational 
Attainment, Health and Survival and 
Political Empowerment. It uses mainly 
quantitative outcome variables, such 
as the ratio of female to male labor 
force participation. 

The OECD’s Social Institutions and 
Gender Index scores 160 economies 
on discrimination in social 
institutions. The composite measure 
is an unweighted average of fi ve 
sub-indices: discriminatory family 
code, restricted physical integrity, 
son bias, restricted resources and 
assets and restricted civil liberties. 
The data are both quantitative 
and qualitative.

The UN’s Gender Inequality Index 
provides a composite measure 
refl ecting inequality of achievement 
between women and men in 159 
economies. The index covers fi ve 
indicators in three dimensions: 
reproductive health, empowerment 
(as measured by educational 
attainment and parliamentary 
representation) and the labor 
market. The indicators are based on 
quantitative outcome variables. 

The UN’s Gender-related 
Development Index  examines 
gender diff erences in development 
outcomes in health, education and 
equitable command over economic 
resources. Covering 160 economies, 
the indicators are based on outcome 
variables and measure the gender 
gap by showing the female human 
development index as a percentage 
of the male.

Sources: World Economic Forum, OECD Development Center, and United Nations Development Program databases.

 FIGURE 1.3   WOMEN, BUSINESS AND THE LAW SCORED INDICATORS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH OTHER 
GENDER INDEXES 
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Why do legal gender 
differences matter for 
women’s economic 
participation? 

Gender gaps in entrepreneurship are as-
sociated with decreased income and ag-
gregate productivity. Research estimates 
that gender gaps cause an average 
income loss of 15% in OECD economies, 
40% of which is due to entrepreneur-
ship gaps. Losses are estimated to be 
signifi cantly higher in developing coun-
tries.6 Additionally, legal gender diff er-
ences are estimated to decrease female 
labor force participation and undermine 
GDP growth.7 Research estimates that 
for some economies, a large fraction of 
country diff erences in output per capita 
can be attributed to gender inequality, 
and many countries can increase output
per capita by discouraging gender barri-
ers in the labor market.8

The evidence indicates that laws can in-
fl uence women’s economic participation. 
In the United States, for example, more 
women started getting patents in the 
19th century after some states passed 
laws granting women property rights in 
their own name as well as granting the 
ability for women to act as sole traders 
and retain their own earnings.9 This same 
set of legal changes led to families invest-
ing more in their daughters’ secondary 
education.10

Equality of opportunity allows women to 
make the choices that are best for them, 
their families and their communities. 
However, equal opportunities in getting 
a job or starting a business do not exist 
where legal gender diff erences are preva-
lent. Legal restrictions constrain women’s 
ability to make economic decisions and 
can have far-reaching consequences. For 
example, women may decide not to work 
or start businesses in economies where 
the law makes it more diffi  cult for them 
to do so (fi gure 1.4). 

Where are laws better or 
worse for women?

The seven indicator scores make it easier 
to identify economies in which women 
can participate in specifi c economic 
activity by region as well as to identify 
economies in which there is room for 
improvement. While no economy gets a 
perfect score in all 7 indicators, econo-
mies that score in the top 20 across each 
indicator include the United Kingdom, 
New Zealand and Spain. 

OECD high-income economies tend to 
have the highest average scores across 
most indicators. Economies in the Middle 
East and North Africa tend to have the 
lowest average scores across most indi-
cators (fi gure 1.5). 

Over a third of the economies examined 
have at least one constraint on women’s 
legal capacity as measured by accessing 
institutions. Similarly close to 40% of 

 FIGURE 1.4   WITH LESS GENDER LEGAL EQUALITY IN AN ECONOMY, FEWER WOMEN WORK OR OWN 
BUSINESSES 
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Note: The WBL measure of gender legal equality is calculated as the average of the seven scored WBL indicators. The positive relationships between the WBL measure of gender legal equality and the 
ratio of female-to-male labor force participation rate (2016), and the WBL measure of gender legal equality and the percentage of fi rms with majority female ownership are statistically signifi cant at 
least at the 5% level after controlling for the log of GNI per capita (2015), the ratio of female-to-male years (mean) of education (age 25+) (2015), the proportion of seats held by women in national 
parliaments (2016), and the rule of law (2016). Sources for the control variables include the World Development Indicators and Barro-Lee Educational Attainment databases. Regression analyses are 
based on 164 and 93 economies for which data are available, respectively. These statistical relationships should not be interpreted as causal.
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economies have at least one constraint 
on women’s property rights as measured 
by the using property indicator.

Twenty-one economies from across 5 
regions receive a score of 0 in the pro-
tecting women from violence indicator. 
In the Middle East and North Africa, 
35% of the economies score 0 in this in-
dicator, as do 19% of economies in Sub-
Saharan Africa. Economies from other 
regions which score 0 include Haiti, 
the Federated States of Micronesia, 
Myanmar, Russia and Uzbekistan.

While the global average in getting a job 
is 67, South Asian economies have an 
average score of 39, the lowest across 
all regions. 

For the building credit indicator, there 
is much room for improvement globally; 
42% of economies score 0 on this indi-
cator. Four regions—East Asia and the 
Pacifi c, the Middle East and North Africa, 
South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa—each 
have an average score of 20 or below. 
The average score for low income econo-
mies is 8 (fi gure 1.6).

Which economies improved 
the most over the past two 
years?

Women, Business and the Law captured 
87 changes toward legal gender equality 
across 65 economies, among the scored 
questions, over the last two years. 

Of the fi ve economies implementing the 
most reforms, four are in Sub-Saharan 
Africa: the Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia. One, Iraq, 
is in the Middle East and North Africa. 
Each of these economies reformed in 
three or more Women, Business and the 
Law indicators. 

 FIGURE 1.5   ON AVERAGE, OECD HIGH-INCOME ECONOMIES PERFORM BEST ACROSS MOST INDICATORS 
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 FIGURE 1.6   HIGH-INCOME ECONOMIES PERFORM BEST ACROSS 
INDICATORS
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The Democratic Republic of Congo re-
formed its family code to allow married 
women to sign contracts, get jobs, open 
bank accounts and register businesses 
in the same way as married men. The 
economy also removed the obligation for 
a married woman to obey her husband 
and has allowed spouses to mutually 
choose the marital home. Additionally, 
the Democratic Republic of Congo lifted 
restrictions on women’s ability to work 
at night in public or private industrial es-
tablishments. Further, the economy also 
now mandates nondiscrimination based 
on gender in various aspects of employ-
ment including hiring and promotions. 
Finally, the Democratic Republic of Congo 
now prohibits gender discrimination by 
creditors in fi nancial transactions. 

Kenya has enacted its fi rst domestic 
violence law, which protects family mem-
bers, spouses, former spouses and part-
ners from physical, sexual, psychological 
and economic abuse. Kenya also now 
provides legal aid in civil matters and has 
improved access to credit information by 
distributing data from two utility com-
panies that report positive and negative 
payment information.

Tanzania made primary education both 
free and compulsory and its new Legal 
Aid Act allows for legal aid in civil pro-
ceedings. Additionality, Tanzania im-
proved access to credit information by 
distributing data from retailers.

Zambia’s Gender Equity and Equality 
Act now prohibits gender discrimination 
in various aspects of employment and 
mandates equal remuneration for work 
of equal value. Zambia also established 
the Gender Equality Commission and 
prohibits discrimination based on gender 
and marital status in access to credit. 
Finally, Zambia established civil remedies 
for sexual harassment in employment.

Iraq enacted a new law that introduced 
electronic passports. The application 
process is now the same for men and 
women and no longer requires women 
to bring a guardian. Iraq also criminal-
ized sexual harassment in employment. 
Iraq now guarantees workers returning 
from maternity leave the same position 
or a similar position with the same wage. 
Iraq also increased the length of paid 
maternity leave from 72 to 98 days. The 
country’s new labor code now prohibits 

discrimination based on gender in various 
aspects of employment including hiring 
and dismissal. However, the labor code 
also allows employers to terminate em-
ployees’ contracts when they reach the 
retirement age, which is unequal for men 
and women. 

While Sub-Saharan Africa had the most 
reforms, South Asia had the highest per-
centage of reforming economies. Half of 
the economies in South Asia had at least 
one reform followed by Sub-Saharan 
Africa (45%), Europe and Central Asia 
(44%), and East Asia and the Pacifi c 
(40%) (fi gure 1.7).

The lowest percentage of reforming 
economies are OECD high-income econo-
mies (16%). However OECD high-income 
economies also have the best average 
scores across indicators.

The indicator with the most reforms was 
getting a job (28 economies) followed by 
building credit (24 economies). The least 
movement occurred in using property 
with only Ecuador demonstrating positive 
reform (fi gure 1.8). However, reforms af-
fecting property are the slowest to occur. 

 FIGURE 1.7   SOUTH ASIA HAS THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGE OF ECONOMIES THAT IMPROVED  
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Source: Women, Business and the Law database.
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The chapter on Reform Summaries pro-
vides a description of all reforms.

The following sections provide an over-
view of the main results by indicator.

Accessing institutions

The ability to make eff ective choices and 
transform them into economic outcomes 
is dependent on a supportive regula-
tory framework. Women, Business and 
the Law’s accessing institutions indica-
tor examines laws governing women’s 
interactions with public authorities and 
the private sector to determine where 
women’s agency and economic activities 
may be limited. There are several spheres 
in which women may face constraints 
on their legal capacity to act or ability to 
conduct transactions. 

For example, limitations on married 
women’s legal capacity, including the 
ability to work without their husbands’ 

permission, weakens decision-making 
ability. Additionally, when women cannot 
independently decide where they want to 
go, travel or live, they may face diffi  culty 
getting to work or conducting business 
transactions. Such restrictions may stem 
from women’s role in traditional societ-
ies, which was often limited by a fathers’ 
or husbands’ guardianship. 

Today, this trend has largely been re-
versed among former colonial powers. In 
1938 and 1975 respectively, France and 
Spain recognized a married woman’s abil-
ity to contract in her own name. Many of 
their former colonies, however, continue 
to use old legal codes and have not ad-
opted similar reforms. 

In economies such as Equatorial Guinea, 
for instance, the 1960 Spanish Civil Code 
is still in force. Equatorial Guinea is now 
the only economy examined where a 
woman needs her husband’s permis-
sion to sign a contract. Similarly, Chad, 
Guinea-Bissau and Niger still rely on colo-
nial versions of civil laws that do not allow 

married women to open bank accounts 
without their husbands’ permissions. 

Constraints on women’s agency and 
freedom of movement also persist (table 
1.2). For example, in 18 economies wom-
en cannot get a job or pursue a trade or 
profession without permission. An excep-
tion to this is the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, which recently reformed a family 
code that was introduced by Belgium and 
adopted from the Code Napoléon. The 
reform allows married women to sign 
contracts, open bank accounts, register 
businesses, and get jobs without written 
permission from their husbands. 

Reforms increasing women’s access to 
institutions may contribute to women 
holding greater positions of authority. 
Women, Business and the Law analysis 
shows that women are more likely to 
hold leadership positions in public life 
when they have increased legal decision-
making abilities (fi gure 1.9).

 FIGURE 1.8   THE MOST IMPROVEMENTS OCCURRED IN GETTING A JOB

Source: Women, Business and the Law database.
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Using property

Strong property rights can allow women 
to leverage assets for economic gain. 
The using property indicator examines 
women’s ability to acquire, access, man-
age and control property as a function of 
inheritance and marital property regimes. 
Access to property through these means 
can both increase women’s fi nancial se-
curity and provide them with the neces-
sary collateral to start businesses. 

Women, Business and the Law fi nds that 
women’s property rights are positively 
associated with their leadership positions 
in the private sector. Women are less 
likely to have leadership positions in busi-
ness in economies where their property 
rights are constrained (fi gure 1.10).

Systems of property ownership for 
spouses provide for the management of 

 TABLE 1.2   OVER ONE-THIRD OF ECONOMIES STILL RESTRICT WOMEN’S AGENCY AND FREEDOM 
OF MOVEMENT

Action that women cannot legally 
perform in the same way as men Economies 

Number of 
economies

Apply for a passport Afghanistan; Algeria; Bahrain; Barbados; Belize; Benin; Botswana; Cameroon; Congo, Rep.; Cyprus; Dominica; Egypt, 
Arab Rep.; Fiji; Gabon; Grenada; Guyana; Haiti; Iran, Islamic Rep.; Jordan; Malawi; Mali; Myanmar; Nigeria; Oman; 
Pakistan; Philippines; Samoa; Saudi Arabia; Seychelles; Solomon Islands; St. Vincent and the Grenadines; Sudan; 
Trinidad and Tobago; Uganda; United Arab Emirates; Yemen, Rep.; Zambia

37

Choose where to live Afghanistan; Bahrain; Benin; Brunei Darussalam; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Central African Republic; Chad; Comoros; 
Congo, Rep.; Equatorial Guinea; Gabon; Guinea; Guinea-Bissau; Haiti; Iran, Islamic Rep.; Iraq; Jordan; Kuwait; 
Malaysia; Mali; Niger; Oman; Qatar; Saudi Arabia; Senegal; Sudan; Syrian Arab Republic; United Arab Emirates; West 
Bank and Gaza; Yemen, Rep.

31

Be head of household Bahrain; Burundi; Cameroon; Central African Republic; Chad; Chile; Comoros; Congo, Dem. Rep.; Congo, Rep.; Djibouti; 
Gabon; Guinea; Guinea-Bissau; Indonesia; Iran, Islamic Rep.; Iraq; Jordan; Libya; Madagascar; Mali; Mauritania; 
Morocco; Niger; Oman; San Marino; Saudi Arabia; Senegal; Sudan; Tunisia; United Arab Emirates; Yemen, Rep.

31

Get a job without permission Bahrain; Cameroon; Chad; Comoros; Gabon; Guinea; Guinea-Bissau; Iran, Islamic Rep.; Jordan; Kuwait; Mauritania; 
Niger; Qatar; Sudan; Syrian Arab Republic; United Arab Emirates; West Bank and Gaza; Yemen, Rep.

18

Travel outside the home Afghanistan; Bahrain; Brunei Darussalam; Egypt, Arab Rep.; Iran, Islamic Rep.; Iraq; Jordan; Kuwait; Malaysia; Oman; 
Qatar; Saudi Arabia; Sudan; Syrian Arab Republic; United Arab Emirates; West Bank and Gaza; Yemen, Rep.

17

Apply for a national identity card Afghanistan; Algeria; Benin; Cameroon; Congo, Rep.; Egypt, Arab Rep.; Mauritius; Namibia; Oman; Pakistan; 
Saudi Arabia

11

Travel outside the country Iran, Islamic Rep.; Iraq; Qatar; Saudi Arabia; Sudan; Syrian Arab Republic 6

Register a business Bhutan; Guinea-Bissau; Pakistan; Suriname 4

Open a bank account Chad; Guinea-Bissau; Niger 3

Sign a contract Equatorial Guinea 1

Source: Women, Business and the Law database.

 FIGURE 1.9   WOMEN ARE MORE LIKELY TO HOLD LEADERSHIP 
POSITIONS IN PUBLIC LIFE WHEN THEY HAVE 
GREATER DECISION-MAKING ABILITY 

Proportion of seats held by women in national parliaments (%)
24%

17%

Accessing institutions score 100
(110 economies)

Accessing institutions score < 100
(62 economies)

Sources: Women, Business and the Law and World Development Indicators databases.
Note: The diff erence in the percentages illustrated is statistically signifi cant at the 1% level after controlling for the log of GNI 
per capita (2015), the ratio of female-to-male (mean) years of education (age 25+) (2015), and the rule of law (2016). Sources 
for the control variables include the World Development Indicators and Barro-Lee Educational Attainment databases. Regression 
analysis is based on 172 economies for which data are available. This statistical relationship should not be interpreted as causal.
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marital estates during and after marriage. 
In most economies this system is set by 
default. Called a marital property regime, 
it determines the allocation of assets be-
tween spouses and automatically applies 
to spouses that do not opt out. 

Of the marital property regimes covered 
by Women, Business and the Law, the 
most common are separate property 

and community property. While separate 
property regimes allow each spouse to 
retain ownership and control over their 
own property with full administrative 
rights, community property regimes treat 
the property of either spouse as joint 
property regardless of who paid for it.

Studies arising from the Gender Asset 
Gap Project emphasize the importance 

of certain property regimes for women’s 
property rights. For example, a com-
parative study of Ecuador, Ghana and the 
Indian state of Karnataka found that in 
separate property regimes, gender gaps 
in assets and wealth tend to be larger. 
In contrast, these asset and wealth gaps 
are smaller under community property 
regimes. The results show that in Ghana 
and Karnataka, women constitute just 
38% and 20% of landowners, respec-
tively. Both economies have a default 
separation of property regime. However, 
in Ecuador, where the default marital re-
gime is community of property, women 
make up 51% of agricultural landowners. 

Having strong property rights, includ-
ing through marital property regimes, is 
a critical component of land ownership. 
Control of land or housing can provide 
direct economic benefi ts to women en-
trepreneurs (box 1.2).

Because women are more likely to per-
form unpaid activities that benefi t the 
household such as child or elder care, 
they typically have fewer monetized 
contributions than men and therefore 
acquire fewer assets during marriage. 
Recognition of these nonmonetary 
contributions is important upon the 
dissolution of marriage as it can grant 
women access to a share of marital 
property. Though these contributions are 

 FIGURE 1.10   WOMEN ARE LESS LIKELY TO HOLD LEADERSHIP 
POSITIONS IN BUSINESS WHEN THEY LACK 
PROPERTY RIGHTS  

Firms with a female top manager (%)
21%

14%

Using property score 100
(74 economies)

Using property score < 100
(47 economies)

Sources: Women, Business and the Law and Enterprise Surveys databases.
Note: The diff erence in the percentages illustrated is statistically signifi cant at the 10% level after controlling for the log of GNI per 
capita (2015), the ratio of female-to-male (mean) years of education (age 25+) (2015), the proportion of seats held by women 
in national parliaments (2016), and the rule of law (2016). Sources for the control variables include the World Development 
Indicators and Barro-Lee Educational Attainment databases. Regression analysis is based on 121 economies for which data are 
available. This statistical relationship should not be interpreted as causal.

 BOX 1.2  JOINT TITLING AND LAND REGISTRATION HELP EMPOWER WOMEN 

Strong property rights and titling schemes encourage asset-based lending, or loans secured by collateral. Having titled property is particularly important 
for women in low-income economies, where entrepreneurship off ers a chance to overcome poverty. Titled property provides proof of ownership, which 
facilitates its use as collateral. Government policies promoting joint titling, in which more than one person has ownership rights, can expand the pool of 
property women can use as collateral for bank fi nancing. For some women, this may mean the chance to access credit and start a business.

Women, Business and the Law fi nds that some economies legally establish joint titling for married couples through marital property regimes or land 
laws. For example, Lesotho’s Land Act establishes that property titles are held jointly for spouses whose marital regime is community property. In the 
Philippines, every title certifi cate belonging to a married couple is in the name of both spouses, as mandated by Presidential Decree 1529. Vietnam’s 
Land Law also establishes joint titling when land use rights and houses are joint property. Some other economies with joint titling include Albania;
Brazil; Bulgaria; Burkina Faso; Kosovo; Lithuania; the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia; Namibia; Paraguay; Rwanda; Slovenia; South Africa and 
Spain. 

Additionally, some economies have introduced innovative laws to further promote women’s land registration. For example, Nepal’s 2017 Finance Act 
has discounted fees to register property jointly by spouses or under a woman’s name. Serbia applies similar discounts. Finally, rural women and women 
heads of household in Colombia have preferential access to rural land formalization programs through Decree No. 902. 

Sources: De Soto 2001; Giovarelli and Girma 2013; Ali, Deininger and Goldstein 2014.
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implicitly recognized in community prop-
erty regimes, separate property regimes 
can penalize a spouse that does not earn 
an income during marriage. This income 
penalty can be mitigated in divorce by 
explicitly recognizing nonmonetary con-
tributions to a household.

Of the 189 economies examined by 
Women, Business and the Law, 134 
recognize nonmonetary contributions. 
These economies include all with default 
community property regimes and 28 of 
the 75 economies with separate prop-
erty regimes. 

Another reason for gaps between wom-
en’s and men’s ownership of assets may 
be inheritance rights. Often inheritance 
off ers an opportunity for both men and 
women to own land or housing. For wid-
ows inheritance may be the only way to 
acquire ownership over assets and can be 

a crucial component of economic secu-
rity after the death of a spouse. However, 
in 36 of the 189 economies covered, 
widows are not granted the same in-
heritance rights as widowers. Further, 39 
economies prevent daughters from in-
heriting the same proportion of assets as 
sons. Diff erences such as these can limit 
a woman’s economic prospects during a 
vulnerable phase of life. 

Getting a job 

The getting a job indicator examines laws 
and regulations aff ecting the millions of 
women working in formal employment 
globally. Starting from when a woman 
applies for a job through to when she 
retires, this indicator explores the poli-
cies that aff ect a woman’s ability to work 
including her job prospects, earning 

potential, career growth and ability to 
balance work and family.

In the economies that score well under 
the getting a job indicator, more women 
tend to work relative to men. In these 
economies women also earn more money 
relative to men which demonstrates that 
labor market laws can both encourage 
women to enter the formal labor force 
and increase their earning potential 
(fi gure 1.11). 

Job restrictions 
Economies grow faster when more 
women work.11 Although current good 
practice calls for gender equality in 
work opportunities, this has not always 
been the case historically. For example, 
the ILO’s Underground Work (Women) 
Convention of 1935 and its 1919, 1934 
and 1948 conventions on women’s night 

 FIGURE 1.11   GENDER EQUALITY IN LABOR LAW IS ASSOCIATED WITH MORE WOMEN WORKING AND 
EARNING MORE RELATIVE TO MEN 
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Sources: Women, Business and the Law and World Development Indicators databases;  World Economic Forum Global Gender Gap Report 2016 (Table C3, p.47). 
Note: The positive relationships between the getting a job score and the ratio of female-to-male labor force participation rate (2016), and the getting a job score and the ratio of female-to-male 
estimated earned income (2016) are statistically signifi cant at the 1% level after controlling for the log of GNI per capita (2015), the ratio of female-to-male years (mean) of education (age 25+) 
(2015), the proportion of seats held by women in national parliaments (2016), and the rule of law (2016). Sources for the control variables include the World Development Indicators and Barro-Lee 
Educational Attainment databases. Regression analyses are based on 164 and 138 economies for which data are available, respectively. These statistical relationships should not be interpreted as 
causal.
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work called on states to prohibit wom-
en’s employment in underground mines 
and night work in industrial undertak-
ings. Similarly, in the years following the 
Industrial Revolution, several economies 
banned women from certain jobs to 
protect them from unsafe working condi-
tions (box 1.3). 

Though conditions have improved for 
both men and women over time, many 
gender-based restrictions remain. 
Industry restrictions, such as those on 
mining, are particularly common. Sixty-
fi ve economies restrict women from 
working in mining. Women also face job 
restrictions in industries such as manu-
facturing (47 economies), construction 
(37 economies), energy (29 economies), 
agriculture (27 economies), water (26 
economies) and transportation (21 
economies). 

Additionally, in 29 of the 189 economies 
covered, women cannot work the same 
night hours as men. Night work restric-
tions exist in every region except in OECD 
high-income economies. The restrictions 
are most common in South Asia and 
the Middle East and North Africa, where 
women cannot work the same night hours 
as men in 63% and 55% of economies, 

respectively. In total 104 economies con-
tinue to place restrictions on women’s 
employment (fi gure 1.12). Research 

estimates that eliminating barriers that 
prevent women from working in certain 
sectors or occupations could increase 

 BOX 1.3  THE LASTING EFFECTS OF LEGACY LEGISLATION 

Certain job restrictions are largely due to legacy legislation refl ecting outdated safety standards. 
Restrictions on women’s work in mining in many Commonwealth economies, for example, can 
be traced back to the United Kingdom’s Mines and Collieries Act of 1842. Currently, almost half 
of Commonwealth economies place limits on the jobs women can do. In the Commonwealth of 
Independent States (CIS), most economies have a lengthy list of job restrictions for women, a 
remnant of a 1932 Soviet Union Law. Of the nine CIS economies covered, only Armenia does 
not have such restrictions. Similar trends exist in Francophone Africa, Lusophone Africa and the 
Spanish-speaking world. 

Seventy-fi ve percent of economies in Francophone Africa have regulations restricting women’s 
employment, with many mirroring a 1954 ordinance from the former federation of French 
West Africa. Among these economies are Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, the Central African 
Republic, Chad, the Democratic Republic of Congo, the Republic of Congo, Côte d'Ivoire, Gabon, 
Guinea, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Niger and Senegal.

Portuguese and Spanish legacy legislation has also left a mark in many former colonies. 
Portugal fi rst introduced a series of decrees restricting women’s work in the 1890s. These 
decrees were not fully repealed until the early 2000s. Currently, almost every country in 
Lusophone Africa and Brazil has at least one restriction on women’s work. Spain enacted 
a decree in 1957 prohibiting women from a variety of jobs, including in mining, certain 
construction jobs and electricity. This decree was repealed only in 1995. Currently, 12 
economies in the Spanish-speaking world place legal restrictions on women’s work: Argentina, 
Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Nicaragua, Panama and Uruguay.

 FIGURE 1.12   RESTRICTIONS ON WOMEN’S EMPLOYMENT EXIST IN ALL REGIONS 

OECD high incomeEurope & Central Asia
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Source: Women, Business and the Law database.
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labor productivity by as much as 25% 
in some economies simply by increasing 
women’s labor force participation.12

Workplace protections 
Workplace protections, however, can 
facilitate women’s ability to secure and 
sustain employment. For example le-
gal protections such as gender-based 
nondiscrimination in employment can 
encourage the entry of women into the 
workforce. Similarly guaranteeing equal 
remuneration for work of equal value 
can ensure that women are not discrimi-
nated against when receiving wages 
and benefi ts.

Although almost 80% of the studied 
economies prohibit gender discrimina-
tion in employment, only 40% mandate 
equal remuneration for work of equal 
value. This standard originates from the 
ILO’s Equal Remuneration Convention 
and provides a broader framework than 
equal pay for equal work as it allows a 
comparison between not only the same 
or similar jobs, but also between diff erent 
jobs of equal value. 

Most OECD high-income economies and 
economies in Europe and Central Asia 
mandate equal remuneration for work of 
equal value. Forty percent of the econo-
mies in Sub-Saharan Africa also do so, 
while only 25% or fewer of the econo-
mies in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
the Middle East and North Africa, East 
Asia and the Pacifi c and South Asia man-
date equal remuneration.

Leave benefi ts
The regulatory environment also plays a 
signifi cant role in shaping women’s ability 
to both get jobs and remain in the labor 
force after starting a family. Maternity, 
paternity and parental leave schemes can 
help recognize and redistribute unpaid 
care work. Ensuring job-protected leave 
of adequate length and pay for both par-
ents is critical for a variety of health, eco-
nomic and social development outcomes. 
The International Labour Organization’s 
(ILO) 2000 Maternity Protection 
Convention establishes a minimum of 98 

days (14 weeks) of paid maternity leave. 
Wage replacement is set at a minimum 
of 67% (2/3) of earnings ideally provided 
through compulsory social insurance or 
public funds. 

Globally the median length of paid ma-
ternity leave matches the ILO standard of 
14 weeks with corresponding wage re-
placement varying from 25% to 100% of 
earnings. Only 7 economies have no paid 
leave available to mothers. These econo-
mies include the Marshall Islands, the 
Federated States of Micronesia, Palau, 
Papua New Guinea, Suriname, Tonga and 
the United States.

The cost of hiring women of childbearing 
age is higher for employers in economies 
in which laws mandate that employ-
ers pay for leave benefi ts and in which 
the length of leave available to mothers 
signifi cantly exceeds the length of leave 
available to fathers. The median length of 
paid paternity leave is only 5 days in the 
91 economies that mandate it meaning 
maternity leave is a full 93 days longer 
on average. 

In India, for example, employers may 
view the recent increase of maternity 
leave from 84 to 182 days as a disincen-
tive to hiring women because employers 
bear the full cost. Employers have no 
legal obligation to provide paid paternity 
leave. The disparity between the cost 
of hiring women compared to men may 
also lead employers to reduce women’s 
salaries to compensate for paying women 
higher leave benefi ts. 

However if the cost of maternity leave is 
paid for by the government, fi rms do not 
necessarily face higher costs for hiring 
women. Governments pay 100% of leave 
benefi ts for mothers in 96 economies. In 
53 economies employers pay 100% of 
leave benefi ts. In 27 economies, govern-
ments pay 50% or more of such benefi ts.

Some economies are shifting away from 
maternity and paternity leave in favor of 
parental leave. For example, in 2015 the 
United Kingdom reformed its leave poli-
cies so that 37 weeks of paid maternity 

leave may be taken as shared, paid pa-
rental leave. Of the 42 economies with 
paid parental leave, almost 90% pro-
vide it in addition to maternity leave. 
Paid parental leave is most commonly 
found in high and upper-middle-income 
economies. 

Parental leave is normally available to 
both parents. However, women tend to 
use it more than men. Although longer 
and higher paid leave for mothers has 
signifi cant benefi ts, too much time out 
of the labor force may negatively af-
fect a woman’s career progression and 
earnings.13 The key to designing leave 
policies that do not exacerbate gender 
inequality may be in promoting fathers’ 
uptake of leave (table 1.3). 

A recent report examining more than 100 
leading studies related to infant and child 
health and well-being, maternal health, 
gender equality and economic impact 
concluded that the optimal length of paid 
leave to ensure optimal infant and child 
health and well-being is one year split 
equally between parents.14 

When maternity, paternity and parental 
leave end, working parents continue to 
have family responsibilities that may 
aff ect their jobs. Laws that promote 
fl exible work arrangements can reduce 
work-family confl icts. Moreover the abil-
ity to work reduced hours, to work vari-
able hours (fl extime), to telework or to 
have working-time autonomy can ben-
efi t both businesses and employees by 
reducing operational costs and turnover 
expenses and by improving productivity 
and work-life balance.15 Of the econo-
mies covered by Women, Business and 
the Law, just 33 economies explicitly 
grant parents the right to request or ob-
tain fl exible work arrangements by law.  

Retirement 
When it comes to leaving the workforce, 
statutory retirement ages set career 
expectations and durations for working 
men and women. Laws that establish 
earlier retirement ages for women can 
negatively aff ect their lifetime earnings, 
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pension benefi ts and retirement savings 
as well as their career growth prospects. 
When women are required to retire at an 
earlier age than men, they end their work-
ing lives with fewer years of employment. 
Conversely, if women enjoy the same 
statutory retirement age as men, years of 
employment are equalized and labor force 
participation can be encouraged.

Gender-diff erentiated retirement ages 
exist in every region of the world with 
the highest percentages in economies in 
the Middle East and North Africa (58%) 
and Europe and Central Asia (40%). 
Retirement is mandatory in almost a 
quarter of economies with gender-
diff erentiated retirement ages. 

In 41 of the 189 economies measured, 
women can retire with full benefi ts 
1 to 10 years earlier than men. Most 
economies with gender-diff erentiated 
retirement ages have a 5-year gap be-
tween women’s and men’s retirement 
ages. The largest gap is in China where 
women can retire at age 50, 10 years 
before men. 

In 13 economies laws allow women to 
retire with partial benefi ts earlier than 

men.  These economies include Albania, 
Algeria, Bahrain, Brazil, Bulgaria, Costa 
Rica, the Islamic Republic of Iran, the 
Kyrgyz Republic, Pakistan, Panama, 
Switzerland, the United Arab Emirates 
and the Republic of Yemen. In econo-
mies with such diff erences, women may 
forgo promotions and raises through 
early retirement. Women also contrib-
ute less to their pensions and savings in 
these circumstances, which can lead to 
fi nancial hardship in retirement.16

Providing incentives to work 

Governments can also facilitate bal-
ancing work and family by supporting 
and incentivizing mothers’ ability to 
return to the workforce after childbirth. 
Income tax regulations and support for 
age-appropriate childcare and educa-
tion can aff ect a woman’s decision to 
enter and remain in the workforce. The 
providing incentives to work indicator 
analyzes such benefi ts and the ways in 
which they can infl uence women’s deci-
sions to work.

The ease, cost and availability of care 
for young children can aff ect whether 

a mother works outside the home. 
Because women are often the primary 
caregivers for children, public assistance 
for childcare can create opportunities 
for women to enter the workforce. For 
example one study found that among 
OECD economies the availability of 
public childcare for children below the 
age of 5 years is strongly correlated 
with employment rates of mothers with 
young children.17

Over two-thirds of the economies cov-
ered by Women, Business and the Law
directly provide childcare services or 
subsidize private childcare services. In 
Finland, for instance, municipal early 
childhood education is available from 
when the maternity and parental allow-
ance periods fi nish until the child goes 
to primary school. As an alternative par-
ents can choose to use private day care 
centers whose fees will be covered by 
the Social Insurance Institution through 
the Private Daycare Allowance. In other 
economies such as Ghana, Brazil and 
Costa Rica, preschool is free and com-
pulsory starting at age four. Policies 
such as these can make childcare more 
aff ordable and enable parents to work.

Personal income tax deductions for 
childcare fees can also reduce the 
burden of childcare costs for parents. 
Though less common than publicly pro-
vided or subsidized childcare, this type 
of tax deduction can infl uence a par-
ent’s decision to return to or enter the 
workforce. 

In 33 of the economies covered child-
care payments are tax deductible. All 
the economies that provide for tax de-
ductible childcare payments are upper-
middle and high-income, except Bhutan 
and El Salvador. Bhutan is also the only 
economy in South Asia to provide this 
incentive, and only one economy in the 
Middle East and North Africa region—
Malta—provides the benefi t. 

Women, Business and the Law fi nds that 
the enrollment of children in preprimary 
education is higher in economies that 
provide deductions for childcare fees 

 TABLE 1.3   POLICIES TO PROMOTE FATHERS’ UPTAKE OF 
PARENTAL LEAVE

Economy Examples

Austria Parents each receive an additional bonus cash payment if they share their leave equally or at 
least 60:40.

France Parents receive higher payments if they both take some leave.

Italy Parents receive an additional month of leave if the father takes at least 3 of the initial 10 months.

Germany Parents receive pay for an additional 2 months of leave if they each take at least 2 of the 
initial 12 months.

Japan Parents receive an additional 2 months of paid leave if they share the initial 12 months.

Korea, Rep. The second parent to take parental leave (typically the father) receives 100% of his wages up 
to a ceiling for 3 months. The fi rst parent receives 40%. 

Norway Seventy days of the total postnatal parental leave period are reserved for each parent. 

Portugal Parents who share the initial 120 days of parental leave receive an additional 30 days.

Romania The parent who did not initially request parental leave (typically the father) is obliged to take 
1 of the 24 months of leave.

Sweden Ninety of the 480 days of paid parental leave are reserved for each parent.

Source: Women, Business and the Law database.
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than in economies without such deduc-
tions (fi gure 1.13).  

A woman’s decision to participate in 
formal employment may be aff ected in 
economies where there are gender diff er-
ences in personal income tax regulations. 
Some economies grant tax deductions 
or credits to male taxpayers by default, 
reducing their taxable income and in-
creasing take home pay. In some cases, 
this may mean that women pay dis-
proportionately higher taxes than men. 
Without access to the same deductions 
or credits, women end up paying more in 
taxes which reduces their take home pay 
and provides a disincentive to entering 
the formal labor market. 

Of the 189 economies covered, 15—
Benin, Brunei Darussalam, Burkina Faso, 
the Democratic Republic of Congo, the 
Republic of Congo, Guinea, Indonesia, 
Iraq, the Lao People’s Democratic 
Republic, Libya, Malaysia, Morocco, the 
Philippines, Togo and Tunisia—grant tax 
deductions or credits to male taxpayers 
by default. 

In Guinea for example, a male taxpayer is 
entitled to a deduction for each depen-
dent child and each wife. Minor children 
of married taxpayers are considered 
dependents of the husband. The wife 
receives tax benefi ts only if the husband 
is absent or incapacitated. In Iraq women 
receive tax deductions only if they are 
unmarried, divorced or widowed. In 
Malaysia a male taxpayer receives tax 
deductions for his dependent wife.

In limited circumstances women may be 
able to receive the same deductions or 
credits that men receive, but not by de-
fault. For example in cases of joint fi ling 
in Togo, tax credits for dependents are 
provided to the male head of household. 
The wife can also receive this head of 
household tax credit, but only if specifi c 
criteria are met. 

Similarly, in Tunisia the male head of 
household receives tax deductions for 
dependent parents and children. The 
wife can receive these same deductions 
if she is considered the head of house-
hold. However this happens only if the 
husband has no income or if the wife re-
marries and has custody of the children. 

Going to court

By strengthening the rule of law and nar-
rowing inequality, access to justice allows 
people to use the legal system to advo-
cate for their interests and ensures en-
forcement of the law. The going to court 
indicator assesses women’s access to 
justice by examining justice institutions 
and procedures enhancing access to the 
legal system.

Unequal treatment in court can under-
mine women’s legal capacities. The pro-
vision of testimony plays a key role in the 
outcome of any case and is a witness’s 
opportunity to present an accurate ren-
dering of facts. Testimony can aff ect the 
distribution of resources among women 
and men particularly in cases where eco-
nomic rights are at issue. 

Women, Business and the Law examines 
where women’s testimony does not carry 
the same evidentiary weight in court as 
men’s. In 16 economies the law diff eren-
tiates between the evidentiary value of 
women’s and men’s testimony. Twelve of 
these economies are in the Middle East 
and North Africa (Bahrain, the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, 
Libya, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the 
Syrian Arab Republic, West Bank and 
Gaza and the Republic of Yemen), two 
are in Sub-Saharan Africa (Mauritania and 
Sudan), one is in East Asia and the Pacifi c 
(Brunei Darussalam) and one is in South 
Asia (Pakistan).

Institutions that are not courts can also 
play an important role in ensuring wom-
en’s access to justice. Anti-discrimination 
commissions are independent from the 
justice system and responsible for pro-
tecting, monitoring and promoting fun-
damental rights. Women, Business and 
the Law examines anti-discrimination 
commissions that are mandated to re-
ceive complaints of gender discrimination 
by both public and private actors. 

Commissions can advise governments 
on policy issues such as occupational 
segregation, the gender wage gap and 

 FIGURE 1.13   ENROLLMENT IN PREPRIMARY SCHOOL IS HIGHER 
WHERE CHILDCARE FEES ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE

YES NO

87%

59%

School enrollment, preprimary (% gross)

Are childcare payments tax deductible?

Sources: Women, Business and the Law and World Development Indicators databases.
Note: The diff erence in the percentages illustrated is statistically signifi cant at the 10% level after controlling for the log of GNI 
per capita (2015), the proportion of seats held by women in national parliaments (2016), and the rule of law (2016). Source for 
the control variables is the World Development Indicators database. Regression analysis is based on 127 economies for which data 
are available. This statistical relationship should not be interpreted as causal.
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women’s labor force participation. For 
example New Zealand’s Human Rights 
Commission examined equal employment 
opportunities in the female-dominated 
elderly care sector. Based on its recom-
mendations regarding pay, working 
conditions and workforce training, the 
Employment Court found that a care 
workers’ low pay was a breach of the 
Equal Pay Act.18

Of the 189 economies covered by 
Women, Business and the Law, 93 
have established commissions that re-
ceive complaints from victims of gender 
discrimination (map 1.1). Europe and 
Central Asia has the highest percentage 
of economies with such institutions at 
72%. In contrast, only 20% of the econo-
mies in the Middle East and North Africa 
have established them. 

For women who cannot aff ord legal rep-
resentation, the provision of legal aid can 
improve access to courts. A recent study 
in the United States shows that the fund-
ing of legal services can return as much as 
11 times the amount invested. For exam-
ple a woman who suff ers domestic abuse 
and uses legal aid to get a restraining or-
der loses fewer days of work. Similarly a 
mother who can secure spousal and child 
support with the assistance of civil legal 
aid may not require public benefi ts.19 This 
was the case in Ecuador where three 
legal aid clinics were established to as-
sist poor women and children. Because 
of the support provided by these clinics 
there was a 17% reduction in the prob-
ability that women would suff er domestic 
violence following a divorce. Inversely, 
the probability that female clients would 
receive child support increased by 10%.20

Women, Business and the Law data show 
that 120 economies mandate legal aid in 
civil or family matters. For example, in 
2016 Ethiopia passed legislation mandat-
ing legal aid services for indigent women 
in civil actions. Tanzania’s Legal Aid Act 
of 2017 also authorized legal aid in civil 
and criminal proceedings.

Legal formalities and the cost of litiga-
tion, both direct and indirect, can further 
discourage women and poor people from 
accessing justice. Relaxed rules of proce-
dure could enhance courts’ responsive-
ness to demands for the enforcement of 
social and economic rights.21 One way to 
achieve this is through the establishment 
of small claims courts which hear civil 
cases involving relatively small amounts 
of money. Procedures in these courts are 
simplifi ed with reduced cost and faster 

 MAP 1.1   DOES THE LAW ESTABLISH AN ANTI-DISCRIMINATION COMMISSION?

Source: Women, Business and the Law database. 

YES
NO
NO DATA

This map was produced by the Cartography Unit of the World Bank Group. The 
boundaries, colors, denominations and any other information shown on this map 
do not imply, on the part of the World Bank Group, any judgment on the legal 
status of any territory, or any endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries.
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judgment time. Small claims courts are 
ideal for small businesses, many of which 
are owned by women. 

Women, Business and the Law fi nds that 
131 economies worldwide have small 
claims courts. Among these are Côte 
d’Ivoire and Indonesia, which each intro-
duced small claims courts in 2015. Other 
economies, however, have elected to 
abolish small claims courts. New codes of 
civil procedure in Ecuador and Hungary 
recently eliminated small claims in favor 
of resolution by arbitration or mediation.

Building credit 

A strong institutional environment is 
key to expanding access to fi nance for 
women-owned businesses. If eff ec-
tive, it should recognize the constraints 
women face when accessing credit in-
cluding the eff ects of discrimination and 
women’s limited credit history compared 
to men’s. The building credit indicator 
assesses women’s access to fi nance and 
the strength of credit reporting systems. 
Establishing a good credit history may 
help women who lack access to property 
build reputation collateral for loans.

The ability to build such a history, how-
ever, could be aff ected by discriminatory 
lenders. Policy interventions can encour-
age women’s entrepreneurship by pro-
hibiting discrimination by creditors based 
on gender and marital status. 

Legislation prohibiting gender-based 
discrimination in fi nancial services exists 
in 72 of the 189 economies examined. 
Thirty-six of these economies also pro-
hibit discrimination in fi nancial services 
based on marital status. Such provisions 
can be found in a variety of legislation 
ranging from nondiscrimination and 
gender equality laws to credit acts and 
consumer protection ordinances. 

In Latin America and the Caribbean such 
provisions are particularly common in 
consumer protection laws. For example 
Nicaragua’s consumer protection law 

puts a duty on providers to off er fi nancial 
services without discrimination based on 
gender or marital status. In Europe and 
Central Asia gender equality acts often 
prohibit discrimination. For example 
Albania’s Gender Equality Act prohibits 
discrimination in banking services, includ-
ing loans, deposits and fi nancing. 

Women, Business and the Law data show 
that more women have formal accounts 
at fi nancial institutions and debit cards 
in their own names in economies where 
the law prohibits discrimination based on 
gender in access to credit (fi gure 1.14).

Protecting women from 
violence

Protection against violence is also im-
portant to ensuring women’s economic 
empowerment. Violence against women 
undermines economic empowerment by 
preventing employment and blocking ac-
cess to fi nancial resources. Women can 

function more freely in societies and the 
business world when not faced with the 
threat of violence. The protecting women 
from violence indicator examines the 
existence and scope of legislation on vio-
lence against women including domestic 
violence and sexual harassment. 

Domestic violence is gender-specifi c vio-
lence perpetrated by family members or 
intimate partners and can encompass dif-
ferent types of abuse. Worldwide nearly 
1 in 3 women have experienced physical 
or sexual violence from an intimate part-
ner. Intimate partners commit as many as 
38% of all murders of women.22 Domestic 
violence legislation is a key fi rst step to-
wards ensuring women’s protection. 

Of the 189 economies examined, 45 
do not have laws on domestic violence. 
However, 9 of these 45 economies—
Belgium, Canada, Chad, Djibouti, 
Estonia, Libya, Madagascar, Morocco 
and Tunisia—have aggravated penalties 
for specifi c types of abuse committed 
between spouses or family members 

 FIGURE 1.14   MORE WOMEN HAVE ACCOUNTS AT FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS AND DEBIT CARDS WHERE THE 
LAW PROHIBITS GENDER-BASED DISCRIMINATION 
IN ACCESS TO CREDIT

65%

39%

Account at a financial institution, female (% age 15+)

Does the law prohibit discrimination 
based on gender in access to credit?

50%

22%

Debit card in own name, female (% age 15+)

Does the law prohibit discrimination 
based on gender in access to credit?

NOYES NOYES

Sources: Women, Business and the Law and Global Findex (2014) databases.
Note: The diff erences in the percentages illustrated are statistically signifi cant at least at the 10% level after controlling for the 
log of GNI per capita (2015), the ratio of female-to-male (mean) years of education (age 25+) (2015), the proportion of seats 
held by women in national parliaments (2016), and the rule of law (2016). Sources for the control variables include the World 
Development Indicators and Barro-Lee Educational Attainment databases. Regression analyses are based on 133 economies for 
which data are available. These statistical relationships should not be interpreted as causal.
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rather than domestic violence laws. This 
addresses the issue by intensifying penal-
ties for intrahousehold violence. 

Of the remaining 36 economies with no 
domestic violence laws or aggravated 
penalties for violence at home, 19 
are in Sub-Saharan Africa and 10 are 
in the Middle East and North Africa. 
Economies in other regions are also 
missing such laws. These economies 
include Afghanistan, Armenia, Haiti, 
the Federated States of Micronesia, 
Myanmar, Russia and Uzbekistan. 

Although women are statistically at 
greater risk of violence from an intimate 
partner, other forms of violence are also 
common. In the workplace and other are-
nas, for example, women may face sexual 
harassment. Sexual harassment involves 
the abuse of a position of hierarchy or a 
significant power disparity. 

Traditionally sexual harassment has been 
linked to employment. However sexual 
harassment may occur in other spheres 
including education. Economies have 
begun addressing sexual harassment 
through various types of legislation in-
cluding anti-discrimination statutes and 
criminal law.23

Women, Business and the Law finds that 
women are more likely to have majority 
ownership in firms in economies where 
workplace sexual harassment laws exist 
(figure 1.15). 

Of the 189 economies covered by 
Women, Business and the Law, 130, 
including every economy in South Asia, 
have laws prohibiting sexual harassment 
in employment. However, 59 economies 
still do not have such laws.

In the Middle East and North Africa, for 
example, 70% of the examined econo-
mies do not have legislation protecting 
women from sexual harassment at work. 
In East Asia and the Pacific approximately 
half of the examined economies do not 
have such laws. In Latin American and 
the Caribbean approximately one-third 
of economies do not. In Europe and 

Central Asia approximately a quarter of 
economies lack workplace harassment 
laws. Japan is the only OECD high-income 
economy that does not legally protect 
women from sexual harassment at work. 

However, some economies have recently 
reformed in this area. One economy, 
Cameroon, adopted a new criminal code 
covering sexual harassment in employ-
ment and education.

Without such protections in place sexual 
harassment at work can undermine ca-
reers, the ability to work and the employ-
ment climate.

From inform to reform

By scoring these seven spheres of work-
ing women’s lives, Women, Business 
and the Law hopes to highlight leg-
islation affecting women’s prospects 
as employees and entrepreneurs and 
to identify potential areas for reform. 
There is growing evidence linking 
women’s legal rights and economic op-
portunities. Women, Business and the 

Law 2018 provides a rich body of data 
across its seven indicators that can be 
used to generate policy action and to 
lay a roadmap for further research. 
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Major diff erences in legal gender parity persist around the world. Many 
laws continue to prevent women from improving their own well-being 
and that of their families by working or running a business.

How can governments improve women’s 
access to entrepreneurial and employment 
activities? Answering this question requires 
understanding many factors—from access 
to education and health care, to social and 
cultural norms and many things beyond. 
One important factor is how laws, regula-
tions and institutions diff erentiate between 
women and men in ways that aff ect wom-
en’s incentives or capacity to work or set 
up and run a business.

Since its inception in 2009, Women, 
Business and the Law has collected data on 
laws and regulations constraining women’s 
entrepreneurship and employment. The 
data set illuminates how government poli-
cies limit women’s economic participation 
through unequal laws and a business envi-
ronment that does not adequately support 
women’s employment.

This edition of Women, Business and 
the Law introduces an innovation by
scoring questions at the indicator level. The
indicator-level scoring is meant to promote 
discussion and analysis on which laws 

matter the most for women’s entrepreneur-
ship and employment, as well as encourage 
economies to follow good practices and to 
reform. 

By gathering and analyzing quantitative 
data to compare gender legal diff erences 
across economies and over time, Women, 
Business and the Law off ers objective 
benchmarks for assessing where reforms 
have occurred that are helpful in measuring 
global progress toward gender legal equal-
ity (box 2.1).

Women, Business and the Law 2018, 
the fi fth in a series, provides data on
legal and regulatory barriers to women’s 
entrepreneurship and employment in 189 
economies, up from 173 covered in the 
2016 edition (table 2.1). This expansion 
enhances the global data on laws and 
regulations aff ecting women’s prospects
as entrepreneurs and employees while
allowing broader comparison.

ABOUT
WOMEN, BUSINESS 
AND THE LAW

In its fi fth edition, 
Women, Business and  

the Law expands  to  

189 
economies.   
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 BOX 2.1  SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL INDICATOR 5.1.1 

On September 25, 2015, member states of the United Nations adopted a set of goals aimed at ending poverty, protecting the planet and ensuring 
prosperity for all. This new sustainable development agenda consists of 17 “Global Goals,” each with specifi c targets to be achieved in the next 15 
years. Realizing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is a collective eff ort between governments, the private sector and civil society. 

SDG Goal 5 strives to achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls. To accomplish this, economies must focus their eff orts on tackling 
the systemic barriers restricting women’s rights and opportunities. The objective of Target 5.1 is to end all forms of discrimination against women and 
girls everywhere. This requires a framework of indicators and statistical data to monitor developments, inform policy decisions and ensure stakeholder 
accountability. 

Creating an enabling environment for women and men to enjoy equal rights and opportunities is enshrined in Indicator 5.1.1, which aims to measure 
whether or not legal frameworks are in place to promote, enforce and monitor equality and nondiscrimination on the basis of sex. Although there has 
been progress in reforming laws, unequal constitutional and legislative provisions in family, personal, penal and other laws persist. Indicator 5.1.1 is 
crucial to accelerating legal reform in these areas by tracking the removal of discriminatory provisions as well as the adoption of laws and implemen-
tation mechanisms that promote gender equality. 

UN Women, the OECD Development Centre’s Social Institutions and Gender Index and the World Bank Group’s Women, Business and the Law are 
jointly working to develop, measure and track progress on Indicator 5.1.1. It is hoped that this collaboration will signifi cantly contribute to eff orts to 
achieve gender equality and women’s empowerment by 2030.

Source: United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, 2015. 

 TABLE 2.1  EXPANDED GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE

Region Economies previously in the report
Economies added 
to the report

Total number 
of economies

East Asia & Pacifi c Brunei Darussalam; Cambodia; China; Fiji; Hong Kong SAR, China; Indonesia; Lao PDR; Malaysia; 
Mongolia; Myanmar; Papua New Guinea; Philippines; Singapore; Taiwan, China; Thailand; Timor-
Leste; Tonga; Vietnam

Kiribati; Marshall Islands; 
Micronesia, Fed. Sts.; 
Palau; Samoa; Solomon 
Islands; Vanuatu

25

Europe & Central Asia Albania; Armenia; Azerbaijan; Belarus; Bosnia and Herzegovina; Bulgaria; Croatia; Georgia; 
Kazakhstan; Kosovo; Kyrgyz Republic; Latvia; Lithuania; Macedonia, FYR; Moldova; Montenegro; 
Romania; Russian Federation; Serbia; Tajikistan; Turkey; Ukraine; Uzbekistan

Cyprus; San Marino 25

OECD high income Australia; Austria; Belgium; Canada; Chile; Czech Republic; Denmark; Estonia; Finland; France; 
Germany; Greece; Hungary; Iceland; Ireland; Israel; Italy; Japan; Korea, Rep.; Luxembourg; 
Netherlands; New Zealand; Norway; Poland; Portugal; Slovak Republic; Slovenia; Spain; Sweden; 
Switzerland; United Kingdom; United States

32

Latin America & 
Caribbean

Antigua and Barbuda; Argentina; Bahamas, The; Barbados; Belize; Bolivia; Brazil; Colombia; Costa 
Rica; Dominica; Dominican Republic; Ecuador; El Salvador; Grenada; Guatemala; Guyana; Haiti; 
Honduras; Jamaica; Mexico; Nicaragua; Panama; Paraguay; Peru; Puerto Rico (U.S.); St. Kitts 
and Nevis; St. Lucia; St. Vincent and the Grenadines; Suriname; Trinidad and Tobago; Uruguay; 
Venezuela, RB

32

Middle East & North 
Africa

Algeria; Bahrain; Djibouti; Egypt, Arab Rep.; Iran, Islamic Rep.; Iraq; Jordan; Kuwait; Lebanon; Malta; 
Morocco; Oman; Qatar; Saudi Arabia; Syrian Arab Republic; Tunisia; United Arab Emirates; West 
Bank and Gaza; Yemen, Rep.  

Libya 20

South Asia Afghanistan; Bangladesh; Bhutan; India; Maldives; Nepal; Pakistan; Sri Lanka 8

Sub-Saharan Africa Angola; Benin; Botswana; Burkina Faso; Burundi; Cameroon; Chad; Congo, Dem. Rep.; Congo, 
Rep.; Côte d’Ivoire; Ethiopia; Equatorial Guinea; Gabon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Lesotho; Liberia; 
Madagascar; Malawi; Mali; Mauritania; Mauritius; Mozambique; Namibia; Niger; Nigeria; Rwanda; 
São Tomé and Príncipe; Senegal; Seychelles; Sierra Leone; South Africa; South Sudan; Sudan; 
Swaziland; Tanzania; Togo; Uganda; Zambia; Zimbabwe

Cabo Verde; Central 
African Republic; Comoros; 
Eritrea; Gambia, The; 
Guinea-Bissau

47
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What does Women, 
Business and the Law 
measure? 

Women, Business and the Law 2018 pro-
vides quantitative measures of laws and 
regulations aff ecting women’s economic 
opportunities in seven areas: accessing 
institutions, using property, getting a 
job, providing incentives to work, going 
to court, building credit and protecting 
women from violence.

 • Accessing institutions explores 
women’s ability to interact with pub-
lic authorities and the private sector 
in the same ways as men, through 
examining constraints on women’s 
legal capacity.

 • Using property analyzes women’s 
ability to access and use property 
based on their ability to own, manage, 
control and inherit it. It also exam-
ines whether legislation accounts for 
nonmonetary contributions, such as 
unpaid care for children or the elderly, 
in distributing assets upon the dissolu-
tion of marriage.

 • Getting a job assesses restrictions 
on women’s ability to work, such as 
prohibitions on working at night or 
in certain industries. It also covers 
laws on maternity, paternity and 
parental leave, retirement ages, equal 
remuneration for work of equal 
value, nondiscrimination at work and 
fl exible work options. 

 • Providing incentives to work exam-
ines childcare and tax support, through 
assessing tax deductions and credits, 
childcare and primary education.

 • Going to court explores women’s 
ability to access justice by examining 
the evidentiary weight of women’s 
testimony, the existence of justice 
institutions such as anti-discrimination 
commissions and small claims courts 
and mandates for legal aid. 

 • Building credit examines credit bu-
reaus and registries that collect infor-
mation from retailers and utility com-
panies. It also covers nondiscrimination 

in access to credit based on gender 
and marital status.

 • Protecting women from violence 
considers laws on domestic violence 
and sexual harassment in education 
and employment. 

In addition, a case study is included 
examining how discriminatory laws can 
aff ect women’s demand for fi nancial ser-
vices. For example, limited access to and 
control over property constrain women’s 
ability to provide collateral for loans. 
Similarly, gender diff erences in getting 
identifi cation can make it more diffi  cult 
for women to open bank accounts, espe-
cially where there are stringent identifi ca-
tion requirements.  

What does Women, 
Business and the Law 
not measure?

Equal opportunities for women in busi-
ness and the workplace depend on the 
interplay of economic, social and cultural 
factors. For example, unless women have 
opportunities to get an education or build 
their skills, equalizing laws aff ecting entre-
preneurship and employment mean little. 
Other factors, such as infrastructure—
for example, safe transportation—might 
also aff ect women’s ability and desire to 
work in certain locations or at night. And 
social and cultural norms may prevent 
women from running businesses or work-
ing outside the home. 

While recognizing that many issues af-
fect women’s economic opportunities, 
Women, Business and the Law focuses 
on the formal legal and regulatory en-
vironment determining whether women 
can open their own businesses or work. 
Not everything of importance is cov-
ered. Rather the report is concerned 
with the laws governing the formal 
economy. Although most women in 
developing economies start businesses 
or work in the informal economy, a 
goal of this project is to defi ne some 
of the features of the legal framework 

that make it more diffi  cult for women 
to transition from the informal to the 
formal economy.

While focusing on written legislation, the 
report recognizes the often-large gaps 
between the laws on the books and ac-
tual practice: women do not always have 
access to the equality that formal laws 
establish. One reason for this may be poor 
implementation of legislation due to weak 
enforcement or design or low capacity.

Identifying legal diff erences is one step 
toward better understanding where 
women’s economic rights may be re-
stricted in practice. Of the countries 
covered by the report, only the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, Palau, Sudan, Tonga 
and the United States are not par-
ties to the United Nations Convention 
on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women.1 Thus, 
most women in the economies covered 
should have access to formal equality. 
But, as the report shows, that is not the 
case in many economies.

Methodological strengths 
and limitations 

The Women, Business and the Law 
methodology was designed to be an eas-
ily replicable way to benchmark the legal 
and regulatory environment for women 
as entrepreneurs and employees. This 
approach has advantages and limitations 
(table 2.2). 

A key consideration for the project is 
that the indicators are comparable across 
economies. The indicators are based on 
standardized assumptions. One example 
of a standardized assumption used for 
maternity leave is that the woman in 
question is having one child. While ma-
ternity leave rules often diff er for twins, 
only data for individual births is captured 
by the question. 

Another assumption is the location of 
the woman in question is in the largest 
business city of the economy. However, 
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legislation may diff er within federal 
economies, where laws aff ecting women 
can vary by state. Even in nonfederal 
economies, women in rural areas and 
small towns may face more restrictive 
local legislation. 

In addition, where several sets of per-
sonal law2 prescribe diff erent rights and 
obligations for diff erent groups of wom-
en, the data focus on the most populous 
group, which may mean that restrictions 
that apply only to minority populations 
are missed. A detailed explanation of 
the report’s methodology—including all 
the questions asked and assumptions 
made—is provided in the data notes.

Women, Business and the Law recog-
nizes the limitations of standardized as-
sumptions, but while such assumptions 
come at the expense of specifi city, they 
also ensure data comparability. 

The data set does not include qualita-
tive assessments. Outcome variables, 
such as female labor force participation 
rates, also are not part of the data set, 
although they are used in the analysis for 
this report.

Rules and regulations are directly con-
trolled by policy makers—and they are 
often where policy makers start when 

they set out to change the incentives 
that govern women’s economic lives. 
Women, Business and the Law not only 
shows where gender diff erences exist 
in the law, but it also points to specifi c 
laws that may lend themselves to re-
form. Its quantitative measures support 

research on how specifi c regulations 
aff ect women’s incentives to participate 
in economic activity. Moreover, the data 
set is updated every two years, making it 
possible to analyze variations over time.

How are the data collected?

The Women, Business and the Law
data are based on domestic laws and 
regulations. The data cover small 
economies and some of the poorest 
economies, for which little or no data 
are available in other data sets. The 
new areas of coverage are based on 
consultations across the World Bank 
Group and with external experts, in-
cluding international organizations, 
civil society organizations, academics 
and private sector actors. 

The report’s indicators were construct-
ed based on responses from practitio-
ners with expertise in family, labor and 
criminal law, including lawyers, judges, 
academics and members of civil soci-
ety organizations working on gender 

 TABLE 2.2  METHODOLOGICAL STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS

Feature Strengths Limitations

Use of standardized 
assumptions

Makes data comparable across 
economies and methodology 
transparent

Reduces scope of data; only regulatory 
reforms in the areas measured can be 
systematically tracked

Focus on largest 
business city

Makes data collection manageable 
(cost eff ective) and data comparable

Reduces representativeness of data for an 
economy if there are signifi cant diff erences 
across locations

Focus on the most 
populous group 

Makes data comparable across 
economies, especially where there 
are parallel legal systems prescribing 
diff erent rights for diff erent groups 
of women

Restrictions that apply only to minority 
populations may be missed

Focus on the formal 
sector

Keeps attention on formal sector—
where regulations are relevant 

Unable to refl ect reality for women in the 
informal sector—which may be a signifi cant 
number of women in many economies 

Focus on the law Makes indicators “actionable” because 
the law is what policymakers can 
change

Where systematic compliance with the law 
is lacking, regulatory changes alone will not 
achieve the desired results

 FIGURE 2.1   HOW WOMEN, BUSINESS AND THE LAW DATA ARE 
COLLECTED 

The updated data set is 
released and the report is 
published and disseminated 
through a series of events

The team analyzes 
the relevant laws 
and regulations 
along with the 

information in the 
questionnaires

The team analyzes the data 
and writes the report. 
Comments on the data and the 
report are received from across 
the World Bank Group through 
an internal review process

The team develops 
questionnaires and sends 

them to private sector 
practitioners, civil society 

organizations and government 
officials, such as judges

The team consults with gender 
experts, academics, civil society 
organizations, and colleagues in 
the World Bank Group on which 

new areas should be covered 
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issues. The data were collected through 
several rounds of interaction with these 
respondents—through responses to 
questionnaires, conference calls, writ-
ten correspondence and visits by the 
team (fi gure 2.1). The data in this report 
are current as of June 1, 2017.

In addition to fi lling out written ques-
tionnaires, Women, Business and the 
Law respondents provide references to 
the relevant laws and regulations. The 
Women, Business and the Law team col-
lects the relevant texts and checks the 
questionnaire responses for accuracy. 
All questionnaire responses are verifi ed 
against codifi ed sources of national law, 
including laws, statutes, rules, regula-
tions and procedures, in areas such as 
labor, social security, civil procedure, tax, 
violence against women, marriage and 
family, inheritance and others. Doing 
Business 2018 surveys were also used to 
develop some questions in the building 
credit indicator. 

Women, Business and the Law requires 
each legal data point to have a citable 
legal source, and sources for every data 
point are posted on the project website 
(http://wbl.worldbank.org) to ensure 
that the data are transparent. More de-
tailed data on each economy, including 
links to the legal sources, are also pro-
vided on the Women, Business and the 
Law website. Feedback is welcome and 
can be off ered through the website.

What’s next?

During the two-year period between the 
publication of this report and the Women, 
Business and the Law 2020 report, the 
team will carry out a robust consultative 
process with a variety of stakeholders on 
the optimal design and construction of 
a gender equality index through which 
women’s entrepreneurship and employ-
ment can be examined. The indicator-
level scoring presented in this report is 
the fi rst step in this process. 

Notes

1 Palau and the United States have signed 
but not ratifi ed the Convention.

2 Personal law refers to non-customary 
legal systems that stem from tradition 
or doctrinal texts, which are sometimes 
uncodifi ed.
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In 2014 Madame Ngetsi wanted to formalize a small business that she 
was running in Kinshasa, the Democratic Republic of Congo. To do so, 
she would need to register her company and open a bank account. 
Along the way, she might need a loan to grow her business. But legally, 
Madame Ngetsi needed her husband’s permission to do any of these 
activities under the family code that existed at the time.

This is just one example of how women’s 
decision making is limited by laws interfer-
ing with their economic activities. Such laws 
can aff ect women’s ability to save, borrow, 
pay or insure themselves against risk. 

Discriminatory laws can aff ect women’s 
demand for fi nancial services. For example, 
limited access to and control over property 
constrain women’s ability to provide collat-
eral for loans. Similarly, gender diff erences 
in getting identifi cation can make it more 
diffi  cult for women to open bank accounts, 
especially where there are stringent identi-
fi cation requirements to do so. 

Financial inclusion involves access to and 
usage of various fi nancial services, such 
as savings, payments, credit and insurance 
from formal service providers. Basic fi nan-
cial inclusion can entail a simple deposit 
account at a bank or a transaction on a 
mobile money service account. It can also 
encompass loans from formal fi nancial in-
stitutions or insurance products that allow 
people to manage their fi nancial risks. 

The World Bank Group’s 2014 Global 
Findex database revealed that although 
almost all OECD high-income economies 
have universal access to fi nancial services, 
only slightly more than half of develop-
ing economies do. Globally 61% of adults 
have an account at a fi nancial institution. 
However, 2 billion people remain unbanked, 

of which more than half are women. When 
it comes to women’s fi nancial inclusion, a 
large gender gap in access to and usage of 
fi nancial services persists.1  

Identifi cation matters for 
fi nancial inclusion

Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements 
oblige fi nancial institutions to verify a 
customer’s identity by checking and con-
fi rming identifi cation. Such rules are an 
important part of anti-money laundering 
and countering the fi nancing of terrorism 
regimes, and help preserve the integrity of 
fi nancial markets. However, they can some-
times exclude segments of the population 
who are more likely to lack identifi cation—
such as low-income populations or women. 
A survey conducted by the Alliance for 
Financial Inclusion reports that 25% of the 
respondents perceived KYC requirements 
as a barrier to women.2

Gender inequality can play a role in making 
access to identifi cation more burdensome 
for women, as some laws and regulations 
make it more diffi  cult for women to obtain 
a national identity (ID) card or passport or 
register the birth of a child in the same way 
as men (box 3.1). Women, Business and 
the Law data show there are at least 48 
legal diff erences for women compared with 

WOMEN’S FINANCIAL 
INCLUSION
AND THE LAW

Discriminatory laws 
can affect 

 women’s 
demand

for fi nancial 
services and 

impede their ability
to save, 

borrow, pay 
or insure 

themselves 
against risk.
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men when applying for an ID or passport 
in the economies examined. 

Specifi cally, married women cannot get 
an ID card in the same way as married 
men in 11 economies (concentrated in 
South Asia, the Middle East and North 
Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa). In 
Pakistan, for example, a married woman 
must provide her marriage contract and 
her husband’s ID card or an electronic 
confi rmation by her husband when re-
newing her national ID card. 

However, change is occurring. In 2016, 
Senegal reformed regulations imposing 
additional requirements on married 
women when applying for ID cards. The 
new regulations no longer require mar-
ried women’s ID cards to include their 

husband’s name. Consequently, a wife 
no longer must provide supporting docu-
mentation to establish her husband’s 
name, and procedures are now the same 
for men and women. 

Tiered KYC requirements are a promis-
ing solution to help women with limited 
proof of identity and other necessary 
documentation, such as proof of ad-
dress and source of income, open basic 
savings and payment accounts. Tiered 
KYC regimes use a risk-based approach 
where the requirements are less strin-
gent for low-value or simplifi ed bank 
accounts that can have a balance cap 
or carry transaction and access restric-
tions. A high level of due diligence is not 
necessarily appropriate and economic 
for these small accounts.3 Instead, 

knowledge of the customer’s identity 
(customer identifi cation and verifi ca-
tion) and the ability to track transac-
tions are often suffi  cient. 

Under this framework, more relaxed, 
small-value accounts are the ideal 
tool to allow access to fi nancial ser-
vices to new (low-income) customers. 
Several economies, including Ghana 
and Tanzania, have implemented a tier-
based approach for KYC rules.

The use of innovative and secure means 
of identifi cation, such as biometric IDs, 
yield specifi c benefi ts for women, al-
lowing them to overcome distribution 
barriers for national IDs and facilitating 
the delivery of digital fi nancial services. A 
biometric ID is an identity card containing 

 BOX 3.1  REGISTERING A BIRTH 

Having a birth certifi cate—and the registration that precedes it—is foundational. Birth certifi cates are the fi rst step toward a legal identity and are 
required to obtain passports, ID cards, marriage certifi cates and driver’s licenses. Birth certifi cates may also be needed to obtain family allowances, 
social security and insurance, enroll children in school and access credit and pensions. 

However, in some economies, mothers cannot register the birth of a child in the same way as fathers. In Greece, the father is legally obligated to 
register the child; the mother needs a special mandate by a notary attorney to do so. In Barbados, Fiji and Namibia, a mother can legally register the 
newborn only when the father is dead, absent or incapable. And in The Gambia, the father is legally required to register children born within a marriage, 
and the mother has this legal responsibility for children born outside marriage.

Most economies require a parent to show notifi cation of a live birth, issued by the hospital, and some form of personal identifi cation. Economies without 
robust civil identifi cation systems often allow proof of identity through witnesses, such as village elders, teachers or religious leaders. In El Salvador and 
Senegal, for example, two witnesses with an identity document can attest for the registration when the parents lack documentation. By contrast, Morocco 
requires extensive documentation, including a copy of the mother’s birth certifi cate, family book and records of the child’s fi rst vaccinations.

Unmarried parents must overcome signifi cant hurdles where the system does not recognize children born outside marriage—as is the case in Bahrain 
and Nepal—or requires additional procedures for registering their birth, as in Iraq, Jordan and Morocco, where an unmarried parent must obtain a court 
order to register their child. 

Birth registration and birth certifi cates should be free, to encourage parents to register their children and get a certifi cate. However, some economies, 
such as Lebanon, Pakistan and Tajikistan, charge for registering births. 

Other economies do not charge for registering births, but do charge for the birth certifi cates, including Australia, Barbados, Côte d’Ivoire, Ecuador, 
Ethiopia, Malawi, the Philippines, Rwanda, Senegal and Togo. 

Although many economies are moving toward eliminating costs for birth registration within the required timeframe (which can range from 10 days to 
1 year), some still charge for late registration. For example, in Kenya, birth registration is free if done within 6 months, but a fee is charged after that. 
The aim is to encourage early registration. However, the fee can deter parents from registering births at all. Other economies that charge for birth 
registration after the required timeframe include Angola, El Salvador, Ghana, Jamaica, Lesotho, Sri Lanka, Tajikistan and Vietnam. 

No additional documentation should be necessary to register a child after the required timeframe. But in Burkina Faso a judgment is needed to register 
a child after the time limit of 2 months and in Lebanon, after 1 year. Meanwhile, in 2013 Indonesia’s Constitutional Court removed a requirement that 
the General Courts must provide a statement to get a birth certifi cate for a child over age 1.

Sources: Women, Business and the Law database; Sumner 2015. 
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biometric information, such as fi nger-
prints and facial patterns, which can be 
easily and quickly verifi ed online. 

In India, until recently, banks had to 
perform KYC processes each time a 
fi nancial interaction occurred, even 
if the same customer wanted to open 
two accounts at the same bank. Now, 
a photograph and fi ngerprint or signa-
ture are suffi  cient documentation to 
open a restricted bank account, if the 
holder applies within a year for Aadhar, 
a unique registration number issued by 
the national ID program. This number is 
replacing the myriad identifi cation cards 
that were utilized earlier for diff erent 
purposes. Banks and other institutions 
can easily access the Aadhar database 
for their KYC procedures.4

Laws restricting women’s 
agency and mobility can 
hinder their fi nancial inclusion 

Laws can limit women’s legal capacity 
through requiring permission—usually 
from a husband—to carry out everyday 

activities. This can constrain women’s 
fi nancial inclusion. Women, Business and 
the Law data show that in 31 economies, 
the husband is legally considered head of 
household, which can have implications 
ranging from government land allocation 
to who receives government benefi ts 
within a household. 

At a more basic level, Chad, Guinea-
Bissau and Niger are now the only 
economies where married women still 
need permission to open a bank account. 
In Equatorial Guinea, a wife still needs her 
husband’s permission to sign a contract. 

Legal restrictions can limit women’s 
mobility and decision making. In 31 
economies, married women cannot 
choose where to live in the same way 
as married men. In 18 economies, they 
cannot work outside the home in the 
same way as a married man. And in 
17 economies, married women cannot 
travel outside the home in the same way 
as married men (Afghanistan, Bahrain, 
Brunei Darussalam, the Arab Republic of 
Egypt, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Iraq, 
Jordan, Kuwait, Malaysia, Oman, Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, the United 

Arab Emirates, West Bank and Gaza and 
the Republic of Yemen). Where this is 
the case, women may have diffi  culties 
traveling to banks or other service pro-
viders and may not be able to earn an 
independent income or live in a place 
that off ers the opportunity to work or 
access services. 

Laws restricting women’s economic in-
dependence also restrict their access and 
usage of fi nancial services. For example, 
where married women are prohibited 
from working, women are less likely to 
have accounts, formal credit or savings. 
Where women can be head of household 
or women are not required by law to obey 
their husbands, women are more likely to 
use formal fi nancial products.5

Where married women cannot choose 
where to live in the same way as men, 
gender gaps in fi nancial inclusion are 
higher for women’s access to bank ac-
counts and their capacity to borrow from 
a fi nancial institution (fi gure 3.1).

 FIGURE 3.1   GENDER GAPS IN ACCOUNT OWNERSHIP AND CAPACITY TO BORROW FROM A FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTION ARE HIGHER WHERE WOMEN’S MOBILITY IS CONSTRAINED  

Female
YES NO

Male Female Male

56%
60%

17%

25%

12%
15%

4% 7%

Account at a financial institution (% age 15+)

Can a married woman choose where to live
in the same way as a married man?

Female
YES NO

Male Female Male

Borrowed from a financial institution (% age 15+)

Can a married woman choose where to live
in the same way as a married man?

Sources: Women, Business and the Law and Global Findex (2014) databases.
Note: The diff erences in the percentages illustrated for females (% age 15+) are statistically signifi cant at the 1% level after accounting for the log of GNI per capita (2015), domestic credit to private 
sector (% of GDP), fi nancial system deposits to GDP (%), and the rule of law (2016). Sources for the control variables include the World Development Indicators and the Gallup country databases. 
Regression analyses are based on 126 economies for which data are available. These statistical relationships should not be interpreted as causal. 
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Barriers to women’s access 
and control over property 
can affect their fi nancial 
inclusion

Evidence suggests that gender diff erenc-
es in asset ownership are an infl uential 
factor aff ecting women’s ability to access 
credit. Limited access to assets is also a 
major reason why women are rejected 
for loans, as banks can be reluctant to 
lend to customers who lack traditional 
collateral.6

Family, inheritance and land laws are 
important in allocating assets between 
men and women. These laws come into 
play at diff erent stages of a woman’s life-
cycle, determining what a daughter will 
inherit from her parents and what assets 
a woman can access during her marriage 
and as a divorcee or widow. Where these 
laws are favorable, women have greater 
economic independence.7

Most economies establish a default marital 
property regime determining the alloca-
tion of assets between spouses. Common 
options are full or partial community 

property regimes or separate property 
regimes. In full community property 
regimes, the property of either spouse 
acquired before and during marriage 
is treated as joint property regardless 
of who paid for it. In partial community 
property regimes assets acquired before 
marriage are regarded as the separate 
property of the acquiring spouse and as-
sets acquired after marriage are regarded 
as the couple’s joint property. In separate 
property regimes, each spouse retains 
ownership and control over property 
they paid for. Women, Business and the 
Law data shows that 6 economies have 
a default full community property regime; 
77 economies have a default partial com-
munity property regime; and 75 have a 
default separate property regime.

A study on gender asset and wealth gaps 
in Ecuador, Ghana and the Indian state of 
Karnataka used household asset surveys 
to estimate married women’s share of 
couples’ wealth. It found that in Ecuador 
married women owned 44% of couples’ 
wealth; in Ghana they owned 19%; and in 
Karnataka they owned 9%. The much larg-
er share of couples’ wealth held by married 
women in Ecuador was explained by the 

country’s partial community property re-
gime, where most assets are owned jointly 
by wives and husbands. Married women’s 
smaller share of couples’ wealth in Ghana 
and Karnataka was largely explained by 
their separation of property regimes, 
where assets are not jointly owned.8 

Although separate property regimes 
are gender neutral, they can penalize 
women who do not build up an income 
during marriage. This eff ect can be miti-
gated in divorce by the legal recognition 
of nonmonetary contributions such as 
unpaid care. The recognition of non-
monetary contributions within separate 
property regimes may also make a dif-
ference to women’s fi nancial inclusion. 
Gender gaps in women having a debit 
card and using it are larger in separate 
property regimes that do not recognize 
nonmonetary contributions than in 
those that do (fi gure 3.2).

In Morocco and Tunisia, the default mari-
tal property regime is separation of prop-
erty. Both economies have introduced 
an option of partial community property 
in reforms to the family law—Morocco 
in 2004 and Tunisia in 1998. However, 

 FIGURE 3.2   GAPS ARE SMALLER IN ACCESS TO AND USE OF DEBIT CARDS WHERE WOMEN’S 
NONMONETARY CONTRIBUTIONS ARE RECOGNIZED IN SEPARATE PROPERTY REGIMES 

Female
YES NO

Male Female Male

Debit card in own name (% age 15+) Debit card used in the past year (% age 15+)

Does the law recognize nonmonetary contributions
in separate property regimes?

Female
YES NO

Male Female Male

Does the law recognize nonmonetary contributions
in separate property regimes?

54% 56%

10%

17%

42% 43%

5%
10%

Sources: Women, Business and the Law and Global Findex (2014) databases.
Note: The diff erences in the percentages illustrated for females (% age 15+) are statistically signifi cant at least at the 5% level after accounting for the log of GNI per capita (2015), domestic credit 
to private sector (% of GDP), fi nancial system deposits to GDP (%), and the rule of law (2016).  Sources for the control variables include the World Development Indicators and the Gallup country 
databases. Regression analyses are based on 44 economies for which data are available. These statistical relationships should not be interpreted as causal.
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uptake has been low partly due to lack 
of awareness, social norms and complex 
procedures.9 The World Bank’s World 
Development Report 2015 highlights how 
changing a default option can change 
norms, such as those around employ-
ees’ adoption of pension plans. Making 
enrollment in a pension plan the default 
option—so that employees must choose 
to opt out—is a way to ensure that 
most employees end up being covered.10

Similarly, making a partial community 
property regime the default option could 
increase uptake.

Likewise, the recognition of women’s 
unpaid work—through recognizing non-
monetary contributions—should be a 
default setting, whether through a joint 
property regime or by adding specifi c 
laws on nonmonetary contributions to 
separate property regimes. 

Removing the husband’s sole control 
over property is also critical. The reform 
of the family code in Ethiopia, which did 
away with the husband’s sole control 
over marital property and the need for 
his permission to work outside the home, 
was linked to more women working in 
full-time jobs outside the home and in 
more productive sectors.11

Unequal inheritance 
rights are also a barrier to 
women’s fi nancial inclusion

Access to assets through inheritance 
is also important for women and girls. 
Widows may depend on inheritance for 
fi nancial security, and daughters may 
become more economically independent 
and have greater educational opportuni-
ties if they are allowed equal inheritance 
rights with sons. 

In 36 of the 189 economies covered by 
Women, Business and the Law, widows 
do not have the same inheritance rights 
as widowers. And 39 of the 189 econo-
mies measured prevent daughters from 
inheriting in the same way as sons.

Improving women’s inheritance rights 
can lead to better outcomes. One study 
in India found improved inheritance 
rights led to a greater likelihood of wom-
en having bank accounts.12 Women are 
also more likely to have housing fi nance 
where inheritance rights are equal for 
widows and daughters (fi gure 3.3). One 
possible explanation for this is women 
may have fewer assets to use as collater-
al where inheritance rights are unequal. 

It is also important to look at how ac-
counts transfer when the account holder 
dies. In Kenya, for example, it is diffi  cult for 
widows to get access to their deceased 
husband’s bank account. Safaricom’s 
policy on M-Pesa and M-Shwari accounts 
provides that account balances stay in 
the deceased’s account until they are 
claimed. But wives cannot automatically 
claim their husband’s account money. 
The policy requires that when an M-Pesa 
subscriber dies with a will, the next of 
kin must present copies of the death 
certifi cate, ID and grant of probate to 
Safaricom. If an M-Pesa subscriber dies 
without a will, the next of kin must also 

present letters of administration.13 If no 
one claims the money within two years, it 
is transferred to the Unclaimed Financial 
Assets Authority, a government institu-
tion. In 2015, Safaricom handed over 
$4.8 million to the Unclaimed Financial 
Assets Authority.14

Allowing a husband to name his wife as a 
benefi ciary at the time the account is es-
tablished can sidestep these procedures 
and make a diff erence for widows. 

Lack of credit histories can 
hinder women’s access to 
fi nance

Access to formal credit relies heavily 
on asset-based lending, but where 
women have limited access to property 
they are less likely to use it as collateral. 
Information-sharing institutions, such as 
credit bureaus and registries, are impor-
tant determinants of private credit devel-
opment.15 Where they collect the types 

 FIGURE 3.3   GENDER GAPS ARE SMALLER IN HAVING A MORTGAGE 
WHERE INHERITANCE RIGHTS ARE EQUAL FOR 
WOMEN AND GIRLS 

Female
YES NO

Male Female Male

Outstanding mortgage (% age 15+)

Does the law provide for equal inheritance
rights for women and girls?

14%

16%

6%

10%

Sources: Women, Business and the Law and Global Findex (2014) databases.
Note: The diff erence in the percentages illustrated for females (% age 15+) is statistically signifi cant at the 10% level after 
accounting for the log of GNI per capita (2015), domestic credit to private sector (% of GDP), fi nancial system deposits to GDP 
(%), and the rule of law (2016). Sources for the control variables include the World Development Indicators and the Gallup 
country databases. Regression analysis is based on 120 economies for which data are available. This statistical relationship should 
not be interpreted as causal.  
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of reputation collateral that women are 
more likely to have, such as a record of 
successful repayments to microfi nance 
institutions or retailers, this may help 
women build their credit histories and 
ultimately access fi nance.

But in many developing economies, 
credit bureaus and registries are uncom-
mon. Where they do exist, they may 
limit themselves to covering high loan 
amounts that preclude the vast number 
of female borrowers who have smaller 
loans. Among the 189 economies cov-
ered by Women, Business and the Law, 
50 do not have a public credit registry or 
private credit bureau that covers more 
than 5% of the adult population. 

Women, Business and the Law data 
show that microfi nance repayment data 
are collected and distributed by credit 
bureaus and registries in 83 economies, 
with 75 of these sharing positive credit 
information such as on-time payments 
and the amounts of loans—allowing 
microfi nance borrowers to leverage suc-
cessful repayment histories to build repu-
tation collateral (fi gure 3.4). 

Bureaus and registries in 57 econo-
mies share retail payment data, with 
43 sharing positive credit information. 
For utility repayment data, the total is 
60 economies, of which 41 require the 
provision of positive credit information. 
In a minority of economies, 23 of the 
189, all three institutions (microfi nance 
institutions, retailers and utility compa-
nies) provide positive credit repayment 
data to credit agencies. 

Women’s leadership is 
limited in the banking sector 
and decision-making bodies

Recent studies show how female par-
ticipation in the banking sector and 
decision-making bodies can have a 
positive impact on fi nancial inclusion. 
For example, access to the internet and 
mobile phones and fi nancial inclusion 

are especially linked to the presence of 
women in leadership roles.16 Studies 
on female leadership in other decision-
making bodies have shown impacts on 
issues aff ecting women. For example, 
female representation in national parlia-
ments at levels of 25% and above makes 
it more likely for discriminatory property 
laws to be reformed in the next 5 years 
compared with 15 years before such 
levels of representation.17

When it comes to corporate boards, some 
research links gender diversity to better 
company performance, including in areas 
such as greater returns on sales and as-
sets.18 Women, Business and the Law 
data show that 11 economies have legal 
quotas for women on corporate boards 
(Belgium, France, Germany, Iceland, 
India, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Norway and Spain), with the most recent 
addition being the United Arab Emirates 
which introduced a quota of 20% for 
publicly listed companies in 2016. 

A 2016 study across 26 OECD countries 
shows the evolution in the number of fe-
male board members of central banks.19  
As of January 2016, women represented 
only 14% of board members. Forty-two 
percent of the central banks covered 
had no women on their board. This 

level has remained constant since 2003. 
Comparable fi ndings emerge from a 2017 
study analyzing central bank boards, with 
a broader sample of 112 countries from 
diff erent income groups.20 Women rep-
resent only 15% of the board members 
in these countries. Thirty percent have 
no female board members, and 48% 
have less than 10%. Another 2017 study 
shows that since 1950, only 56 women 
have chaired a central bank.21 In 2015 
only 16 women (8.7%) chaired a central 
bank, of a total of 184 worldwide. 

Women are also underrepresented at 
senior levels in the fi nancial sector over-
all. Recent data gathered from 50 of the 
largest banks, insurers, asset managers 
and professional services fi rms show that 
only 25% of top executives are female.22

The way forward 

It is important to make the links between 
women’s fi nancial inclusion and the 
legal environment as early as possible. 
Consider the example of Madame Ngetsi 
in the Democratic Republic of Congo. 
The good news is she can now open a 
bank account, get a loan, sign a contract, 
register her business and register land 

 FIGURE 3.4   ECONOMIES WHERE NON-BANK INSTITUTIONS REPORT 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CREDIT INFORMATION 
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Source: Women, Business and the Law database.
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without any need for her husband’s per-
mission, following reforms to the family 
code in 2016. 

But there is still work to be done. Husbands 
still control marital property and they 
are still legally the head of household. 
Prevailing social norms did not allow for a 
complete overhaul of barriers to women’s 
fi nancial inclusion, but rather incremental 
steps. This is often the pattern of legal 
reform, even in high-income economies. 
Married women in France gained equal 
rights to work outside the home in 1965, 
become head of household in 1970, and 
administer property in 1985. 

Legal reform is a crucial element that 
needs to be embedded in broader strate-
gies to advance women’s fi nancial inclu-
sion. According to surveyed members of 
the Alliance for Financial Inclusion, the 
main barriers identifi ed for women are 
fi nancial literacy (75%), collateral require-
ments (66%) and the sociocultural envi-
ronment.23 Regulatory requirements can 
prevent women from accessing fi nancial 
services. Consequently, some economies, 
such as Paraguay, have chosen to include 
an assessment of the legal and regula-
tory framework in their national fi nancial 
inclusion strategy.24

More research is needed on many re-
lated issues, such as how labor laws, the 
gender wage gap or childcare can aff ect 
women’s access to and use of fi nancial 
services. Digital fi nancial services have 
the potential to close gender gaps but 
may still be hindered by the same basic 
constraints: women’s lack of assets and 
legal autonomy can prevent women from 
reaping all the benefi ts that technology 
can off er. Understanding and tackling 
these legal constraints should be part of 
an overall strategy to accelerate women’s 
fi nancial inclusion. Data on gender-
diff erentiated laws can help identify the 
gaps and monitor progress in closing 
these gaps over time. 
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In the two-year period from May 1, 2015 
through June 1, 2017, Women, Business 
and the Law recorded 87 regulatory 
reforms towards gender equality in em-
ployment and entrepreneurial activity in 
scored areas, with 65 economies imple-
menting at least one reform moving to-
wards gender equality. 

Reform increasing gender parity

Reform neutral to gender parity

Reform decreasing gender parity

Afghanistan 

Protecting women from violence 
Afghanistan now prohibits sexual 
harassment in employment and 
education. It also established criminal 
penalties and civil remedies for sexual 
harassment in employment. 

Albania

Getting a job
Albania introduced 3 days of paid 
paternity leave. The new labor code 
also mandates equal remuneration 
for men and women who do work of 
equal value.

Providing incentives to work
Albania’s new labor code also guar-
antees that after maternity leave, 
employees can return to their job or 
to an equivalent job on terms that 
are no less favorable than before 
the leave.

Algeria

Protecting women from violence 
Algeria criminalized domestic vio-
lence, including physical, psychologi-
cal and economic violence. 

Angola

Getting a job 
Angola increased the number of legal 
restrictions on women’s work. 

Building credit
Additionally, Angola now prohibits 
discrimination by creditors in fi nancial 
transactions based on gender.

Azerbaijan 

Getting a job
Azerbaijan is gradually increasing and 
equalizing the ages at which men and 
women can retire and receive pension 
benefi ts.

Bahrain 

Protecting women from violence
Bahrain introduced its fi rst domestic 
violence law, which protects spouses 
and family members and covers 
physical, sexual, psychological and 
economic violence. 

Bangladesh 

Getting a job 
Bangladesh now prohibits women 
from carrying, lifting or removing 
weighty goods and instruments. It 
also establishes diff erent weight-
lifting thresholds for men and women. 

Bhutan

Providing incentives to work
Bhutan increased the maximum 
amount of educational expenses that 
can be deducted from income taxes.

Building credit
Bhutan improved access to credit 
information by distributing positive 
and negative payment data from util-
ity companies. 

Bolivia

Building credit
Bolivia enhanced access to credit 
information by starting to report data 
from utility companies.

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Getting a job
Bosnia and Herzegovina eliminated 
several restrictions on women’s em-
ployment, including in jobs deemed 
arduous, jobs deemed hazardous 
and underwater work. It also elimi-
nated the possibility for men and 
women to retire early and receive 
partial pension benefi ts, which was 
previously unequal. 

Going to court
Bosnia and Herzegovina adopted 
the Law on Free Legal Aid in 2016 
to provide legal assistance in 
civil procedures.

SUMMARIES 
OF WOMEN, BUSINESS 
AND THE LAW REFORMS
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Botswana

Building credit
Botswana improved access to credit 
information by beginning to distribute 
data from utility companies, including 
positive and negative data.

Brunei Darussalam

Building credit 
Brunei Darussalam improved access 
to credit information by distributing 
data from two utility companies.

Bulgaria 

Getting a job
Bulgaria removed all restrictions 
on women’s employment. It is also 
gradually increasing and equalizing 
the ages at which men and women 
can retire with full pension benefi ts.

However, the ages at which men and 
women can retire with partial pension 
benefi ts are now unequal. 

Burundi 

Protecting women from violence
Burundi introduced civil remedies for 
sexual harassment in employment. 

Cameroon

Protecting women from violence
Cameroon adopted a new criminal 
code that covers sexual harassment 
in employment and education, and 
established criminal penalties for 
sexual harassment.

Chad

Protecting women from violence
Chad adopted a new criminal code 
that aggravates penalties for domes-
tic violence and criminalizes sexual 
harassment in employment. 

China

Getting a job
China introduced 3 days of paid 
paternity leave. It also now entitles 
all women—regardless of age—to 
128 days of paid maternity leave. 
Previously, women younger than age 
25 were entitled to 98 days of mater-
nity leave, whereas women older than 
age 25 were entitled to 128 days.

Building credit
China improved access to credit 
information by reporting payment 
histories from utility companies, 
including positive and negative data. 

Colombia

Getting a job
Colombia increased paid maternity 
leave from 98 to 126 days. It also 
removed restrictions on women’s em-
ployment in mining and jobs deemed 
hazardous and arduous. 

Congo, Dem. Rep.

Accessing institutions
The Democratic Republic of Congo 
reformed its family code to allow 
married women to sign a contract, 
get a job, open a bank account and 
register a business in the same way 
as married men. It also removed the 
obligation for a married woman to 
obey her husband and allows spouses 
to choose the marital home mutually. 

Getting a job
The Democratic Republic of Congo 
lifted restrictions on women’s ability 
to work at night in public or private 
industrial establishments. It also 
now mandates nondiscrimination 
based on gender in various aspects 
of employment, including hiring and 
promotions. 

Building credit
The Democratic Republic of Congo 
now prohibits discrimination based 
on gender in access to credit. 

Côte d’Ivoire

Providing incentives to work
Côte d’Ivoire made primary school 
compulsory for all children ages 
6–16 years.

Going to court
Côte d’Ivoire also established a small 
claims procedure in 2015, and raised 
the maximum amount for small claims 
in 2017.

Dominican Republic

Getting a job
The Dominican Republic increased 
the length of paid maternity leave 
from 84 to 98 days. 

Ecuador

Using property
Ecuador equalized men’s and 
women’s property rights by repeal-
ing the provision favoring husbands’ 
decisions in cases of disagreement 
between spouses when administering 
assets during marriage.

Going to court
A new code of civil procedure 
eliminated small claims procedures in 
Ecuador.

El Salvador 

Getting a job
El Salvador increased the length 
of paid maternity leave from 84 to 
112 days.

Ethiopia

Going to court
Ethiopia now requires the Attorney 
General to provide free legal aid ser-
vices to women and others who lack 
the fi nancial capacity to institute civil 
actions in federal court.
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Fiji

Building credit 
The credit bureau in Fiji suspended 
operations and no longer reports data 
from utilities and retailers, therefore 
decreasing access to credit.

Guinea

Building credit
Guinea prohibited discrimination 
based on gender and marital status 
when accessing goods and services, 
including fi nancial services.

Protecting women from violence
Guinea criminalized sexual harass-
ment, including in the workplace.

Guyana 

Building credit 
Guyana improved access to credit 
information by expanding the credit 
bureau’s coverage so that it now cov-
ers more than 5% of the population. 
It reports data from utility companies 
and retailers. 

Honduras 

Using property
Partial community is now the default 
marital property regime in Honduras. 
Both spouses must agree when ad-
ministering property during marriage.

Hungary

Going to court
Hungary eliminated small claims 
courts and procedures; ordinary 
procedures now apply in the 
lowest courts.

Iceland

Building credit
Iceland enhanced access to credit 
information by starting to report data 
from utility companies. It also prohib-
ited discrimination based on gender 
when accessing goods and services, 
including fi nancial services.

India

Getting a job
India increased the length of paid 
maternity leave from 84 to 182 days. 

But as employers pay the full cost 
of maternity leave, the cost of 
hiring women of childbearing age 
has increased from the employer’s 
perspective. 

Indonesia

Going to court
Indonesia established a small claims 
procedure in 2015.

Iran, Islamic Rep.

Building credit
The Islamic Republic of Iran improved 
access to credit information by re-
porting data on credit payments from 
an automobile retailer.

Iraq 

Accessing institutions
Iraq enacted a new passport law 
in 2015 that introduces electronic 
passports. The application process is 
now the same for men and women 
and does not require women to bring 
a guardian. 

Getting a job
Iraq increased the length of paid 
maternity leave from 72 to 98 days. 
Further, its new labor code prohibits 
discrimination based on gender in 
various aspects of employment, 
including hiring and dismissal. 

However, the new labor code allows 
employers to terminate employees’ 
contracts when they reach the retire-
ment age, which is unequal for men 
and women. 

Providing incentives to work
Iraq now guarantees workers return-
ing from maternity leave the same 
position or a similar position with the 
same wage.

Protecting women from violence
Iraq enacted a new labor code that 
specifi cally addresses and criminalizes 
sexual harassment in employment.

Ireland

Getting a job
Ireland introduced 10 days of paid 
paternity leave. 

Israel

Getting a job
Israel increased the length of paid 
maternity leave from 98 to 105 
days, and now allows the mother to 
transfer one week of maternity leave 
to the father. 

Italy 

Getting a job
Italy increased paid paternity leave 
from 1 to 2 days. 

Kenya

Going to court
Kenya’s new Legal Aid Act provides 
legal aid services in civil matters.

Building credit
Kenya improved access to credit infor-
mation by distributing data from two 
utility companies that report positive 
and negative payment information.

Protecting women from violence
Kenya enacted its fi rst domestic 
violence law, which protects fam-
ily members, spouses and former 
spouses and partners (including 
non-cohabiting partners) from 
physical, sexual, psychological and 
economic abuse. 
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Kiribati

Getting a job
Kiribati’s new labor code lifted all 
restrictions on women’s employment, 
including restrictions on working at 
night and in mining. 

Providing incentives to work
It also guarantees employees return-
ing from maternity leave the same or 
an equivalent position.

Kosovo

Going to court
Kosovo established an anti-
discrimination commission that 
allows women to submit complaints 
of discrimination to an Ombudsperson. 

Building credit
Kosovo also enacted a new nondis-
crimination law in 2015, which intro-
duced marital status as a category 
protected from discrimination when 
accessing credit. 

Latvia

Building credit
Latvia improved access to 
credit information by launching a 
private credit bureau. It reports 
payment data from utility companies 
and retailers. 

Lesotho 

Building credit 
Lesotho expanded the credit bureau’s 
coverage to include more than 5% of 
the population. The bureau reports 
data from both utility companies 
and retailers. 

Liberia

Getting a job
Liberia increased the length of paid 
maternity leave from 90 to 98 days. 
Further, the new labor code mandates 
equal remuneration for work of equal 
value, as well as prohibits discrimi-
nation based on gender in various 
aspects of employment, including 
hiring, promotions and dismissal. 

Providing incentives to work
Liberia’s new labor code also guaran-
tees employees returning from ma-
ternity leave an equivalent position.

Lithuania

Protecting women from violence
Lithuania prohibited sexual harass-
ment in education and established 
civil remedies for sexual harassment 
in the workplace.

Luxembourg

Getting a job
Luxembourg increased the percent-
age of wages received during parental 
leave from 77% to 100%.

Macedonia, FYR 

Building credit
The former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia improved access to credit 
information by beginning to distribute 
data from retailers, including positive 
and negative data.

Malawi 

Building credit
Malawi improved access to credit 
information by establishing a new 
credit bureau that reports data col-
lected from utility companies.

Malaysia 

Protecting women from violence
Malaysia now allows victims of sexual 
harassment to seek civil remedies.

Maldives 

Building credit
Maldives prohibited discrimination 
based on gender and marital status 
when accessing fi nancial services.

Marshall Islands

Going to court
Established in 2015, the Human Rights 
Committee of the Marshall Islands 
receives complaints of discrimination 
based on gender.

Mauritius

Getting a job
Mauritius increased the length of 
maternity leave from 84 to 98 days. 

Moldova 

Getting a job
Moldova introduced 10 days of paid 
paternity leave. It is also gradually 
increasing and equalizing the ages at 
which men and women can retire and 
receive full pension benefi ts.

Mongolia

Getting a job
Mongolia is gradually increasing and 
equalizing the ages at which men 
and women can retire and receive 
pension benefi ts.

Namibia

Building credit
Namibia enhanced access to credit 
information by starting to report data 
from utility companies.

New Zealand

Getting a job
New Zealand replaced maternity leave 
with parental leave and increased it 
from 112 to 126 days.
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Nigeria

Building credit
Nigeria improved access to credit 
information by beginning to distribute 
data from utility companies, including 
positive and negative data.

Panama

Getting a job
Panama introduced 3 days of paid 
paternity leave.

Paraguay

Getting a job
Paraguay increased the length of 
paid maternity leave from 63 to 98 
days and the percentage of wages 
received during maternity leave from 
50% to 75%. It also increased the 
length of paid paternity leave from 2 
to 10 days. 

Peru

Getting a job
Peru increased the length of paid 
maternity leave from 90 to 98 days. 

Poland

Getting a job 
Poland replaced 42 days of paid ma-
ternity leave with paid parental leave. 
It also eliminated all restrictions on 
women’s employment. 

However, it reversed a 2012 law that 
was gradually increasing and equal-
izing the retirement ages for men and 
women. Now, the retirement age is 
set to be lowered back to 60 years for 
women and 65 for men.

Portugal

Getting a job
Portugal increased the length of paid 
paternity leave from 20 to 25 days. 

Rwanda

Accessing institutions
Rwanda granted both spouses 
equal rights to choose the marital 
home. It also removed the provision 
designating the husband as “head 
of household.” 

Getting a job
Rwanda increased the percentage 
of wages received during maternity 
leave from 60% to 100%. Additionally, 
the employer and government now 
share the cost of maternity benefi ts, 
whereas previously the employer was 
solely responsible. 

Senegal

Accessing institutions
Senegal enacted a new national 
identity card law in 2016, introduc-
ing biometric cards. The applica-
tion process is now equal for men 
and women.

Seychelles

Getting a job
The Seychelles introduced 5 days of 
paid paternity leave. 

Singapore

Getting a job
Singapore increased the length of 
paid paternity leave from 5 to 10 days. 

Slovak Republic

Getting a job
The Slovak Republic increased the 
percentage of wages received during 
maternity leave from 65% to 75%.

Slovenia

Protecting women from violence 
Slovenia prohibited sexual harass-
ment in education. 

South Africa

Getting a job
South Africa increased the percent-
age of wages received during mater-
nity leave from 60% to 66%.

Spain

Getting a job
Spain increased the length of paid 
paternity leave from 15 to 30 days. 

St. Vincent and the Grenadines

Getting a job
St. Vincent and the Grenadines 
increased the percentage of wages 
received during maternity leave from 
75% to 87%. 

But as employers pay for maternity 
leave, the cost of hiring women of 
childbearing age has increased from 
the employer’s perspective. 

Sweden

Getting a job
Sweden increased the allocation 
of parental leave for mothers and 
fathers from 60 to 90 days. 

Taiwan, China

Providing incentives to work
Taiwan, China’s legislation on early 
childhood education now applies 
to children ages two and older. 
Previously, children ages four and 
older were covered. 

Building credit 
Taiwan, China enhanced access to 
credit information by starting to 
report data from retailers, including 
positive and negative data.

Tajikistan

Getting a job
Tajikistan abolished the general re-
striction on women’s ability to work 
at night. 
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Tanzania

Providing incentives to work
Tanzania made primary education 
free and compulsory.

Going to court
The Legal Aid Act of 2017 mandates 
legal aid for indigent persons in civil 
proceedings in Tanzania.

Building credit 
Tanzania improved access to 
credit information by distributing data 
from retailers.

Timor-Leste

Getting a job
Timor-Leste introduced a social 
security system that provides mater-
nity benefi ts. 

Tunisia 

Building credit 
Tunisia strengthened credit reporting 
by distributing payment information 
from a telecommunications company.

Turkey

Getting a job
Turkey introduced part-time work 
options for parents until their child’s 
compulsory schooling begins. It also 
prohibited discrimination based on 
gender in several aspects of employ-
ment, such as promotions. 

Going to court
Turkey’s 2016 law establishing the 
Human Rights and Equality Institution 
allows victims to submit complaints 
about gender discrimination.

Vietnam

Getting a job
Vietnam introduced 5 days of paid 
paternity leave provided by the 
government. 

West Bank and Gaza 

Getting a job
West Bank and Gaza introduced a 
social security system that provides 
maternity benefi ts and increased the 
length of paid maternity leave from 
70 to 84 days.  

Providing incentives to work
In 2017, West Bank and Gaza passed 
a new education law mandating the 
government to provide one year of 
free and compulsory public preschool.

Zambia

Getting a job
Zambia’s Gender Equity and 
Equality Act now prohibits gender 
discrimination in various aspects of 
employment. It also mandates equal 
remuneration for work of equal value. 

Going to court
The Gender Equity and Equality Act 
also established the Gender Equality 
Commission in Zambia. 

Building credit
Zambia now prohibits discrimination 
based on gender and marital status in 
access to credit.

Protecting women from violence
Zambia established civil remedies for 
sexual harassment in employment.
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Women, Business and the Law monitors laws and regulations aff ect-
ing women’s ability to be entrepreneurs and employees. Legislation 
in various areas of the law can directly and indirectly aff ect women’s 
economic potential. 

Accordingly, Women, Business and the 
Law captures laws that directly diff erenti-
ate between men and women, as well as 
laws that indirectly have a greater impact 
on women’s ability to earn an income, start 
a business or get a job. Women, Business 
and the Law worked with local experts 
in each of the 189 covered economies to 
determine the sources of gender diff er-
entiation in the law. The information that 
local experts provided was checked for 
accuracy through a rigorous review pro-
cess. Each answer was cross-verifi ed with 
primary legal sources, resulting in revision 
or expansion of the information collected. 
The data in this report are current as of 
June 1, 2017.

With regard to women’s rights, diff erent 
economies refl ect diff erent cultural norms 
and values in their legislation. Although 
progress has been made toward gender 
parity, restrictions that limit women’s eco-
nomic prospects remain. This report pro-
vides objective, easily comparable data to 
inform dialogue about women’s economic 
rights and opportunities. The methodology 
was designed to benchmark the legal and 
regulatory environment for women as en-
trepreneurs and employees.

Women, Business and the Law provides 
comparable data across 189 economies, 
covering the following seven indicators:

 • Accessing institutions explores 
women’s ability to interact with public 

authorities and the private sector in the 
same ways as men, through examining 
constraints on women’s legal capacity.

 • Using property analyzes women’s abil-
ity to access and use property based on 
their ability to own, manage, control and 
inherit it. It also examines whether legis-
lation accounts for nonmonetary contri-
butions, such as unpaid care for children 
or the elderly, in distributing assets upon 
the dissolution of marriage.

 • Getting a job assesses restrictions 
on women’s ability to work, such as 
prohibitions on working at night or in 
certain industries. It also covers laws on 
maternity, paternity and parental leave, 
retirement ages, equal remuneration for 
work of equal value, nondiscrimination 
at work and fl exible work options. 

 • Providing incentives to work examines 
childcare and tax support, through as-
sessing tax deductions and credits, 
childcare and primary education.

 • Going to court explores women’s ability 
to access justice through examining the 
evidentiary weight of women’s testimo-
ny, the existence of justice institutions 
such as anti-discrimination commissions 
and small claims courts and mandates 
for legal aid.

 • Building credit examines credit bureaus 
and registries that collect information 
from retailers and utility companies. It 
also covers nondiscrimination in access 

DATA NOTES 

For the fi rst time,
Women, Business 

and the Law 
 includes a 
 scoring of 

 50  
questions.  
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to credit based on gender and marital 
status.

 • Protecting women from violence 
considers laws on domestic violence 
and sexual harassment in education 
and employment. 

Economy characteristics 
and coverage

The economies covered in this report are 
listed in table 5.1. Box 5.1 explains the 
economy characteristics such as regions 
and income groups. 

Women, Business and the Law uses for-
mal laws as a starting point for analysis 
and the report’s indicators were con-
structed using responses from expert 
country practitioners in family law, labor 
law and criminal law, including lawyers, 
judges, academics and members of civil 
society organizations working on gender 
issues. The data were collected through 
several rounds of interaction with these 

 BOX 5.1  ECONOMY CHARACTERISTICS 

Gross national income per capita
Women, Business and the Law 2018 reports 2016 incomes per capita as published in the World 
Bank’s World Development Indicators 2017. For cost indicators expressed as a percentage 
of incomes per capita, 2016 gross national income (GNI) Atlas method in current U.S. dollars 
is used as denominator. GNI data based on the Atlas method were not available for Bahrain; 
Brunei Darussalam; Djibouti; Eritrea; the Islamic Republic of Iran; Kuwait; Libya; Myanmar; Oman; 
Papua New Guinea; Puerto Rico (U.S.); Qatar; San Marino; South Sudan; the Syrian Arab Republic; 
Taiwan, China; Timor-Leste; Vanuatu; and República Bolivariana de Venezuela. In these cases, gross 
domestic product or gross national product per capita data and growth rates from other sources, 
such as the International Monetary Fund’s World Economic Outlook database and the Economist 
Intelligence Unit, were used.

Region and income group
Women, Business and the Law uses the World Bank regional and income group classifi cations, 
available at http://datahelpdesk.worldbank.org/knowledgebase/articles/906519. Although the 
World Bank does not assign regional classifi cations to high-income economies, the regional 
averages presented in the fi gures and tables in the Women, Business and the Law report include 
economies from all income groups (low, lower middle, upper middle and high income), although 
high-income OECD economies are assigned the “regional” classifi cation of OECD high income. 

Female population and labor force participation 
Women, Business and the Law 2018 reports midyear 2016 female population data as 
published in the World Bank’s World Development Indicators 2017. The publication was also 
used to obtain data on the female labor force as a percentage of the total labor force aged 15+. 

 TABLE 5.1  ECONOMIES COVERED BY WOMEN, BUSINESS AND THE LAW

Region 
Total number 
of economies Economies covered

East Asia & Pacifi c 25 Brunei Darussalam; Cambodia; China; Fiji; Hong Kong SAR, China; Indonesia; Kiribati; Lao PDR; Malaysia; Marshall Islands; 
Micronesia, Fed. Sts.; Mongolia; Myanmar; Palau; Papua New Guinea; Philippines; Samoa; Singapore; Solomon Islands; Taiwan, 
China; Thailand; Timor-Leste; Tonga; Vanuatu; Vietnam

Europe & Central Asia 25 Albania; Armenia; Azerbaijan; Belarus; Bosnia and Herzegovina; Bulgaria; Croatia; Cyprus; Georgia; Kazakhstan; Kosovo; 
Kyrgyz Republic; Latvia; Lithuania; Macedonia, FYR; Moldova; Montenegro; Romania; Russian Federation; San Marino; Serbia; 
Tajikistan; Turkey; Ukraine; Uzbekistan

OECD high income 32 Australia; Austria; Belgium; Canada; Chile; Czech Republic; Denmark; Estonia; Finland; France; Germany; Greece; Hungary; 
Iceland; Ireland; Israel; Italy; Japan; Korea, Rep.; Luxembourg; Netherlands; New Zealand; Norway; Poland; Portugal; Slovak 
Republic; Slovenia; Spain; Sweden; Switzerland; United Kingdom; United States

Latin America & 
Caribbean

32 Antigua and Barbuda; Argentina; Bahamas, The; Barbados; Belize; Bolivia; Brazil; Colombia; Costa Rica; Dominica; Dominican 
Republic; Ecuador; El Salvador; Grenada; Guatemala; Guyana; Haiti; Honduras; Jamaica; Mexico; Nicaragua; Panama; Paraguay; 
Peru; Puerto Rico; St. Kitts and Nevis; St. Lucia; St. Vincent and the Grenadines; Suriname; Trinidad and Tobago; Uruguay; 
Venezuela, RB

Middle East & North 
Africa

20 Algeria; Bahrain; Djibouti; Egypt, Arab Rep.; Iran, Islamic Rep.; Iraq; Jordan; Kuwait; Lebanon; Libya; Malta; Morocco; Oman; 
Qatar; Saudi Arabia; Syrian Arab Republic; Tunisia; United Arab Emirates; West Bank and Gaza; Yemen, Rep. 

South Asia 8 Afghanistan; Bangladesh; Bhutan; India; Maldives; Nepal; Pakistan; Sri Lanka

Sub-Saharan Africa 47 Angola; Benin; Botswana; Burkina Faso; Burundi; Cabo Verde; Cameroon; Central African Republic; Chad; Comoros; Congo, 
Dem. Rep.; Congo, Rep.; Côte d’Ivoire; Equatorial Guinea; Eritrea; Ethiopia; Gabon; Gambia, The; Ghana; Guinea; Guinea-Bissau; 
Kenya; Lesotho; Liberia; Madagascar; Malawi; Mali; Mauritania; Mauritius; Mozambique; Namibia; Niger; Nigeria; Rwanda; São 
Tomé and Príncipe; Senegal; Seychelles; Sierra Leone; South Africa; South Sudan; Sudan; Swaziland; Tanzania; Togo; Uganda; 
Zambia; Zimbabwe
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respondents—through responses to 
standardized questionnaires, conference 
calls, written correspondence and visits 
by the team.

In addition to fi lling out written ques-
tionnaires, Women, Business and the 
Law respondents provided references 
to relevant laws and regulations. The 
Women, Business and the Law team 
collects the texts of relevant laws and 
regulations and checks questionnaire 
responses for accuracy. Questionnaire 
responses are verifi ed against codifi ed 
sources of national law, including consti-
tutions, marriage and family codes, labor 
laws, passport procedures, inheritance 
statutes, tax regulations, gender equal-
ity laws, civil procedure rules, social se-
curity codes, criminal laws and laws on 
violence against women. Additionally, 
Doing Business 2018 surveys were used 
to develop some of the questions for the 
building credit and providing incentives to 
work indicators. 

Women, Business and the Law requires 
each legal data point to have a specifi c 
citable legal source; the legal source is 
provided for every data point on the proj-
ect website (http://wbl.worldbank.org) 
to ensure transparency of the data. More 
detailed data on each economy, including 
links to the legal sources used, are also 
provided on the project website. 

The report team welcomes feedback on 
the methodology and construction of this 
set of indicators. We look forward to im-
proving its coverage and scope. Feedback 
is welcome on all aspects of the report 
and can be off ered through the Women, 
Business and the Law website.

The Women, Business and the Law 
methodology has several useful 
characteristics: 

 • It is transparent and uses informa-
tion derived directly from laws and 
regulations.

 • Because standard assumptions are 
used when collecting the data, com-
parisons are valid across economies. 

 • The data identify potential obstacles 
to women in business and legislation 
that can be changed because of this 
new information.

Although Women, Business and the Law 
focuses on written legislation, there is 
often a large gap between laws on the 
books and actual practices. Women do 
not always have access to the equality 
they are legally entitled to. This project 
attempts to identify areas in which formal 
legal diff erentiation still exists and then 
clarify the impacts of these legal diff er-
ences on women.

In Women, Business and the Law 2018, 
three new scored questions were added 
across two of the seven indicators. The 
new questions are footnoted throughout 
the text. Any methodological changes 
made are described in the summary of 
methodology changes section of the 
Data Notes. For more information about 
the full set of data collected this cycle, 
please visit our website at http://wbl.
worldbank.org. 

The sections below provide detailed ex-
planations of the methodology used to 
answer the 50 scored questions asked 
across 189 economies for a total of 9,450 
data points. 

The project has data available for an 
additional 116 questions which are not 
scored, for a total of 21,924 data points. 
Unscored questions fall into three cat-
egories. First, some questions constitute 
component parts of scored questions. 
For example, to understand if there is 
paid leave available to women of at least 
14 weeks, Women, Business and the Law 
must fi rst understand if the law mandates 
maternity leave or parental leave. And 
then it must understand how many days 
such maternity leave or parental leave 
is paid for. Second, some questions do 
not directly relate to women’s entrepre-
neurship or employment, although they 
are important for gender equality. For 
example, the series of questions on pro-
tection orders fall into this category. And 
third, some questions are important to 
understand the legal framework, but do 

not in and of themselves, denote a good 
practice. For example, questions on the 
nature of the marital property regimes. 
Detailed information on all unscored 
questions is available on the project web-
site at http://wbl.worldbank.org. 

The following section focuses on the 50 
scored questions, which are grouped by 
indicator. Each question is followed by 
information on how the answers were 
standardized and made comparable 
across all economies, as well as on how 
the questions are scored. Assumptions, 
where used, are also listed. The indica-
tor scores (a number between 0 and 100, 
100 being the best) are obtained by cal-
culating the unweighted average of the 
scored questions in that indicator, and 
scaling the result to 100.

Accessing institutions

Assumptions
It is assumed that the woman

 • Resides in the main business city of 
the economy being examined.

 • Has reached the legal age of majority 
and is capable of making decisions 
as an adult; if there is no legal age of 
majority, the woman is assumed to be 
30 years old.

 • Is sane, competent, in good health 
and has no criminal record.

 • Is a lawful citizen of the economy 
examined.

• Where the question assumes the 
woman or man is married, the mar-
riage is monogamous and registered 
with the authorities.

 • Where the question assumes the 
woman or man is unmarried, she or he 
has never been married.

• Where the answer diff ers according 
to the legal system applicable to the 
woman in question (as may be the 
case in economies where there is legal 
plurality), the answer used will be the 
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one that applies to the majority of the 
population.

Answers to the questions are based on 
codifi ed law and not how that law is ap-
plied in practice. Therefore, customary 
law is not taken into account unless it has 
been codifi ed. Questions on the status 
of customary law within the legal system 
refer to its existence and position within 
the hierarchy of legislation, but do not 
assess its content. Reciprocal restrictions 
that govern the conduct of both spouses 
are not covered; this indicator measures 
only restrictions that govern the conduct 
of the wife, not the husband.

This topic addresses whether a woman 
can engage in certain legal transactions 
in the same way as a man. Diff erences 
related to property transactions are 
taken into account only for the using 
property indicator. Accessing institutions 
does not count this type of diff erence. 

1. Are married women required by law 
to obey their husbands?

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • there is an explicit provision 
stating that a married woman 
must obey her husband; or

 • a provision states that disobedi-
ence toward her husband has 
legal ramifi cations for the wife, 
such as loss of maintenance. 

 • The answer is “No” if there is no 
provision that a married woman 
must obey her husband. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 0; No = 1.

2. Can a woman legally apply for a 
passport in the same way as a man?

 • The answer is “Yes” if, upon reach-
ing the legal age of majority, all 
civil legal acts can be completed 
and there are no diff erences in 
the way a woman or man obtains 
a passport.

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • an adult woman needs the 
permission or signature of her 

husband, father, other male 
relative or guardian to apply for 
a passport; or 

 • the passport application of an 
adult woman requires a refer-
ence to her husband or father’s 
name, any other male relative 
or guardian;

 • documentation is required from 
a woman that is not required 
from a man, e.g., a marriage 
certifi cate.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

3. Can a woman legally apply for a na-
tional ID card in the same way as a 
man? 

 • The answer is “Yes” if there are 
no inequalities in the process for 
obtaining a national identity card. 
If married men must provide a mar-
riage certifi cate or birth certifi cate 
as proof of name, whereas married 
women must provide a marriage 
certifi cate, the answer is still “Yes.”

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • a married woman must provide 
a marriage certifi cate, but a 
married man need not; or 

 • a woman requires additional 
signatures, such as those of 
her husband, father, other male 
relative or guardian, which are 
not required for a man; or 

 • a married woman must indicate 
the name of her spouse, but a 
married man is not so required; or 

 • a woman must indicate the 
name of her father, other male 
relative or guardian, but a man 
is not required to do so; or

 • the identity card of a married 
woman displays the name of her 
spouse, but the identity card of 
a married man does not; 

 • identity cards are optional for 
women, but required for men. 

 • The answer is “N/A” if there is 
no national identity card that is 

universally accepted based on an 
implemented national registra-
tion system that issues national 
ID cards. 

 • Scoring Yes = 1; No = 0; N/A (no 
national ID) = not scored.

4. Can a woman legally travel outside 
the country in the same way as a 
man? 

 • The answer is “Yes” if there are no 
restrictions on a woman traveling 
alone internationally. 

 • The answer is “No” if permission, 
additional documentation or the 
presence of a guardian is required 
for a woman to leave the country; 
however, this permission must be 
diff erent from what is required to 
get a passport, which is covered in 
a separate question. 

 • The answer is also “No” if the law 
requires a married woman to ac-
company her husband out of the 
country if he so wishes.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

5. Can a woman legally travel outside 
her home in the same way as a 
man? 

 • The answer is “Yes” if there are no 
restrictions on a woman traveling 
alone domestically. 

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • permission, additional docu-
mentation or the presence of 
her husband or a guardian is 
required for a woman to travel 
domestically; or 

 • a woman must justify her rea-
sons to her husband, father or 
guardian for leaving the home;

 • leaving the home without a valid 
reason is considered disobedi-
ence with consequences under 
the law, for example, loss of her 
right to fi nancial maintenance.  

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.
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6. Can a woman legally get a job or 
pursue a trade or profession in the 
same way as a man?

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • no permission is needed for a 
woman to get a job or practice 
a trade or profession; or

 • there is no restriction in family 
or civil law on a woman’s ability 
to work.

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • a husband can prevent his wife 
from getting or keeping a job or 
pursuing a trade or profession; or

 • permission or additional docu-
mentation is required, or if a 
husband or guardian can pre-
vent a woman from getting or 
keeping job or pursuing a trade 
or profession; or

 • it is considered a form of dis-
obedience with legal ramifi ca-
tions for a wife to engage in 
employment contrary to her 
husband’s wishes or the inter-
ests of the family. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

7. Can a woman legally sign a contract 
in the same way as a man?

 • The answer is “Yes” if full legal ca-
pacity is obtained upon the age of 
majority and there are no restric-
tions on a woman signing legally 
binding contracts.

 • The answer is “No” if a woman 
has limited legal capacity to sign 
a binding contract or needs the 
signature, consent or permission of 
her husband to legally bind herself.

 • This question does not concern re-
strictions on married women sign-
ing contracts specifi cally related to 
marital property governed by the 
default marital property regime; 
these are covered under the using 
property indicator. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

8. Can a woman legally register a busi-
ness in the same way as a man?

 • The answer is “Yes” if a woman ob-
tains full legal capacity upon reach-
ing the age of majority and there 
are no restrictions on a woman 
registering a business.

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • a woman has limited legal ca-
pacity to register a business; 
this includes situations where 
she needs her husband’s or a 
guardian’s permission, signature 
or consent to register a busi-
ness; or 

 • the registration process at any 
stage requires additional infor-
mation or documentation for 
women not required of men. 

 • The answer is also “No” for 
member states of regional bod-
ies, such as the Organization for 
the Harmonization of Corporate 
Law in Africa (OHADA) for which 
supranational law applies (e.g., 
OHADA Uniform Act on General 
Commercial Law) when domestic 
law contravenes these suprana-
tional rules and limits the legal 
capacity of women. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

9. Can a woman legally open a bank 
account in the same way as a man?

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • there are no restrictions on a 
woman opening a bank account; 

 • the law explicitly states that 
a married woman may open 
a bank account, or that both 
spouses may open bank ac-
counts in their own names.

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • specifi c provisions limit the abil-
ity of a woman to open a bank 
account, such as those stating 
that a married woman who 
is separately employed from 
her husband may open a bank 

account in her own name (be-
cause that implies that a woman 
without a separate income 
stream may not); or

 • any other required permissions 
or additional documentation. 

 • Only provisions from the body of 
family law in the economy are sys-
tematically reviewed.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0. 

10. Can a woman legally choose where 
to live in the same way as a man?

 • The answer is “Yes” if there are no 
restrictions on a woman choosing 
where to live.

 • The answer is “No” if there are 
explicit restrictions on a woman 
choosing where to live or if the 
husband chooses the family resi-
dence or marital home or has more 
weight in determining where the 
family will live. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

11. Can a woman legally be “head of 
household” or “head of family” in 
the same way as a man?

 • The answer is “Yes” if the defi nition 
of head of household is codifi ed 
and there are no explicit restric-
tions on a woman becoming “head 
of household” or “head of family.” 

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • there is an explicit restriction 
on a woman becoming “head 
of household” or “head of fam-
ily,” e.g., a provision stating that 
only men or husbands can be so 
designated or that men “lead” 
or “represent the family;” 

 • a male is designated as the 
default family member who re-
ceives the family book or equiv-
alent document that is neces-
sary for access to services.

 • The answer is “N/A” if the defi ni-
tion of head of household is not 
codifi ed. 
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 • This question does not assess 
gender inequalities in the tax code, 
which are captured by the provid-
ing incentives to work indicator. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

Using property

Assumptions 
It is assumed that the woman

 • Resides in the economy’s main busi-
ness city.

 • Has reached the legal age of majority 
and is capable of making decisions 
as an adult; if there is no legal age of 
majority, the woman is assumed to be 
30 years old.

 • Is sane, competent, in good health 
and has no criminal record.

 • Is a lawful citizen of the economy be-
ing examined.

 • Where the question assumes that the 
woman or man is unmarried, she or he 
has never been married.

 • Where the question assumes that the 
woman or man is married, the mar-
riage is monogamous and registered 
with the authorities. De facto mar-
riages or customary unions are not 
measured. 

 • Where the question assumes that the 
woman or man is married, the marital 
property regime under which she or he 
is married is assumed to be the default 
marital property regime, and it is also 
assumed that the marital property re-
gime will not change during the course 
of the marriage. In economies where 
there is no default marital property 
regime, it is assumed that the couple 
is married under the most common 
regime for that jurisdiction.

 • Where the answer diff ers according 
to the legal system that applies to the 
woman—as may occur in economies 
where legal plurality exists—the an-
swer used will be the one that applies 
to the majority of the population.

The answers to these questions are based 
on the law as codifi ed in the main busi-
ness city and not the practice of that law. 
Therefore, customary law is not taken 
into account unless it has been codifi ed. 
Unwritten, social or cultural norms are 
also not taken into account.

The questions for the using property in-
dicator are designed to determine what 
management and control of property 
look like under the default marital prop-
erty regime in each economy covered. 
For all questions relating to the ability 
of married women to carry out activities 
independently of their husbands, the key 
concern is reciprocity. Unequal treatment 
is counted only where a married man can 
carry out the activity and his wife is not 
able to do so equally.

The main areas of diff erentiation between 
women and men in exercising property 
rights lie in the rights granted under vari-
ous marital property regimes. Some of 
these grant spouses equal treatment in 
property ownership. Other regimes grant 
husbands administrative control over 
jointly owned marital property. Still oth-
ers grant husbands administrative control 
over their wives’ property. The marital 
property regime also determines prop-
erty ownership and administrative rights 
when a marriage is dissolved. 

The default marital property regime is 
the set of rules that apply to the own-
ership and management of property 
within marriage and when the marriage 
ends, when there is no prenuptial 
agreement. Women, Business and the 
Law classifi es default marital property 
regimes as follows:

Separation of property. All assets and 
income acquired by the spouses before 
they marry and during the marriage 
remain the separate property of the ac-
quiring spouse. At the time of divorce or 
the death of one of the spouses, each 
spouse retains ownership of all assets 
and income brought to the marriage or 
acquired during the marriage by that 
person and any value that has accrued to 
that property.

Partial community property. Assets ac-
quired before the marriage are regarded 
as the separate property of the acquiring 
spouse, and assets and income acquired 
after the marriage, with a few exceptions 
specifi ed by law, are regarded as joint 
property of the couple. This regime also 
applies to cases where assets acquired 
before the marriage and assets acquired 
during the marriage are regarded as 
the separate property of the acquiring 
spouse, but the accrued value of the 
property acquired by any of the spouses 
is considered joint property. At the time 
of dissolution of the marriage by divorce 
or death, the joint property or its accrued 
value is divided equally between the 
spouses.

Full community property. All assets 
and income, whether brought into 
the marriage or acquired during the 
marriage—with a few exceptions speci-
fi ed by law—become the joint property of 
the couple. If the marriage is dissolved, all 
joint property is divided equally between 
the spouses.

Deferred full or partial community 
property. The rules of full or partial com-
munity of property apply at the time the 
marriage is dissolved; until then, separa-
tion of property applies. 

Other. The default marital property re-
gime does not fi t any of the above four 
descriptions. This is also the case when 
the rules concerning the default marital 
property regime are not regulated by 
codifi ed law, but are governed by unwrit-
ten customs. 

There is no default marital property 
regime. The law requires the spouses 
to opt in to the marital property regime 
of their choice—with legal alternatives 
provided—before or at the time of the 
marriage. In economies where there is no 
default marital property regime, the most 
common regime is used when answering 
the subsequent questions. 
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12. Who legally administers marital 
property?

 • For this question, marital prop-
erty refers to all property owned 
by either spouse and both spouses 
during the marriage. The answer 
to this question assumes that the 
default marital property regime ap-
plies and is classifi ed as follows:

 • Original owner. Each spouse re-
tains administrative power over 
the assets she or he brings into or 
acquires during the marriage and 
their accrued value. No consent is 
needed from the other spouse for 
transactions in separate property. 
This administrative scheme is usu-
ally found in separation of property 
regimes and can also be found in 
deferred full or partial community 
regimes. It does not cover special 
provisions concerning the marital 
home. 

 • Separate with spousal consent. 
Each spouse administers her or his 
separate property, but for major 
transactions, such as selling or 
pledging the property as collateral, 
spousal consent is needed. This 
administrative scheme is mostly 
found in separation of property 
regimes, but can also be found in 
deferred full or partial community 
and partial community regimes.

 • Both must agree. Both spouses 
have equal rights in the admin-
istration and transaction of joint 
property; they perform all acts of 
administration together and, if one 
of the spouses has been delegated 
administrative rights by the other, 
spousal consent is implied. This 
administrative scheme is mostly 
seen in full and partial community 
property regimes. 

 • Husband. The husband has admin-
istrative rights over all property, 
including any separate property of 
the wife. This scheme is found only 
in partial community regimes.

 • Other. This alternative applies 
wherever the administrative 

scheme does not fi t into any of the 
previous categories. It includes, for 
example, cases in which in principle 
the law provides for both spouses 
to administer marital property, 
but if they disagree, the husband 
is given the power to ultimately 
decide or other members of the 
family have a say in how the prop-
erty is administered. Where there 
is disagreement on how to admin-
ister marital property, a court may 
decide. This alternative also applies 
when the default marital prop-
erty regime is based on unwritten 
custom.

 • Scoring: “Husband” = 0; all other 
answers = 1.

13. Does the law provide for valuation 
of nonmonetary contributions? 

 • This question is designed to mea-
sure if, at the time a marriage is 
dissolved, the division of property 
benefi ts both spouses. The process 
of dividing property upon divorce is 
examined to identify whether car-
ing for minor children, taking care 
of the family home or any other 
nonmonetized contribution from 
the stay-at-home spouse, usually 
the wife, is taken into consider-
ation. It does not consider regular 
payment obligations in the form of 
maintenance or alimony.

 • The answer is “Yes” 

 • where an explicit legal recogni-
tion of such contributions is 
found and the law provides for 
equal or equitable division of 
the property or the transfer of 
a lump sum to the stay-at-home 
spouse based on the nonmon-
etary contributions; or

 • when the default marital prop-
erty regime is full community, 
partial community or deferred 
full or partial community, be-
cause these regimes implic-
itly recognize nonmonetary 
contributions at the time of 
property division and benefi t 

both spouses regardless of who 
purchased the property or holds 
title to it. 

 • The answer is “No” where

 • the default marital property re-
gime is separation of property 
or other, and there is no explicit 
legal provision providing for 
equal or equitable division of 
property based on nonmonetary 
contributions.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0. 

14. Do men and women have equal 
ownership rights to immovable 
property? 

 • The answer is “Yes” when 

 • there is no specifi c legal restric-
tion related to property applied 
to women or men based on 
gender; or

 • aspects related to property dur-
ing marriage fall under a mix of 
custom, law and judicial pre-
cedent and no sources, including 
Convention on the Elimination 
of All Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women (CEDAW) re-
ports, reveal the existence of 
inequality. 

 • The answer is “No” when 

 • legal restrictions on property 
ownership are applied to wom-
en or men based on gender; or

 • there are gender diff erences in 
the legal treatment of spousal 
property (e.g., if husbands are 
granted administrative control 
over marital property).

 • The answer is “..” where aspects 
related to property during marriage 
fall under unwritten custom or ju-
dicial discretion in the absence of a 
legal framework. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0; 
“..” = not scored.
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15. Do sons and daughters have equal 
rights to inherit assets from their 
parents? 

 • This question examines whether 
there are gender-based diff erences 
in the rules of intestate succession 
for transfer of property from par-
ents to children.

 • The answer is “Yes” when the law 
recognizes children as heirs to 
property without any restrictions 
based on gender.

 • The answer is also “Yes” when 
aspects related to inheritance fall 
under a mix of custom, law and 
judicial precedent and all sources, 
including CEDAW reports, do not 
reveal the existence of inequality.

 • The answer is “No” when there are 
gender-based diff erences in the 
recognition of children as heirs to 
property.

 • The answer is also “No” when 
aspects related to inheritance fall 
under custom and sources con-
fi rm that the customary system 
is infl uenced by unequal personal 
law.

 • The answer is “..” where aspects 
related to inheritance fall under 
unwritten custom.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0; 
“..” = not scored.

16. Do female and male surviving 
spouses have equal rights to inherit 
assets? 

 • For this question, it is assumed 
that the deceased spouse left no 
children or any other heirs, other 
than the surviving spouse.

 • This question examines whether 
both spouses have equal rank and 
rights to inherit assets when there 
is no will.

 • The answer is “Yes” when surviving 
spouses of either gender have the 
same legal rights.

 • The answer is also “Yes” when the 
aspects related to inheritance fall 

under a mix of custom, law and 
judicial precedent and secondary 
sources, including CEDAW reports, 
do not reveal the existence of 
inequality.

 • The answer is “No” where there 
are gender-based diff erences in 
inheritance.

 • The answer is also “No” when 
aspects related to inheritance fall 
under custom and sources confi rm 
that the customary system is infl u-
enced by unequal personal law.

 • The answer is “..” where aspects 
related to inheritance fall under 
unwritten custom.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0; 
“..” = not scored.

Getting a job

Assumptions
It is assumed that the woman

 • Resides in the economy’s main busi-
ness city.

 • Has reached the legal age of majority 
and is capable of making decisions as 
an adult.

 • Is a lawful citizen of the economy be-
ing examined.

 • For purposes of determining parental 
benefi ts, is in a legally recognized 
marriage with the other parent of the 
child. 

• For purposes of determining maternity 
or parental leave, that she gave birth 
to her fi rst child without complications 
on June 1, 2017, at age 30, and her 
child is in good health.

 • Is sane, competent, in good health 
and has no criminal record.

• Has been working long enough to 
accrue any maternity and parental 
benefi ts.

 • Will be nursing until the child is 
1 year old.

 • Is working as a cashier in the food re-
tail sector in a supermarket or grocery 
store that has 60 employees.

It is assumed that the man

 • Resides in the economy’s main busi-
ness city.

 • Has reached the legal age of majority 
and is capable of making decisions as 
an adult.

 • Is a lawful citizen of the economy 
being examined.

 • For purposes of determining parental 
benefi ts, is in a legally recognized 
marriage with the other parent of 
the child. 

 • For purposes of determining paternity 
leave or parental leave, has a fi rst child 
who was born on June 1, 2017, with-
out complications, was 30 years old 
when his child was born and the child 
is in good health.

 • Is sane, competent, in good health 
and has no criminal record.

 • Has been working long enough to 
accrue any paternity and parental 
benefi ts.

 • Is working as a cashier in the food re-
tail sector in a supermarket or grocery 
store that has 60 employees.

The topic contains questions on leave 
benefi ts for expectant and new par-
ents, workplace protections for women 
and parents, restrictions on women’s 
employment, and retirement ages. In 
general, the answers to the questions in 
the getting a job indicator are based on 
written law and not collective bargain-
ing agreements; however, the latter are 
taken into account when two conditions 
are met:

 • They cover more than 50% of the 
workforce in the food retail sector. 

 • They apply to individuals who were 
not party to the original collective bar-
gaining agreement.
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17. Is there paid leave available to 
women of at least 14 weeks?

 • The answer is “Yes” if the law es-
tablishes at least 14 weeks of paid 
leave that is available to women for 
the birth of a child, either through 
maternity or parental leave.

 • The answer is “No” if the law does 
not establish paid leave for expect-
ant and new mothers, or if the 
length of paid leave is less than 14 
weeks. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No (because no 
paid leave) = 0; No (because paid 
leave < 14 weeks) = calculated as 
the distance to frontier where the 
frontier is 14 weeks. 

18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of 
their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks 
or the duration of the leave if it 
is shorter?

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • women receive at least 2/3 of 
their wages during the fi rst 14 
weeks of their leave (if their leave 
is longer than 14 weeks); or

 • women receive at least 2/3 of 
their wages during the duration 
of their leave (if their leave is 
shorter than 14 weeks).

 • The answer is “No” if

 • the law does not establish any 
paid leave for expectant and 
new mothers;

 • women receive less than 2/3 of 
their wages during their leave 
(or the fi rst 14 weeks of their 
leave if the total leave is longer 
than 14 weeks).

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No (because 
no paid leave) = 0; No (because 
women receive less than 2/3 of 
their wages) = calculated as the 
distance to frontier where the 
frontier is 2/3 (67%).

19. What is the percentage of ma-
ternity leave benefi ts paid by the 
government?

 • This question examines the per-
centage of maternity leave benefi ts 
that are administered by the gov-
ernment. “Government” refers to 
social insurance or public funds.

 • Where paid maternity leave does 
not exist but there is paid parental 
leave, the question examines the 
percentage of parental leave ben-
efi ts paid by the government.

 • Employer contributions to govern-
ment funds (such as social secu-
rity) that pay leave benefi ts are not 
considered employer payment of 
maternity benefi ts.

 • The answer is 0% if the employer 
is solely liable for paying leave 
benefi ts.

 • The answer is N/A if there is no 
paid leave available to expectant 
and new mothers.

 • Scoring: proportion of maternity 
leave benefi ts paid by the govern-
ment (i.e., if government pays all, 
answer is 100%, if employer pays 
all, answer is 0%). If N/A (there is 
no paid maternity leave) this ques-
tion is not scored. 

20. What is the diff erence between 
leave reserved for women and 
men relative to leave reserved for 
women, as a function of who pays?

 • This question covers the diff erence 
between leave reserved for women 
and leave reserved for men relative 
to leave reserved to women as a 
function of who pays to recog-
nize the possible burden of hiring 
women placed on employers.

 • Leave reserved for women includes 
paid maternity leave and days of 
paid parental leave allotted to the 
mother. Leave reserved for men 
includes paid paternity leave and 
days of paid parental leave allotted 
to the father. 

 • Scoring: The question is calculated 
and scored as 

 • ((paid maternity leave + any 
mother quota in parental leave) 
- (paid paternity leave + any 
father quota in parental leave)) 
/ (paid maternity leave + any 
mother quota in parental leave) 
* percentage of leave paid by 
the government;

 • if the government pays 100%, 
the score is 1; 

 • if there is no paid maternity 
leave this question is not scored. 

21. Is there paid parental leave?

 • The answer is “Yes” if the law ex-
plicitly mandates the right to some 
form of paid parental leave either 
shared between mother and father 
or as an individual entitlement. 

 • The answer is “No” if the law does 
not explicitly mandate the right to 
some form of paid parental leave 
either shared between mother 
and father or as an individual 
entitlement.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

22. Does the law mandate equal remu-
neration for work of equal value?

 • This question captures whether 
employers are legally obliged to 
pay equal remuneration to male 
and female employees who per-
form work of equal value.

 • “Remuneration” refers to the or-
dinary, basic or minimum wage or 
salary and any additional emolu-
ments payable directly or indirectly, 
whether in cash or in kind, by the 
employer to the worker and arising 
from the worker’s employment.

 • “Work of equal value” refers not only 
to the same or similar jobs, but also 
to diff erent jobs of the same value.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.
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23. Does the law mandate nondis-
crimination based on gender in 
employment?1 

 • This question is designed to de-
termine whether the law generally 
prevents or penalizes gender-based 
discrimination in employment.

 • Laws that mandate equal treat-
ment or equality between women 
and men in employment are also 
counted for this question.

 • Where the law mandates nondis-
crimination in multiple aspects 
of employment (such as in job 
advertisements, hiring and dis-
missal) on the basis of gender, the 
answer is “Yes.” 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers 
prohibited?

 • This question is designed to deter-
mine whether pregnancy can serve 
as grounds for dismissal.

 • The answer is “Yes” if the law ex-
plicitly prohibits or penalizes the 
dismissal of pregnant women or if 
termination of contract based on 
pregnancy is considered a form of 
unlawful termination, unfair dis-
missal or wrongful discharge.

 • The answer is “No” if the law only 
prohibits the dismissal of preg-
nant workers during maternity 
leave or for a limited period of 
the pregnancy. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

25. Can parents work fl exibly?

 • The answer is “Yes” if the law 
explicitly permits fl exible work ar-
rangements for employees who 
have minor children, such as part-
time work, reduced hours, fl extime 
work and teleworking. This includes 
the right to request fl exible work 
and the right to obtain fl exible 
work. It does not include parental 
leave that can be taken fl exibly. 

 • The answer is “No” if only women 
are entitled to fl exible work. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

26. Can women work the same night 
hours as men?

 • This question is designed to de-
termine whether nonpregnant and 
nonnursing women are prohibited 
from working at night or cannot 
work the same night hours as men. 
Night-hour restrictions on women 
in specifi ed industries are captured 
in later questions.

 • The answer is “Yes” if there are 
no restrictions on women work-
ing at night. If the law conditions 
women’s ability to work at night on 
employer compliance with safety 
measures (such as providing trans-
portation to and from work), the 
answer is also “Yes.”

 • The answer is “No” if the law 
broadly prohibits women from 
working at night or limits the hours 
women can work. 

 • The answer is also “No” if the 
law only allows women to work 
at night in certain circumstances, 
such as in cases of force majeure 
or if the woman works for her fam-
ily’s business.

 • If various sectors of the economy 
are regulated separately (i.e., no 
central labor law), it is assumed 
that the woman is employed as 
a cashier in a grocery store or 
supermarket. 

 • Where the law indicates that a 
given ministry or minister may 
promulgate regulations restricting 
women’s work at night, this is con-
sidered a restriction even if no such 
regulation has been issued.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

27. Can women work in jobs deemed 
hazardous, arduous or morally inap-
propriate in the same way as men?

 • The answer is “Yes” if there are 
no laws that prohibit women from 
working in a broad and subjective 
category of jobs deemed hazard-
ous, arduous, or morally or socially 
inappropriate.

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • the employer can determine 
whether particular jobs are too 
hazardous for women but not 
for men. In such cases, the law 
explicitly uses the term “hazard-
ous” or its synonyms to describe 
a broad category of jobs that 
women — but not men — are 
prohibited from doing. Work of 
a hazardous nature includes, for 
example, jobs that could have a 
harmful eff ect on or increased 
risk to women’s lives or health, 
given women’s psycho-physical 
qualities, or jobs not deemed 
to have a harmful eff ect on or 
increased risk to men’s life or 
health, given men’s psycho-
physical qualities;

 • the employer can determine 
whether particular jobs are 
morally inappropriate or so-
cially harmful for women but 
not for men. In such cases, 
the law explicitly uses the term 
“morally inappropriate” or its 
synonyms to describe a broad 
category of jobs that women—
but not men—are prohibited 
from doing. Work that is mor-
ally inappropriate includes, for 
example, employment that is 
considered not in accordance 
with the “moral development” 
only of women;

 • the employer can determine 
whether particular jobs are too 
arduous for women but not for 
men. In such cases, the law ex-
plicitly uses the term “arduous” 
or its synonyms to describe 
a broad category of jobs that 
women—but not men—are 
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prohibited from doing. Work of 
an arduous nature includes jobs 
that involve particularly hard 
manual labor or jobs that are 
considered to exceed women’s 
capabilities;

 • the law indicates that a given 
minister or ministry may pro-
mulgate regulations restricting 
women’s work in hazardous, 
arduous, or morally or socially 
inappropriate jobs, even if no 
such regulation has been issued.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

28. Are women able to work in the 
same industries as men?

 • The answer is “Yes” if there are no 
restrictions on women working in 
mining, construction, manufactur-
ing, energy, water, agriculture and 
transportation sectors.

 • The answer is “No” if there are full 
or partial restrictions on women 
working in mining, construction, 
manufacturing, energy, water, ag-
riculture or transportation sectors.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

29. Are women able to perform the 
same tasks at work as men?

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • there are no restrictions on 
women working in metal work;

 • there are no restrictions on 
women engaging in jobs with a 
minimum weightlifting require-
ment, or if there are no diff er-
ences between the amount of 
weight men and women can lift;

 • there are no other restrictions 
on women’s employment (not 
including jobs in mining, con-
struction, factories, agriculture, 
transport, energy, water sector, 
which are captured in separate 
questions).

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • there are full or partial restric-
tions on women working in 
metal work; 

 • there are full or partial restric-
tions on women engaging in 
jobs that require lifting weights 
above a certain threshold;

 • women cannot perform work 
requiring heavy lifting, for 
example, if the law prohibits 
women from working in jobs 
that involve the loading and un-
loading of goods;

 • there are restrictions on women 
doing particular jobs—such as 
working with certain chemicals 
or substances—but not on men 
doing them; or

 • women are prohibited from 
working in certain settings in 
which men are allowed to work. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

The following assumptions are specifi c 
to the following questions on retirement 
benefi ts:

 • The individual was born in 1977.

 • The individual has been continuously 
employed since age 25. 

 • The answers are rounded to the near-
est year.

30. Are the ages at which men and 
women can retire with full pension 
benefi ts equal?

 • The answer is “Yes” if the ages at 
which men and a women can retire 
with full pension benefi ts is the 
same. 

 • The answer is “No” if there is a dif-
ference in the age at which a man 
and a woman can retire with full 
pension benefi ts. 

 • The answer is “N/A” if there is no 
national law on pension benefi ts.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No (because 
women retire earlier) = calculated 
as distance to frontier where the 
frontier is 10 years; N/A = not 
scored.

31. Are the ages at which men and 
women can retire with partial pen-
sion benefi ts equal?

 • This question examines the relative 
ages at which men and women can 
retire with partial but not with full 
pension benefi ts, because he or 
she did not accumulate enough 
work experience or contributions, 
has not reached the age that would 
qualify him or her for a full pension 
or continues to work part-time 
upon reaching the retirement age.

 • The answer is “Yes” if the ages at 
which men and women can receive 
partial pension benefi ts are the 
same.

 • The answer is “No” if there is no 
diff erence in the age at which a 
man and a woman can receive par-
tial pension benefi ts. 

 • The answer is “N/A” if 

 • the law does not establish an 
age at which men and women 
can receive partial benefi ts; or

 • there is no national law on pen-
sion benefi ts.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No (because 
women retire earlier) = calculated 
as distance to frontier where the 
frontier is 10 years; N/A = not 
scored.

32. Are the mandatory retirement ages 
for men and women equal?

 • This question examines the relative 
ages at which men and women 
must cease employment or can be 
terminated by their employer. Even 
if the law allows employers and 
employees to contract for work 
beyond that age, retirement is still 
considered mandatory because the 
employer can legally oblige the em-
ployee to retire.

 • The answer is “Yes” if the age at 
which a man or woman must retire 
is the same.
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 • The answer is “No” if the ages at 
which men or women must retire 
are diff erent.

 • The answer is “N/A” if there is no 
mandatory retirement age for men 
and women. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No (because 
women retire earlier) = calculated 
as distance to frontier where 
the frontier is 6 years; N/A = not 
scored.

Providing incentives to work

Assumptions 
It is assumed that both parents

 • Have reached the legal age of majority 
and are capable of making decisions 
as adults. If there is no legal age of 
majority, parents are assumed to be 
30 years old.

 • Are in a legally recognized marriage. 

 • Are sane, competent, in good health, 
have no criminal record, and are 
lawful citizens.

 • Reside in the economy’s main busi-
ness city.

 • Are employed in a private sector 
company.

 • Share one child.

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equiva-
lent position after maternity leave?

 • The question captures whether the 
employer has a legal obligation to 
reinstate an employee returning 
from maternity leave to an equiva-
lent or better position than the 
employee had pre-leave.

 • Where the maternity leave regime 
explicitly states that the employee 
may not be indefi nitely replaced, 
the answer is assumed to be “Yes.”

 • Where the maternity leave regime 
explicitly establishes a suspension 
of the employee’s contract, the 
answer is assumed to be “Yes.”

 • In economies that also have paren-
tal leave and the law guarantees 
return after the leave to the same 
or an equivalent position paid 
at the same rate but is silent on 
guaranteeing the same position 
after maternity leave, the answer 
is “Yes.”

 • In economies that only have paren-
tal leave and the law guarantees 
return after the leave to the same 
or an equivalent position paid at 
the same rate, the answer is “Yes.”

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0. 

34. Does the government support or 
provide childcare services?

 • This question captures public child-
care services that are completely 
funded by the government or 
government-funded with co-pay 
by parents. It also covers public 
childcare centers that are available 
universally to all families regardless 
of their income level. 

 • Government support or nontax 
benefi ts include funding and/or 
nonmonetary support. 

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • the government provides, es-
tablishes or mandates childcare 
services; or

 • childcare is available universally 
but there are priority criteria 
for admission when there is 
not enough space for all chil-
dren; or

 • private, stand-alone childcare 
centers receive nontax benefi ts 
from the government in the 
form of fi nancial or nonmon-
etary support, such as providing 
building and school equipment 
as well as start-up grants; or

 • private, stand-alone childcare 
centers receive nontax benefi ts 
only if they meet certain ordi-
nary requirements, such as the 
number of children enrolled in 
the childcare center or the loca-
tion of the childcare center.

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • government childcare service is 
provided to a group of people 
qualifi ed by something other 
than income level; or

 • the service is 100% run by non-
state institutions; or

 • private, stand-alone childcare 
centers do not receive any non-
tax benefi ts; or

 • private childcare centers re-
ceive nontax benefi ts only if 
they meet certain extraordi-
nary requirements, such as a 
budget defi cit.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.  

35. Are payments for childcare tax 
deductible?

 • The answer is “Yes” if childcare or 
education expenses are deductible 
in the personal income tax law; for 
this question, childcare expenses 
cover various options: kindergar-
tens or crèches, day care centers, 
after-school centers, in-home care 
and child-minding arrangements.

 • The answer is “No” if childcare 
or education payments are not 
deductible in the personal income 
tax law.

 • The answer is “No” if childcare 
or education tax deductions are 
only applied to childcare allow-
ances granted by the government 
(tax exemptions on government 
allowances).

 • The answer is “No” if employees 
receive tax benefi ts on payments 
for the use of employer-provided 
childcare centers only.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

36. Is primary education free and 
compulsory? 

 • The answer is “Yes” if primary 
education is compulsory, fully pub-
licly funded and provided by the 
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government universally, regardless 
of the families’ income level.

 • The answer is “No” if either of the 
above elements are not met.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

37. Are there specifi c tax deductions or 
tax credits that are only applicable 
to men?

 • This question is designed to deter-
mine whether the personal income 
tax law diff erentiates between 
men and women on deductions 
and credits and includes instances 
where tax-specifi c deductions and 
credits can only be granted to male 
heads of household.

 • The answer is “Yes” if the personal 
income tax law grants tax deduc-
tions or credits that apply only to 
male taxpayers.

 • The answer is “Yes” if the personal 
income tax law grants tax deduc-
tions or credits that can only be 
granted to the head of household 
and the tax law defi nes the head of 
household as the male by default.

 • The answer is “No” if the personal 
income tax law does not diff erenti-
ate between men and women in 
terms of tax benefi ts.

 • The answer is “..” where there is no 
information available on tax deduc-
tions or tax credits.

 • Scoring: Yes = 0; No = 1; 
“..” = not scored.

Going to court

Assumptions
It is assumed that the woman

 • Resides in the economy’s main busi-
ness city. 

 • Has reached the legal age of majority 
and is capable of making decisions as 
an adult. 

 • Is sane, competent, in good health 
and has no criminal record. 

 • Where the answer diff ers according 
to the legal system that applies to the 
woman (e.g. where diff erent laws gov-
ern diff erent groups of people within 
an economy), the answer used is the 
one that applies to the majority of 
the population. 

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry 
the same evidentiary weight in 
court as a man’s?

 • This question covers the weight 
of women’s evidentiary testi-
mony in all court cases, and does 
not include diff erences in testi-
mony when executing contracts 
(i.e., marriage).

 • The answer is “Yes” if the law 
does not diff erentiate between the 
evidentiary value of women’s and 
men’s testimony.

 • The answer is “No” if the law ex-
plicitly diff erentiates between the 
evidentiary value of women’s and 
men’s testimony.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

39. Does the law establish an anti-
discrimination commission?2 

 • This question looks at institutions 
that have been established in ad-
dition to courts, but are state 
bodies with a constitutional and/
or legislative mandate to protect 
and promote principles of equal-
ity. Although they are part of the 
state apparatus and funded by the 
state, they operate and function in-
dependently from the government. 

 • Commissions are specialized, in-
dependent bodies tasked with 
receiving complaints of gender dis-
crimination. The bodies considered 
may take such forms as women’s 
commissions, ombudspersons or 
national human rights institutions. 

 • The answer is “Yes” if the com-
mission is mandated to receive 

complaints of gender discrimina-
tion by public and private actors.

 • The answer is “No” if there is no 
such commission, or if the body 
in question does not receive com-
plaints of gender discrimination by 
public and private actors.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

40. Does the law mandate legal aid in 
civil and family matters?3

 • The answer is “Yes” if the constitu-
tion or another law establishes the 
right to legal aid or assistance in 
most civil and/or family matters.

 • The answer is “No” if the consti-
tution or another law provides 
for legal aid and assistance, but 
civil and/or family matters are not 
eligible.

 • The answer is “No” if the consti-
tution or another law establishes 
only the right to counsel or the 
mandatory presence of an attor-
ney in civil matters.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

41. Is there a small claims court or a fast-
track procedure for small claims?

 • Small claims courts hear civil cases 
between private litigants involving 
relatively small amounts of money. 
Although the names of such courts 
vary by jurisdiction, common fea-
tures include relaxed rules of civil 
procedure, the appearance of ad-
versaries without legal representa-
tion, the use of plain language and 
informal evidentiary rules. Fast-
track procedural rules for small 
claims operate similarly; however, 
cases are tried in courts of more 
general jurisdiction.

 • The answer is “Yes” if

 • there is a small claims court 
or a fast-track procedure for 
civil claims of small value and a 
maximum value for cases that 
may be heard; and
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 • the small claims court or fast-
track procedure has jurisdic-
tion to hear at least general 
civil cases.

 • The answer is “No” if

 • there is a small claims court 
or fast-track procedure, but 
it is competent only to hear 
commercial claims, not all civil 
claims; or

 • few types of civil disputes are 
within the jurisdiction of the 
small claims court (e.g., rent 
disputes only).

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

Building credit

The background information for the 
questions on credit registries and bu-
reaus comes from the depth of credit in-
formation index that is part of the Doing 
Business 2018 getting credit indicator. 
That index covers rules aff ecting the 
scope, accessibility and quality of credit 
information available through private 
credit bureaus and public credit regis-
tries. Credit bureaus and registries are 
only considered if their coverage extends 
to at least 5% of the adult population 
within an economy. 

42. Do retailers provide information 
to private credit bureaus or public 
credit registries?

 • For the answer to this question to 
be “Yes,” it is suffi  cient that any 
private credit bureau or public 
credit registry in the economy in 
question collects information from 
any retailer.

 • The answer is “No” if retailers do 
not provide information to credit 
bureaus or registries. 

 • The answer is “N/A” if there is no 
credit bureau or registry in the 
economy or if their coverage ex-
tends to less than 5% of the adult 
population.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0; N/A = 0.

43. Do utility companies provide infor-
mation to private credit bureaus or 
public credit registries?

 • For the answer to this question to 
be “Yes,” it is suffi  cient that any 
private credit bureau or public 
credit registry in the economy in 
question collects information from 
a utility company.

 • The answer is “No” if utility compa-
nies do not provide information to 
credit bureaus or registries. 

 • The answer is “N/A” if there is no 
credit bureau or registry in the 
economy or if their coverage ex-
tends to less than 5% of the adult 
population.

 • Scoring: Yes =1; No = 0; N/A = 0.

44. Does the law prohibit discrimination 
by creditors on the basis of sex or 
gender in access to credit?

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • the law prohibits discrimination 
on the basis of sex or gender, 
or provides for equal access for 
both sexes when conducting 
fi nancial transactions, such as 
applying for credit or loans; or 

 • the law prohibits discrimination 
on the basis of sex or gender 
when conducting entrepreneur-
ial activities or receiving fi nan-
cial assistance; or

 • the law prohibits discrimination 
on the basis of sex or gender or 
prescribes equality of the sexes 
when accessing goods and ser-
vices, and the defi nition of ser-
vices in law, regulation or legal 
interpretation covers fi nancial 
services.

 • The answer is “No” if the law does 
not prohibit such discrimination. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

45. Does the law prohibit discrimination 
by creditors on the basis of marital 
status in access to credit?

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • the law specifi cally prohibits 
discrimination on the basis of 
marital status or provides for 
equal access irrespective of 
marital status when conducting 
fi nancial transactions, such as 
applying for credit or loans; or

 • the law prohibits discrimination 
on the basis of marital status 
when conducting entrepreneur-
ial activities or receiving fi nan-
cial assistance; or

 • the law prohibits discrimination 
on the basis of marital status 
when accessing goods and ser-
vices, and the defi nition of ser-
vices in law, regulation or legal 
interpretation covers fi nancial 
services.

 • The answer is “No” if the law does 
not prohibit such discrimination.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

Protecting women from 
violence 

Assumptions 
It is assumed that the woman

 • Resides in the main business city of 
the economy being examined. 

 • Is a lawful citizen of the economy 
where she resides. 

The answers to the questions in this top-
ic are based on statutory or codifi ed law 
for civil law systems, and on case law, 
i.e., law established by judicial decision 
in cases as binding precedent for com-
mon law systems. Therefore, customary 
law is not taken into account, unless it 
has been codifi ed or upheld by case law, 
and the answers are based solely on the 
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letter of the law and not the implementa-
tion or practice thereof.

46. Is there legislation specifi cally ad-
dressing domestic violence? If not, 
are there aggravated penalties for 
crimes committed against a spouse 
or family member? 

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • there is legislation addressing 
domestic violence, i.e., violence 
between spouses, within the 
family or members of the same 
household or in interpersonal 
relationships, including intimate 
partner violence that includes 
criminal sanctions or provides 
for protection orders for domes-
tic violence; or 

 • the legislation addresses “ha-
rassment” that clearly aff ects 
physical and/or mental health, 
such that damage is implied, 
as within the scope of domestic 
violence. 

 • The answer is “No, but aggravated 
penalties exist” if there is no do-
mestic violence legislation but 
penalties in the criminal code are 
increased for off enses committed 
by a spouse, family member or inti-
mate partner. 

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • there is no legislation address-
ing domestic violence or the 
law only refers to or prohibits 
domestic violence but does not 
provide for sanctions or protec-
tion orders; or

 • the law enables women to 
obtain a protection order only 
if the husband has been con-
victed of the off ense or she has 
ceased to reside in the common 
home; or

 • the law protects only a specifi c 
category of women (e.g., preg-
nant), a specifi c member of the 
family (e.g., children), but not 
all family members, or defi nes 
the off ense in connection with 

specifi c motives (e.g., violence 
against a person while per-
forming a professional or civil 
duty); and 

 • there are no aggravated pen-
alties for crimes committed 
against a spouse, family mem-
ber or intimate partner.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No, but aggra-
vated penalties exist = 0.5; No = 0. 

47. Is there legislation on sexual harass-
ment in employment?

 • The question covers provisions on 
sexual harassment in the workplace 
or in employment, whether or not 
sanctions apply. 

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • there is a law or provision that 
specifi cally protects against 
sexual harassment in employ-
ment, including unwelcome 
sexual advances, requests for 
sexual favors, verbal or physi-
cal conduct or gestures of a 
sexual nature, annoyance if 
understood to include harass-
ment with sexual content, or 
any other behavior of a sexual 
nature that might reasonably 
be expected or be perceived to 
cause off ense or humiliation to 
another in connection with em-
ployment, including provisions 
on inducing indecent or lewd 
behavior coupled with fi nancial 
or offi  cial dependence or au-
thority, abuse of position or au-
thority, or language that can be 
clearly interpreted to mean such 
dependence or abuse; or sexual 
harassment is considered a form 
of discrimination in employment 
and the law protects against 
discrimination. 

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • there is no legislation specifi cally 
addressing sexual harassment in 
employment; or

 • the behavior or gesture of a 
sexual nature addressed in the 

law includes the use of force or 
violence or the threat of force or 
violence, which is understood to 
constitute a crime, e.g., sexual 
assault or abuse; or

 • the conduct covered by legisla-
tion is not directed at a specifi c 
individual; or

 • the law only allows an em-
ployee to terminate employ-
ment based on sexual harass-
ment but provides for no other 
protection or form of redress; 
however, a provision allowing 
the employer to terminate an 
employee’s contract for com-
mitting sexual harassment will 
be considered; or

 • the law or provision covers only 
public or only private sector em-
ployees, but not both; or

 • the law or provision protects 
only a specifi c category of wom-
en or those in a specifi c area 
or sector of employment, e.g., 
protection from sexual harass-
ment in political functions, or 
applicable only to government 
or state-owned enterprises; or

 • the law accounts only for sexual 
acts, including intercourse or 
copulation, as clearly involving 
contact of or with genital or-
gans; or

 • the law or provision states only 
that the employer has a duty to 
prevent sexual harassment, but 
no provisions exist to prohibit or 
provide sanctions or other form 
of redress for sexual harass-
ment; or

 • the law addresses harassment 
in general but makes no refer-
ence to acts of a sexual nature 
or contact.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

48. Is there legislation on sexual harass-
ment in education? 

 • The question covers provisions 
addressing sexual harassment in 
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education, education facilities, 
schools or where the off ender is in 
the role of educator, professor or in 
charge of the education of the vic-
tim, whether or not there are sanc-
tions associated with the provision. 

 • The answer is “Yes” if the law spe-
cifi cally covers sexual harassment 
in education or contains language 
that can clearly be interpreted as 
sexual harassment in education. 

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • the law does not specifi cally 
cover sexual harassment in edu-
cation; or

 • the law covers only education 
within the scope of work, such 
as vocational training in the 
workplace, but not education 
generally; or

 • the law covers sexual harass-
ment only in public or only in 
private education, but not in 
both; or

 • the law or provision only covers 
students up to a certain age 
(e.g., 18 years).

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

49. Are there criminal penalties for 
sexual harassment in employment? 

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • the law establishes criminal 
sanctions, such as fi nes and im-
prisonment, for sexual harass-
ment in employment. 

 • The answer is “No” if 

 • There are no criminal sanctions 
for sexual harassment in em-
ployment; or

 • the law on sexual harassment in 
employment refers to penalties 
for more serious off enses in the 
criminal code, such as for sexual 
assault; or 

 • the law only prohibits sexual 
harassment in employment and 
sets forth that the employer 

should apply discretionary 
sanctions. 

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

50. Are there civil remedies for sexual 
harassment in employment?

 • The answer is “Yes” if 

 • the law provides for civil reme-
dies or compensation for victims 
of sexual harassment in employ-
ment or the workplace, such as 
recovery of monetary damages 
for loss of employment opportu-
nities and wages, expenses and 
compensation for emotional 
damages; or

 • the provision on sexual harass-
ment in employment or the 
workplace in the criminal code 
provides for reparation of dam-
ages for off enses covered by 
the code.

 • The answer is “No” if the law does 
not provide for civil remedies 
or compensation for victims of 
sexual harassment in employment 
or the workplace.

 • Scoring: Yes = 1; No = 0.

Summary of methodology 
changes

There were some changes in the meth-
odology between Women, Business and 
the Law 2016 and Women, Business 
and the Law 2018. For that reason, the 
data for previous cycles—which can 
be found on the Women, Business and 
the Law website—were recomputed to 
match the new methodology. Four of 
the topics had changes in methodology, 
as described below:

Accessing institutions. The methodology 
for the questions on whether a woman 
can legally be designated “head of house-
hold” in the same way as a man will no 
longer refl ect inequalities in the tax code, 
as these are captured by the providing 
incentives to work indicator. 

Getting a job. It is now assumed that a 
woman or man earns the minimum wage 
rather than the average value added per 
worker for calculating maternity, paterni-
ty and parental benefi ts. Answers to the 
questions on parental benefi ts now re-
fl ect the applicable leave policies in force 
as of June 1, 2017. The length of pater-
nity leave is now counted in work days 
when it is less than 30 days. The question 
on fl exible work no longer requires easier 
access to fl exible work to be provided to 
parents than to non-parents. The ques-
tion on whether women can work the 
same night hours as men now captures 
laws that restrict women from working at 
night in the food retail sector in addition 
to broad restrictions on women’s night 
work. The questions on the ages at which 
men and women can retire with partial 
benefi ts are now answered as “N/A” 
where the law does not establish an 
age at which partial benefi ts can be col-
lected. It is also no longer assumed that a 
woman has raised one child for purposes 
of calculating the age at which she can 
retire and receive pension benefi ts. 

Providing incentives to work. The defi ni-
tion of childcare has been revised to cov-
er services provided to children between 
the ages of 1 and 5. Previously, childcare 
covered services provided to children age 
6 and below. The question on whether 
childcare expenses are tax deductible 
now covers education expenses in addi-
tion to childcare expenses (where there is 
an explicit reference to childcare). 

Going to court. Explicit restrictions on 
women’s testimony relative to men’s 
across all civil and criminal cases are 
taken into account, except when dif-
ferences exist in the execution of mar-
riage contracts.

Notes

1 This is a new question.

2 This is a new question.

3 This is a new question.
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AFGHANISTAN ALBANIA
REGION South Asia Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP Low income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 16,782,979 1,451,769

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 17% 42%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 55 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? Yes No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? No Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? No Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 29 Score: 79

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.11 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? N/A No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A No
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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ALGERIA ANGOLA
REGION Middle East & North Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 20,179,815 14,512,041

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 18% 50%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 82 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? No Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 51 Score: 71

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? No N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? No N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA ARGENTINA
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP High income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 52,690 22,389,459

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) .. 41%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Separate with spousal consent
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 70 Score: 63

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 77% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.77 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 40

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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ARMENIA AUSTRALIA
REGION Europe & Central Asia High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 1,580,790 12,074,743

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 46%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 86 Score: 100

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 100

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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AUSTRIA AZERBAIJAN
REGION High income: OECD Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP High income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 4,447,318 4,901,191

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 49%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 100 Score: 57

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 100 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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BAHAMAS, THE BAHRAIN
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP High income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 199,663 542,483

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 21%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 45

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes No
6. Get a job? Yes No
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 75 Score: 41

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 67% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.67 0.02

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes No
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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BANGLADESH BARBADOS
REGION South Asia Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 80,706,124 148,498

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 29% 50%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original Owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 29 Score: 66

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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BELARUS BELGIUM
REGION Europe & Central Asia High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 5,088,808 5,756,184

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 50% 46%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 68 Score: 93

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 50

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No, but aggravated penalties exist

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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BELIZE BENIN
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 184,144 5,448,067

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 40% 49%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 90 Score: 73

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No No
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A No
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 80

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 64 Score: 60

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 50%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.52

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No Yes

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No 
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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BHUTAN BOLIVIA
REGION South Asia Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 369,452 5,436,260

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 40% 41%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? No Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Other Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 59 Score: 60

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.09 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? N/A No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 25 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 100

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA BOTSWANA
REGION Europe & Central Asia Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 1,766,644 1,125,991

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 39% 47%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 60

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original Owner 
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 79 Score: 47

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No No
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 20

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes No
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 100 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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BRAZIL BRUNEI DARUSSALAM
REGION Latin America & Caribbean East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 105,581,634 205,281

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 43% 43%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 73

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes No
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 60

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 64 Score: 55

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 40%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.4

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? No N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? No N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 20

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No Yes

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes No
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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BULGARIA BURKINA FASO
REGION Europe & Central Asia Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 3,666,246 9,389,543

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 46% 45%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 91 Score: 57

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? No N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No Yes

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 40

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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BURUNDI CABO VERDE
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Low income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 5,322,148 273,205

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 52% 41%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? .. Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? .. Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 73 Score: 71

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 50% 90%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.52 0.9

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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CAMBODIA CAMEROON
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 8,072,646 11,718,078

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 50% 47%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 55

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes No
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes No
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 60

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Husband
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes No
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 62 Score: 53

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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CANADA CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
REGION High income: OECD Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP High income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 18,286,037 2,329,740

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 45%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 82

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 92 Score: 45

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No No
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 100 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 70 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No, but aggravated penalties exist Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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CHAD CHILE
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP Low income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 7,215,991 9,072,243

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 46% 41%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 64 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? No Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? No Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No No

USING PROPERTY Score: 60 Score: 60

12. Who legally administers marital property? Husband Husband
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? No No
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 65 Score: 75

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 50 Score: 40

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No, but aggravated penalties exist Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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CHINA COLOMBIA
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 668,260,013 24,708,199

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 44% 43%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 50 Score: 68

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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COMOROS CONGO, DEM. REP.
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Low income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 394,276 39,460,508

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 42% 50%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 73 Score: 90

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? No Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No No

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 60

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Husband
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes No
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 69 Score: 54

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 0.02

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? N/A No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No Yes

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No 
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No 
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 40

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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CONGO, REP. COSTA RICA
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 2,561,678 2,427,479

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 49% 38%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 64 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? No Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 60 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Husband Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? No Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 40 Score: 59

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 50% 50%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.5 0.5

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A No
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? Yes No

GOING TO COURT Score: 25 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 0 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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CÔTE D’IVOIRE CROATIA
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 11,652,737 2,158,502

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 41% 46%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 60 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Husband Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? No Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 80 Score: 93

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 40 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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CYPRUS CZECH REPUBLIC
REGION Europe & Central Asia High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP High income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 573,265 5,371,530

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 46% 44%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 80 Score: 93

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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DENMARK DJIBOUTI
REGION High income: OECD Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP High income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 2,886,115 469,198

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 42%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 82

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 91 Score: 75

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 50%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.52

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 75 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 10

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No, but aggravated penalties exist

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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DOMINICA DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION .. 5,344,459

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) .. 41%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 90 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 46 Score: 73

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 80% 50%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.8 0.51

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 75

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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ECUADOR EGYPT, ARAB REP.
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 8,194,817 47,330,802

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 41% 23%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 64

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes No
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes No
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 74 Score: 59

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 75% 75%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.78 0.75

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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EL SALVADOR EQUATORIAL GUINEA
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 3,370,548 595,644

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 42% 39%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 73

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes No
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 60

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Husband
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes No
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 75 Score: 78

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 75 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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ERITREA ESTONIA
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP Low income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 3,073,210 699,671

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) .. 49%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 59 Score: 93

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 25 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 75

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 70

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No No, but aggravated penalties exist

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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ETHIOPIA FIJI
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP Low income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 51,291,704 442,142

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 35%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 90

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 46 Score: 56

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 20 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No No
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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FINLAND FRANCE
REGION High income: OECD High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP High income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 2,788,613 34,331,313

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 48% 47%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 97 Score: 88

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 70% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.86 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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GABON GAMBIA, THE
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 978,377 1,029,463

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 40% 44%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 55 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? Yes No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? No Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 60 Score: 60

12. Who legally administers marital property? Husband Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? No Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 73 Score: 67

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.06

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 0 Score: 40

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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GEORGIA GERMANY
REGION Europe & Central Asia High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 1,943,709 42,021,652

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 46% 46%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Separate with spousal consent
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 75 Score: 85

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 25%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.53

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 75

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 40 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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GHANA GREECE
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 14,162,745 5,506,477

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 50% 44%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? Yes N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 59 Score: 93

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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GRENADA GUATEMALA
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 53,452 8,470,056

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) .. 34%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 90 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 81 Score: 70

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 74% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.74 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes 
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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GUINEA GUINEA-BISSAU
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Low income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 6,178,592 914,413

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 49% 47%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 73 Score: 55

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? No No
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes No
9. Open a bank account? Yes No
10. Choose where to live? No No
11. Be "head of household"? No No

USING PROPERTY Score: 60 Score: 60

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Husband
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes No
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 64 Score: 43

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 50% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.5 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 20 Score: 0

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No No
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? Yes ...

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 40 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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GUYANA HAITI
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 384,262 5,482,774

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 35% 48%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 82

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 80

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Other
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes No
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 78 Score: 63

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 100 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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HONDURAS HONG KONG SAR, CHINA
REGION Latin America & Caribbean East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 4,558,443 3,896,413

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 38% 49%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 62 Score: 65

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 67% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.67 0.04

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 75 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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HUNGARY ICELAND
REGION High income: OECD High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP High income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 5,142,381 166,842

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 46% 47%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 87 Score: 100

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 75

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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INDIA INDONESIA 
REGION South Asia East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 637,908,142 129,677,167

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 25% 38%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 60

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 40 Score: 64

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 0.02

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 20

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No Yes

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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IRAN, ISLAMIC REP. IRAQ
REGION Middle East & North Africa Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 39,869,885 18,367,257

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 19% 20%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 36 Score: 55

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? Yes Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? No No
5. Travel outside her home? No No
6. Get a job? No Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No No
11. Be "head of household"? No No

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No No

GETTING A JOB Score: 43 Score: 38

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? No N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A No

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No Yes

GOING TO COURT Score: 0 Score: 0

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? No No
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 0 Score: 40

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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IRELAND ISRAEL
REGION High income: OECD High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP High income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 2,390,143 4,305,618

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 45% 47%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 85 Score: 72

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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ITALY JAMAICA
REGION High income: OECD Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP High income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 31,130,010 1,446,431

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 42% 43%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 100 Score: 47

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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JAPAN JORDAN
REGION High income: OECD Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP High income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 65,250,540 4,616,022

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 43% 18%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 45

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes No
6. Get a job? Yes No
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? Yes No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 87 Score: 41

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes No
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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KAZAKHSTAN KENYA
REGION Europe & Central Asia Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 9,200,746 24,243,511

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 49% 49%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 80

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 71 Score: 74

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.11

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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KIRIBATI KOREA, REP.
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 57,987 25,779,815

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) .. 42%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 75 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Other Original Owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? .. Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 68 Score: 71

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 33%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 0.35

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes 
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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KOSOVO KUWAIT
REGION Europe & Central Asia Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 871,078 1,775,530

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) .. 28%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 73

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes No
6. Get a job? Yes No
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 77 Score: 13

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 24% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.25 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes No
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No 
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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KYRGYZ REPUBLIC LAO PDR
REGION Europe & Central Asia East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 3,071,083 3,392,922

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 40% 50%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 59 Score: 75

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 92% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.92 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? No N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 20

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No Yes

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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LATVIA LEBANON
REGION Europe & Central Asia Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP High income: OECD Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 1,060,201 2,992,712

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 50% 24%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 100 Score: 54

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 75 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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LESOTHO LIBERIA
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 1,111,505 2,287,478

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 48%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 80

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 56 Score: 73

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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LIBYA LITHUANIA
REGION Middle East & North Africa Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 3,134,355 1,550,375

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 25% 51%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 64 Score: 100

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? No N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? Yes No

GOING TO COURT Score: 25 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? No Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 75

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 10 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No, but aggravated penalties exist Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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LUXEMBOURG MACEDONIA, FYR
REGION High income: OECD Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP High income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 290,127 1,045,328

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 45% 39%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 93 Score: 72

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 100

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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MADAGASCAR MALAWI
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Low income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 12,481,298 9,056,940

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 49% 48%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 90

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 53 Score: 68

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 50% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.5 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 70 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No, but aggravated penalties exist Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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MALAYSIA MALDIVES
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c South Asia

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 14,679,700 208,132

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 38% 27%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 73 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? Yes No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? No Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 60 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No No

GETTING A JOB Score: 37 Score: 62

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 0.05

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? Yes No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes 
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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MALI MALTA
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP Low income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 8,907,055 219,260

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 43% 39%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 64 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? Yes No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No Yes

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 47 Score: 72

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 22%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.23

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 0 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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MARSHALL ISLANDS MAURITANIA
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION .. 2,136,387

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) .. 31%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 73

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes No
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 50 Score: 20

12. Who legally administers marital property? Other Other 
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? .. No
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? .. No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? .. No

GETTING A JOB Score: 46 Score: 57

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? N/A 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? N/A 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes No
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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MAURITIUS MEXICO 
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 639,906 64,096,833

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 39% 36%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? No N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Other
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 75 Score: 78

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.05 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 100 Score: 100

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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MICRONESIA, FED. STS. MOLDOVA
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 51,157 1,845,430

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) .. 49%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 75 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Other Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? .. Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 46 Score: 71

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? N/A 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? N/A 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 25 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 0 Score: 40

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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MONGOLIA MONTENEGRO 
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 1,529,574 314,988

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 45% 45%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Other Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 73 Score: 73

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 75 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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MOROCCO MOZAMBIQUE
REGION Middle East & North Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 17,828,919 14,733,138

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 26% 55%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 67 Score: 62

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes No

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? Yes No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 70 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No, but aggravated penalties exist Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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MYANMAR NAMIBIA
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 27,040,191 1,271,887

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 41% 50%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes No
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Other Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 54 Score: 85

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 0 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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NEPAL NETHERLANDS
REGION South Asia High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP Low income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 14,936,536 8,567,739

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 52% 46%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? Yes N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 60 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 32 Score: 93

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 20 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 75

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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NEW ZEALAND NICARAGUA
REGION High income: OECD Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP High income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 2,400,044 3,118,126

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 39%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 93 Score: 65

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 60%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.62

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 100 Score: 100

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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NIGER NIGERIA
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Low income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 10,251,649 91,244,915

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 43% 45%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 64 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? No Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? No Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 50 Score: 80

12. Who legally administers marital property? Other Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? .. Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? .. Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? .. Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 57 Score: 40

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes No
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 50% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.51 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 40 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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NORWAY OMAN
REGION High income: OECD Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP High income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 2,595,280 1,484,086

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 13%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 55

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A No 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes No
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 100 Score: 50

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes No
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 40

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes 
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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PAKISTAN PALAU
REGION South Asia East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 93,957,227 ..

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 22% ..

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 73 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? No N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? No Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A 

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 50

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Other
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes ..
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No ..
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No ..

GETTING A JOB Score: 26 Score: 46

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes No
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% N/A
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 N/A

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? No Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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PANAMA PAPUA NEW GUINEA
REGION Latin America & Caribbean East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 2,012,452 3,960,661

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 40% 49%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 80

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 67 Score: 42

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes No
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% N/A
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 N/A

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? No N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 20

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes No
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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PARAGUAY PERU
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 3,313,112 15,903,171

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 40% 45%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 87 Score: 87

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 75 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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PHILIPPINES POLAND
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 51,215,335 19,598,040

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 40% 45%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 90 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? Yes N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Other Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? No Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 84 Score: 82

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? Yes No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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PORTUGAL PUERTO RICO (U.S.)
REGION High income: OECD Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP High income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 5,441,042 1,771,259

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 49% 42%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 100 Score: 64

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 100

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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QATAR ROMANIA
REGION Middle East & North Africa Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP High income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 714,493 10,164,461

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 14% 43%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 55 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? Yes No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? No Yes
5. Travel outside her home? No Yes
6. Get a job? No Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 40 Score: 90

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A No

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 25 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? No Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 0 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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RUSSIAN FEDERATION RWANDA
REGION Europe & Central Asia Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 77,274,683 6,206,417

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 49% 52%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A Yes

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 68 Score: 63

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 50%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.52

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 0 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SAMOA SAN MARINO
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 94,498 ..

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 36% ..

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 90 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Other Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 68 Score: 87

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.18 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 40

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SÃO TOMÉ AND PRÍNCIPE SAUDI ARABIA
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 100,377 14,037,495

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 36% 16%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 36

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes No 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes No
5. Travel outside her home? Yes No
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 50 Score: 16

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.04

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A No

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 25 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes No
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SENEGAL SERBIA
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP Low income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 7,839,987 3,613,798

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 41% 44%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 82 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 50 Score: 93

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SEYCHELLES SIERRA LEONE
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP High income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 46,807 3,734,967

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) .. 50%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 80

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 77 Score: 46

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SINGAPORE SLOVAK REPUBLIC
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP High income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 2,840,579 2,797,436

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 45% 45%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 67 Score: 100

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 50% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.55 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SLOVENIA SOLOMON ISLANDS
REGION High income: OECD East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP High income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 1,041,173 295,031

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 44%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 90

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 93 Score: 30

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes No
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 20

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes No
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SOUTH AFRICA SOUTH SUDAN
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 28,396,315 6,104,255

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 45% 49%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 67

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Other
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes ..
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes ..

GETTING A JOB Score: 85 Score: 20

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 100 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 40 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SPAIN SRI LANKA
REGION High income: OECD South Asia

INCOME GROUP High income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 23,675,226 11,000,805

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 46% 34%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 80

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 93 Score: 38

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 75 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes 
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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ST. KITTS AND NEVIS ST. LUCIA
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP High income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION .. 90,706

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) .. 46%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 71 Score: 86

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No No
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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ST. VINCENT AND THE 
GRENADINES SUDAN

REGION Latin America & Caribbean Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 54,334 19,709,905

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 42% 26%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 36

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes No
5. Travel outside her home? Yes No
6. Get a job? Yes No
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 63 Score: 35

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 75% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.75 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes No
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A N/A
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SURINAME SWAZILAND
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 278,688 678,197

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 39% 41%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? No Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 75

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes ..

GETTING A JOB Score: 42 Score: 51

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? N/A 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? N/A 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes No
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SWEDEN SWITZERLAND
REGION High income: OECD High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP High income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 4,952,147 4,223,477

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 48% 47%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 100 Score: 85

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes No

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC TAIWAN, CHINA
REGION Middle East & North Africa East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 9,110,598 11,820,546

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 14% ..

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 64 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? No Yes
5. Travel outside her home? No Yes
6. Get a job? No Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? Yes N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 33 Score: 88

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 0.09

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No Yes
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes Yes

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 25 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? No Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 0 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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TAJIKISTAN TANZANIA
REGION Europe & Central Asia Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 4,311,855 27,945,843

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 39% 49%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A Yes

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 60

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 75 Score: 86

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 25 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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THAILAND TIMOR-LESTE
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 34,938,030 624,533

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 46% 32%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A Yes

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 57 Score: 76

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 50% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.5 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 40

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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TOGO TONGA
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa East Asia & Pacifi c

INCOME GROUP Low income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 3,845,982 53,391

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 49% 38%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 80 Score: 20

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes No
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 80 Score: 42

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes No
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 50% N/A
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.51 N/A

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes N/A
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes No
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? Yes No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 20

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO TUNISIA
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP High income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 691,993 5,769,754

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 42% 26%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 91 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 64 Score: 52

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 33% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.33 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No Yes

GOING TO COURT Score: 100 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 75 Score: 25

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 10

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No, but aggravated penalties exist

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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TURKEY UGANDA
REGION Europe & Central Asia Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Upper middle income Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 40,420,720 20,752,889

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 32% 48%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 70 Score: 73

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0.05

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 60 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No 

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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UKRAINE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
REGION Europe & Central Asia Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 24,153,211 2,513,544

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 12%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 45

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes No
6. Get a job? Yes No
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? N/A No

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 60 Score: 20

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes No
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No No
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 50

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No 
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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UNITED KINGDOM UNITED STATES 
REGION High income: OECD High income: OECD

INCOME GROUP High income High income

FEMALE POPULATION 33,266,827 162,932,617

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 47% 46%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 99 Score: 62

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes No
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 92% N/A
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0.94 N/A

21. Is there paid parental leave? Yes No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? Yes No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 100 Score: 100

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes Yes
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 75 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 100 Score: 100

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes 
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? Yes Yes 

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 100 Score: 80

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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URUGUAY UZBEKISTAN
REGION Latin America & Caribbean Europe & Central Asia

INCOME GROUP High income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 1,780,968 16,185,637

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 45% 42%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes N/A
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Both must agree
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 73 Score: 51

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No Yes
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A No

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? Yes No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes No

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 50 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 80 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? Yes No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No 
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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VANUATU VENEZUELA, RB
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c Latin America & Caribbean

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Upper middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 133,488 15,859,592

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 44% 40%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? N/A Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes Yes
6. Get a job? Yes Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 75 Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Other Separate with spousal consent
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? .. Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 52 Score: 70

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? No Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 67%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 0.69

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? No Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes No
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? Yes N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 80

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 75

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 0

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No No
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No No
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 20 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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VIETNAM WEST BANK AND GAZA
REGION East Asia & Pacifi c Middle East & North Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 46,834,625 2,244,170

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 48% 21%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100 Score: 64

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No Yes
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes 
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes No
6. Get a job? Yes No
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes No
11. Be "head of household"? Yes N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100 Score: 40

12. Who legally administers marital property? Both must agree Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes No
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes No

GETTING A JOB Score: 64 Score: 49

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 100% 100%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 1 1

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? Yes No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes No
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes No
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? No No
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? No No
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? No N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 80 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? Yes Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 50 Score: 25

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes No
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No No
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes No
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 25 Score: 50

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? No Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes No
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60 Score: 0

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes No

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No No 
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes No
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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YEMEN, REP. ZAMBIA
REGION Middle East & North Africa Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Lower middle income Lower middle income

FEMALE POPULATION 13,653,577 8,308,472

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 8% 48%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 45 Score: 91

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? Yes No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? No No
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes Yes
5. Travel outside her home? No Yes
6. Get a job? No Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes Yes
8. Register a business? Yes Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes Yes
10. Choose where to live? No Yes
11. Be "head of household"? No N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 40 Score: 80

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? No No
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? No Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? No Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 43 Score: 72

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? No No
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0% 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No Yes
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? No Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? No Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? No Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? No Yes
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? Yes N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40 Score: 60

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? No No
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No Yes
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? Yes Yes
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No No

GOING TO COURT Score: 0 Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? No Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? No Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? No Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? No Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 0 Score: 100

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? N/A Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? No Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No Yes

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 0 Score: 100

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? No Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No Yes
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? No Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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ZIMBABWE
REGION Sub-Saharan Africa

INCOME GROUP Low income

FEMALE POPULATION 8,194,300

FEMALE LABOR FORCE (% OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE) 49%

ACCESSING INSTITUTIONS Score: 100

1. Are wives required to obey their husbands? No
Can a woman legally do the following in the same way as a man:
2. Apply for a passport? Yes
3. Apply for a national ID card? Yes
4. Travel outside the country? Yes
5. Travel outside her home? Yes
6. Get a job? Yes
7. Sign a contract? Yes
8. Register a business? Yes
9. Open a bank account? Yes
10. Choose where to live? Yes
11. Be "head of household"? N/A

USING PROPERTY Score: 100

12. Who legally administers marital property? Original owner
13. Does the law provide for valuation of nonmonetary contributions? Yes
14. Do men and women have equal ownership rights to immovable property? Yes
15. Do sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights? Yes
16. Do female and male surviving spouses have equal inheritance rights? Yes

GETTING A JOB Score: 64

17. Is there paid leave available to women of at least 14 weeks? Yes
18. Do women receive at least 2/3 of their wages for the fi rst 14 weeks or the duration of the leave if it is shorter? Yes
19. What is the percentage of maternity leave benefi ts paid by the government? 0%
20.  What is the diff erence between leave reserved for women and men relative to leave reserved for women, as a 

function of who pays? 0

21. Is there paid parental leave? No
22. Does the law mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value? No
23. Does the law mandate nondiscrimination based on gender in employment? Yes
24. Is dismissal of pregnant workers prohibited? Yes
25. Can parents work fl exibly? No
26. Can women work the same night hours as men? Yes
27. Can women work in jobs deemed hazardous, arduous or morally inappropriate in the same way as men? Yes
28. Are women able to work in the same industries as men? Yes
29. Are women able to perform the same tasks at work as men? Yes
30. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with full pension benefi ts equal? Yes
31. Are the ages at which men and women can retire with partial pension benefi ts equal? N/A
32. Are the mandatory retirement ages for men and women equal? N/A

PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO WORK Score: 40

33. Are mothers guaranteed an equivalent position after maternity leave? Yes
34. Does the government support or provide childcare services? No
35. Are payments for childcare tax deductible? No
36. Is primary education free and compulsory? No
37. Are there tax deductions or credits specifi c to men? No

GOING TO COURT Score: 100

38. Does a woman’s testimony carry the same evidentiary weight in court as a man’s? Yes
39. Does the law establish an anti-discrimination commission? Yes
40. Does the law mandate legal aid in civil/family matters? Yes
41. Is there a small claims court/fast-track procedure? Yes

BUILDING CREDIT Score: 75

42. Do retailers provide information to credit agencies? Yes
43. Do utility companies provide information to credit agencies? Yes
44. Is discrimination based on gender prohibited in access to credit? Yes
45. Is discrimination based on marital status prohibited in access to credit? No

PROTECTING WOMEN FROM VIOLENCE Score: 60

46.  Is there legislation specifi cally addressing domestic violence? If not, are there aggravated penalties for crimes 
committed against a spouse or family member? Yes

47. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in employment? Yes
48. Is there legislation on sexual harassment in education? No
49. Are there criminal penalties for sexual harassment in employment? No
50. Are there civil remedies for sexual harassment in employment? Yes
Note: See the data notes for more details on the scoring of each indicator.
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